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Forewoiii

More than 4.0 million American teen,gers are believed to suffer from
chronic. problems in coping with their familiei, their -schools, their society,
and thetnielves. Some run from tbeir homes; others withdraw into sullen or
defeatedrisolation while "remaining at home. Some

with
with drugs or

alcohol; while others simply tranquilize themselves with these substances.'
_Many are loosely. !abated as. "crazy"; some are diainosed as mentally I. If
they are poor, and particularly if they are poor and belong to a minority
group, their behavior will often be classified as delinquent.

',Currently we do' not have enough mental health professionals. to work
with these young people and their families. Even if we did, it is unlikely that
the majority of them yvould seek out such qrofessiliInals. These young people
are often unable. or unwilling-to trust adults assigned (by parent, school, or
clip 4'treat" them. Such treatment is ass fated with being labelled
menta y label they reject. Time to wOrnhings out for themselves Is
neededtime combined with the support of sympathetic peers as well as the
guidance of older people who understand the confusia-felt and respect the
young person's right to find his or her own way.

It is in direct response to the above realities that Dr. James Gordon works
and rites. Iris lnt4oduction, he sketches his own metamorphosis, a Pro-
fessional odyssey from traditional to alternative services. The essays that foi-

e& low portray the spirit and substance of.the new serviceshotlines, runaway
houses, drop-in centers, and group homesand the philosophy of care they
embody./Again and again, Dr :'Gordon encouragers us to listen me closely to
outh and to create services that respond more itiredlAtio those

ex ssed need s message is clear: We must fundamentally reevaluate the
nature of the way in which we care for our youth (thus, the double meaning
pf the book's title).

'416A thought -p rovokiwg and responsible book, Coring for )19uth should be
read by all who are interested in working with young people and their
families.:Most particularly, mental health professionals should read this book.
Mental health and medical services are rapid evolving, One can only fackli-

llitate and participate in ,that evolution b ting its existence and seriously
examining new (alternative) approaches.to care.

S. P. Hersh, M.D.
Assistant Difector-for Children and Youth

tionalilInstitute of Mental Health -4
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.My 'first contact with altesnative services ,was iii 1967'cliKing San Fran-
'"summer offole." Once:,or twice a week!! worked. as a volunteer

physician at the4laight Ashbuty free medical clink: Each eifeningdozens-of
young people .came to the clinic to 'be given penicillin for ilite V.D. they, knew
they had,to'haVe their bellies felt for the appendicitis th4y feared; or to be
told that their sore. throat was indeecbetter. They stayet/ to talk about therm
selves; their life in the Haight, i5d.the homes they had left. Out on the street
the as adVenture-neW 11.`ighsand new friendsbut'alsoior many of them,

neliness, uncertainty , and Memories' of a pastthat.still,;`,Sornetimes, troubled
them. In the clinic they found a safe place, the ,cai,e they needed, and people
who did not judge the way they thought and. Acted... -.'

, : % -A number of those yq;ing people re,t ed to the d mi as.vo unteers, to:.
be helpful to ;!other street eteoPle7-and to e. Crnergency room supervisors
told my felkiw i ns and me to prescribe tramusculat Thor#ine.for bad,:= :.

:0' drug triOs. in--i l' ."- ty,iit, ess-filled ba kroom of the free, clinic these -,'.
.. other voluntet .1pecr teat me to talk bad trips to goodjtO explore the f...

complexity auicl.;beauty rather an supPress the hotrors.of the young trip-j,, -
pers' hallUcinations, to check out my own Vibes-before commenting On.their

4. feelings: I learned that acid. tri ? gridwere akin to-piwchOtic episodes d that3.s

the outcome of both, could be' rOfoundly influenced by the attitude of the
.peOple Who treated' there and' the setting in which they took plaCer A few
hours or',a day in the backropm of the clinic seemed to make the difference
between weeks of'drUg treattrent on a hospital ward and an easy, rapid, and
tranquilizer-free return to,he's life.

. I began my psychiatric training the next summer and scent most of my
time with' people who were, labeled "schizophrenic." I learned I could under-
stand words and behavior thit were considered autistic or impenetrable and
that peoples madness often made sense in the context of their Ntamily and
their social and economic situation." Paying .close attention to what' my
patients said, and did, drawing on the work of Harry Stack Sullivan., Frieda
Fromm,Rfichmann, and 11..-D. Laing, remembering my experience in the
free clihici I begari ti? conceive of schizophrenia-and indeed mental illness
in genel-a1;-as an e:xperiehce rather than a disease, a process during which a
person neeC to -be sustained,' rathy than a set of symptoms requiring
suppression. .

.
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When .1 became a chief resident and ward administrator, I wanted to create
an environment in which "schizophrenic" patients could experience what
Laing called "the natural healing process" of madness, and. a place where
staff members could learn from, and "guide and guard," them. I tried to
create a place where difference, including psychotic behavior and thought,
was not stitnatized as deviance; where each person's rigft to chooseto
come or go, to takeor not take psychotropic drugswas respected; where
decisions were trade communally rather than hierarchically. Often, and
Oynetimes to My amazement, the structure and content of our patients'

psychosesthe way.they.acted and thoughtbegan to change. In a situation
where honesty wad emphasized and authority demyitifie.d, long-standtng
paranoid delusions began to dissolve. Rigid and frightened people who had
been told they would alwaxs-have to take .tranquilizers stopped their medi-
cation, spoke their mindsr£nd felt "betk." Apparently helpless and hope-
less sc hizophrenics were able, given the opportunity, to be each other's best
therapists. .

In 1971 I finished my psychiatric residency aiwd began to work at thpiMental Health Stud Center, the National Institthe of Mental Health's lab
orator -,oratory in commun y mental health. My time`intrbzjhospital had shown melatsome of the limits to reforming institutional ice. Now l' was eager to
share the skills and the perspective that my ps9.. tr:ic trainingaiad given me
with people who wanted to change. I was eager top:leer-the needs of those
who came for heir in v. setting where rules and roles could conform to human
needs, rather than to bureaucratic imperatives.

I began to lOok at the ways that others,15articularly.nonprofessionals, had
worked with troubled and troubling people outside of conventional institu-
tions. I read about Ghee!, the Belgian town that is itself a therapeutic. com-
munity, and about the settlement house rnovementof the 19th century and
its emphasis on meeting people's concrete needs -for food, shelter, and child
care. I reread August, Aichhorn'S classic account of therapy with delinqwnt
youth, and spoke with friends who had worked in the "houses of hospitality"
that the Catholic Worker sponsors. I renriembered the cent' of co,nrnr,n pur
pose and community. that pervaded the Haight Ashhury clinic, the thera
peutic atmosphere created by people who were r1,14 hound by the dogma or
cant of therapy. -And I began to look for similar kinds of s.--.r vices. TIPf mrty
off ire, in Prhice George's County, Maryland, and Washington, D.C.

I found runaway houses. group fi-Ister homes, hotlines, and crisis inter ven
tion centers places where young people who rarely felt comfortable else-
where could find shelter, fond, affection, respect, and the kind of direct but
sympathetic counseling that older sisters and brothers might offer younger
ones. Staffed and run largely by nonprofessionals, these programs survived
on begged or borrowed money and the enthusiasm of counselors who worked
free or for subsistence wages. When I came to visit, the young people and
their counselors welcomed me as a potential friend and ally; when I, stayed
to help, they shared their work and themselves with me.

2
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The essays in this volume record some of what I have yearned over the
last .6 years frcipl and, with theyOung people, their families, and their' coun-
se)ors., sy can be read as program descriptions, case studies, and progress
notes. 6* reveal a. number of changes in my own perspective, as well as
my con Suing conviction that alternative services have, much to offeras
paradigms of respectful ...Ind flexible services for -young people and their
families; as training grounds for mental health workers as models for corn-..munity mental; health centers; and at working and living communities for
yotwg, and not so young, people.

Some of the essays are grouped according to the kind of services. de-
scribedrunaway houses or, group foster homes; otherson "Consultation,"
"Youth Helping touth," "Alternatives in Transition," and "New Roads to
Mental Health "stand alone. I have excised several repetitive passages and
rearranged a few pieces of background, information, but have not. otherwise
changed the wording of any of the papers. Most of these essays have beep
published in professional journals, but thgy, ate, so far as I have been able -to
make them, free of jargon. I hope they will be useful as well.

,..
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'Coming TogeMeC was my first essay on alternative services. It was
meant to be a primer and a guide for niental health professionals- Who mightLwoo, to work In or with aJternatIve aizices and for alternative Service.
workers who mi ht want to use professafals as consultants. To my pleasurk.....
it has promed to eful to alternative service workers and professionals who
are trying to uridesstrind the roots and p6ssible directions-of their work.
"Coming Together" was originally published In Social Policy in the July/
August issu* It Is reproducd'here with permission. ,
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together
risultait9 with -

ti: Young- People
!* For the last tw

may be called
ars haye served as a consu tant to groups that provide
alternative social serliices" or young paople; a hotline

fo r. outh, two group foster homes for adole nts, a runway house, a free
- high school. Her;e-,I.i;vant to share some of my experieptes, as bxamples of

tilt;, one person tqa,iiied as a psychiatrist has worked`with new kinds of sZcial
selFv1C-e workers-ar'dthe young people they serve.

This account .41'm}g-i-fiNolvement is--part -Qt-thelarger.story of alternative
services. And it,In turn; may be seen as a chapter in the history of the way
our society has viewed and dealt with its young.j I will begin by presentint,a
historical -perspe; ve which 1 and many of the people II work with have found
.to belielpful ijOinclerstanding our work. Afterward S will present a brief
sketch of two . the alternative service projects I_ have worked with. Then 1
Till proceed to n Actual description of my work as a consultant to these two. .0ojects. '

,,fl

4 HISTORIC, PERSPECTIVE
d,.-4/A hundred years ago a person of 13 or 14 years old was well on his or her

way to adulthook0 ,Already a worker in field or factory, an apprentice-or
.scholat, a young:(14in was aCc9LEied the dignity and perquisites of an adult;
young wpmenegated o Mi-orki-clas citizenshipwere educated by#
-mother *3 auntel. d gra dmothefis to serve their future husbands -and chil-
dren. If - young. person chafed against the opp?'essivene r restrictions of

.1,

homeThe orrAshe as-tild seek solace or advice from an old r member of the ex-
tended ,famit .4tr frern some adult in the community w o was known to be
sympathetic.:4 IF situation became intolerable, or the lure of distant places
too strong, the' utig person..couLd leave. -

....In nineteen lentury America a boy or girl could, like Hetck Finn, "light
out for, the teci-lio.ry.'"6-1-Or else he or she cruld begin life in another town or
city.Te; aQcoieffrig, to temperament, skA and luck, a young person could
make ..pwn_ w.ay:.6nd support from his elders, or be explitaited- by white
slavers; cruel masters, or oppressive factories.

.

Q....,, .
-.)See apernner?;19/6-71, and Handlin and H dlin lgid.
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Only toward the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth
centuries did adolescence come to be regarded as a separate stage in yclung
American's life, a time of biological .maturity and social immaturity. Threv
changes in the legal structureas: much the consequencers` of induStrial :de-

. velop.ment and ,its economic necessities as of human.itarian concernsignified
and reinforced "this change in attitude; the passage of laWs firiihibiting child
[abort enforcin ompulsocy education, and creating a. separate jUvenile justice
system.2

-Compared to the fosses in social status, the gains for adolescents in hu-
manitarian treatment Were negligible.'''Economic consideraticins remained
pre -eminent in deteriPining.whether labor and education laws were enforced:
factories 1-4c-h.-ha already found child labor to be inefficient,were content
noT to e 14. yOu people; but parents who depended for their economic
suKyival 9 their chi dreri's labor could hardly afford to heed either child
lakrpr or
juvenile ?n
but in retur
be confined
class of "cr
Behavior t
atdd slat Fl

pulsory education laws. Young people who were confined in
utions'were no longer exposed to "hardened adult criminals,"
they forfeited virtually all of their rights: not only could they

without a jury trial but they could be convicted of a wbple new
es" including "stubbornness," "truancy," and "running away."

at was tokeifaled or oiciticiztd in adults, and had once been toler-
y in yOung people, became subject to legal as well as social scru-

tiny and nstraints.
The w sciences of psychology and psychiatry developed and over the

years plified a perspective on adolescence which justified this intrusive and
patron mg treatment. Datinglirom Stanley Hall's 1904 texton Adofscence
to, pre nt-day psychoanalytic papers and popular magazine article on how
to get along with your teenager, adolescence in America has beets 074ed as
a time of turmoil and psychopathpl , and adolescents themsei.%. een
seen as "difficult" or "troubled." 1 oring anthropological data positing dif-
ferent ways of being in those fears (such as those accumulated by Margaret
Mead in Samoa and New Guinea.), many writers on adolescence have made
the effect (the difficulty of heRig a young person in twentieth-century
America) into the cause (adolescence is a time of Brea tress).

It was assumed that adolescents, like mental patients, Bracks and women
did not know what was good for trie.sn'. Adults, and increasingly those who
had degrees certifying their expertise in the "problems of adolescence," were
to tell them. In the chambers of judges, in the offices of guidance counselor§,,
social workers, and 'psychiatrists, adolescents who were at odds with family
or school or community were labeled "sick:0" or "delinquent" or "deficient"-
in,any case, "problems."

These difficulties of adolescents were compounded by rapid social and
economic change_ The casual oppressiveness of a society rapidly expanding

2See Bakan,.19 71.
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toward is geographic and economic liMits was supplante by oppressive
concern of a society which 'demanded ever-greater de ees iechnica
specialization and higher levelS of consumptiOn.eYoung ople were ask
to set aside more and more years to_ prepare for a life-of.wo och in-
creasingly removed from their experidnce at Kome or at school.

At the same time, the increasing mobility of nuclear families. a`ftel the
resulting breakdown of the extended family and multigenerational corn:"
munity made it harder and harder ir6ryoang people..to understand and
particfrate in the history and traditions\from which their pa ents' fs
and style of life seexpecl to emanate. Oftn,\there were no adult
no aunts or grandparents, no minister's or Policemen knOwn since b h and
trusted except for the very parents who- parfieipated in the conflict. Cut
off fronn the past, isolated Worn" their parents' livirstas adults, and dubious
about their own future, adolescents turned more and more to one .another
for comforrand support.

In contrast, their parents turned increasingly to professionals, especially
to 'prof6ssionals whcy-spuld help them figure out what exactly was going on
with their children. Parents might expect a sympathetic reception from
these experts, but their children rarely did. To go to see one of theri a
guidance counselor, mirrister, social warer, doctor, or policemanws, by
definition, angare"-nisii6n .of sickness or guilt; often it meant forfeiting the
integtity of one's own experience or poiht of view to a perspective groundqd
in psychopathology and criminology. As if that were not .bad enough, adult
professionals shared the power of parents as well as their point of view: the
guidance counselor was paid by the schoOl and might report to the principal;
the policeman coyld jail you for running away or using drugs; the psychi-
atrist, silent, forbidding, could label you "crazy" and lock you up; and e
social workerlaPho spoke demeaningly of "acting out" or "poor vise
control" could remove you from your home.

In the late 1950s Black people in America began to demand their civil
rights and also began to insist that the alarger society treat them with re-
spect. In the wake of the civil rights movement and of the third-world strug-
gles which nourished and were fed by it, other oppressed groups including
women, ethnic minorities, mental 'patients, and old people became more
assertive and demanding. Young people too became conscious of them-
selves as a social entity and a political force. Since their shared isolation
from the concerns and lives of adults had made them cling less tightly to the
dominant values of the American society, it was easy for many of them to
see in the powerlessness and anger of American Blacks a reflection of their
own situation.

The palpable contradictions between the American ideals of truthfulness,
peace, democracy, and self - determination, and the American actions in the
Indochina war drove a deeper wedge between young people and their parents.
Revulsion at the televised slaughterand in some young people an unsup-
pressible fear that the murderousness vented on the Vietnamese might even-

9
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tually be directed toward themwas the first step toward the rejection of the
moralism and materialism which seemed-to Nstain it.

The youth culture that eyolved in the med-1960s was at on counter or
alternative to the doming r6 adult culture aWd a parody of its worst fears
about its young people. Calling themselves'tfrotherS" and sisters,..large
bers of young people drew on a common store of demKeratic ideals and
utopian hopes. They rejected-verbally and often through actionwar,-
racism., materialism; privatism,, competitiveriess, hypocrisy and fastidiousness.
And in so doing, they seemed to confirm their parents' and society's suspi-
cions that adolescents were lazy, sex--and dope-crazed, unrealistic, dangerous
and delinquent; they were "hippies" or "radicals" or both.

Young people gathered in urban neighborhoods and college commu-
nities: Haight - Ashbury in Sari Francisco, the East Village in New York City,
Dupont Circle in Washington, D.C.; Ann Arbor, Madison, end Cambridge.
There they evolved new styles of dress and music, politics and art, inter-
personal relations and intoxicationamalgams of past and present, of tech-
nological innovation, economic necessity, -and imaginative fantasy. TIlect
found heroes and heroines of their own, revolutionaries and rock musicians,
and revolutionaries who were rock musk/ions.

Building- on the interests and talents of members of each community, local
groups formed to provide a network of human services. In San Francisco, the
Diggers, borrowing their name from the English egalitarians of the sixteenth
century, improvised daily bread and soup for thousands of Haight-Ashbury
residents; Switchboard diinEcted telephone callers to crash pads, free clothes,
and legal services; the Haight-Ashbury Free Clinic, staffed by street people
and local physicians, dealt with the ailments of a young and transient popula-
tion that,experimented with its limits of physical and mental endurance; and
church-sponsored Huckleberry: House took in those young people who
wanted the security that the street did not offer.

In contr st to the doctors, social workers, schools, and hospitals of the
larger so' cie these counterinstite/tions and those who worked in them were
responsive to nd respectfuk of youllig people and of their right to independ-
ence and experimentation. A girl who wanted to ride to Colorado wasnot
lectured to about the dangers of hitchhiking; a boy w.ho had run away from
his parents was not forced to return home or harangued about his "future."
Young people with venereal ibisease were treated without smirks or moral-
ism, and those on bum trips re gentled down in quiet rooms, not jabbed
with mind-numbing doses of anquilizers.

Even more imriortant, t e barriers between helper and helped were
breached and often discarde . The boy, who last night was bummed-out on
acid might help tf1k someone elbe down the next, day. The kids who re-
ceived free food from the Diggers donated their extra clothes. The doctor
-whiO prescribed an antibiotic might learn about an equally effective herbal tea
from his patient. For many young people these counterculture service groups
provided an opportunitysometimes the first they had ever had to be

10
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humanly useful to others; for some professionals, young and old, they_prOAmk.
vided a new kind of working experience relatively free from the posturings

ir.and strimistures of professional roles. ,
Over the last five yeArs many-el the service groups formed in response to a

sudden influx of young people have simply disapeared. But many Others
have grown anthchanged with the times, expanding their services to deal with
new needs, de op- L_new structures, integrating themselves more com-
pletely with a c

v te
tlity which they are helping to build. A runaway house

with vtittich I have worked was founded five rears ago to provide a sate Jiving,
space and an'oppor 1.Q...oily for reflection for yoying people who migfated in
search of action or in ftligtrt from parents to the'City's 'Clip community. A yeat
later, some of its staff members opened group foster homes to provide more
permanent places for those young people who could or would not go hole;
and others started the free school, a new kind of educational setting where
high school students-rthose who stayed at home as well as hose who ran
could learn and be 4vithout being regimented or infantilized. IF

In the la wo or three years young people in the su urbs and older
people athetic to their situation have set up similar projects. Responding
to the blandness and isolation of subdivisions,and to the anonymity of large
schools, young people and their older allies have opened drop-in centers,
crisis counseling services, coffee houses, and suburban runaway houses.
Towns and counties in --..eery state have developed their own hotlines, tele-
phone answering services hich link lonely young people to other young
people who can tell them, in their own language, about birth control, abor-
tion or drugs; to peers who can hear their needs and urges withobt judging
them..

Workers in all of these projects have in common some understanding of
the insensi "vity and inadequacy of traditional social services for young
pe6ple. The eel that they can be helpful to others without having pro-
fessional degrees or certification, and believe that people, evert troubled and
confused young people; can run their own lives and make their own de-
cisions. They share the desire to make the world and in particular, their
corner of ita better place, as well as the 'conviction that such change is
shaped by and inseparable from the way people treat one another. in proj-
ects run- by the people wtw work in them, they hope to create humane andi humanly manageable alternatives to the institution's and services that have
constrained and labeled them and their younger brothers and sisters.

TWO ALTERNATIVE SERVICE PROJECTS
There are differences, however, among the various projects. The kind of

neighborhood they are in, the source of funding, the age, background, ex-
perience, interests, and ideology of the staff and those whom they serve all
of these shape each project. For the account of consultation that follows, I
will discuss two projects which are at different places on the alternative



service spectrum .in terms of neighborh"O-od, age of workers, structure of
organization, .and type of service: a hotline for youth and a-group foster
home.

Many of the phone aides, who work on the suburban hotline live at have
4rr white, middle- and lower-micil leclass neighborhoods. They are g rally
in their late teens and early twenties and attend; or are temporaril n
leNve from, local high schools and colleges. They operate a 24-hour-a-da
telephone answering service which deals mostly with teenagers and pro-
vides everything from casual conversation (legal and medical referrals 4o
counseling in crisis situations. Twelve to 15 id staff receive $2 an hour to.
work on and supervise two eight-hour phone shi s a week; in addition they
generally put in extra volunteer time in organizational activity and on corn-
mittees. Sixty volunteers also work on the pho er paid staffouper7
vision; each contributes at least four hours a k. The otline's coordinator
has a master's degree in social work and is paid by the co nty Mental Health
Association which is nominally in charge of all the hotlin-' activitie4.

The group foster home is located in a "Wp" white enclave in .a larger,
most Black, urban neighborhood. The work rs or counselors in the home
are i their mid- to late twenties. They try to Ii collectively with five or six
tee agers o have left or have been forced ou of their parental homes;
th 'yo .people have all been classified as "ps tic" and/or " elin-
q ent" an /or "in need of supervision." The workers receive us room

d board for a week during which they are to be available for five days, 24
ours a day. The home is one member of a group of alternative service proj-

ect including a runaway hopse, another group foster home, a job coopera-
tive, and a irfe high schoolwhich attempt to function as a collective, sharing
economic r sources and decision making.

THE CONSV\LTANT
.-

A mental health professional who w s as a consultant to young people
on their projects must understand n where they "come from" and
what their ideals, needs, aspirations and expectations are, but what he or\. she is about. The professional training that "qualifies" a person to comment
authoritatively on unconscious freaningior group process guarantees neither
acceptance nor usefulneis in alternative service projects. If the professional
does not share many of the values of the people with whom he is consulting,
if he does not respect what they are trying to do, if he is not open to engaging
them on their terms, then all his knowledge is worse than useless: observa-
tions, interpretations, open-ended .questionsall become weapons in the
arsenal of an unwanted-4nd destructive interloper.

t If the consultant thinks of the young workers merely as "kids" and their
work as "nice but not professional," then he is being both ignorant and
cor4lescending. Alternative services have arisen precisely because our com-
munities and the helpers in them have not served these young people. The
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concerns and biases of teachers as well as psychiatrists, parents as well "frg
police, have prevented them from being helpful toil large numbers of young
people. The condescenIONn of, the consultant, silent or spoken, simply per-
petuates and confirms th-e-p(evious experiehce of the workers and the young
people who seek their. help. Tie consultant must always rorrOnber that the

ices are alternative.and at they beking to the people who live and work
them.
I believe that it has been pospble for me to be useful to altern4tive social

service workers Aeca use I ogniz4 along with them the impoverishment of
traditional services; becawe I ksnse thaealterrrafive services which-are con-
trolled by the people who work' in therp not by a bureaucratic or Profes-
sional hierarchy, offer a, new and beVer Way for people, including profes-
sionally trained 'people like myself, ea--heip,and wort and simpicto be with
one another.

Sine my work is subsidized by7a salary that I receive from the U.S.
Public 'Fie4t..L1 Service, I need n ask for money from the groups that I work
with. This. is a mixed blessing . v1Fhough financial security could conceivably
make me less sensitive to the rigors of working in an alternative service proj-
ect, it has the great advantage of Jldwing me to spend time with peoples
whose work I respect rather than those who can pay. I have some distance,
not only from the day-to-day hassles th t arise out of full-time work in one
project but also from the chronically st ssful struggle for financial survival.

My experience as a therapist and as a ental hospital ward administrator
and my personal pSychoanalysis have all valuablA in my work as a corp-
sultant. From my own ,therapy I have learned to be sensitive to my reactions
to what is happening around me, at once observant and self-critical. My psy-
chiatric training, and, in particular, the time I spent' as a ward administrator,
makes it easier for me4o move from one frame of comptehension to another:
from an empathic uAerstanding of an individual's words to an evaluation of
their communicative effect in a group to -an estimation of the influence of
that person's previous experience on his point of view. And, not least, I Can
feel moderately confident about the limitations of specifically therapeutic
ideologies and approaches. With the young people who have often enough
been victimized or insulted by therapists' techniques and institutional coer-
cion, I know that "introspection," 4`encountering," and analyses of "group
dynamics," as well as a variety of psychiatric "treatments" can all be used
to obfuscate and maintain inequities of power, privilege, or economics
which ought to be redressed.

FIRST MEETINGS
People have generally contacted mea young psychiatrist with ree time,

pUblished writings on "madness,"3 and something of a reputation as a w"rad-

t3See Go rdon 1 971, 1972 , 1973 a, 1 9736.
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ical therapist"to help them with what,tl-ie elieve to be psychiatric prob-
. lems. Thil has rrfent most often that peopl in an alternative seLyice project

-') have felt thit one of their group or one ott e Mkids" they work' wi.t&was
. 1 acting "crazy -" At other tir a group as a hole has decided it needs per -

spectivespective on an apparently irrecbncilable .con ct; anV cwcasiongay one or
more merrtbs" have Aelt that their group need?..wpervision dr instruction or
infornriatibn 4bout adolescence or "men taRtIrtess" to help it do. its work etter..

In general I have bber4 contacted flUt by a person in a position of ower
and authority: the coordinator of te hotline-,-the director of the runaway
house, the most active of the counselor in a group foster home. Sometimes
the situation is viewed-as a crisis, sornetirles not;.bur always, in contacting me _

the group is opening it If to an outsider, confessing to a need, soliciting the
services of a member of powerful profession of which there is great distrust.

. The way respond to initial request for help begins to shape my rela-
tionship to the alternative service group. If, in a psychiatric clinic, one simply
listens td an individual patient's .count of his difficulties, zone may pro-
ceed very differently than if one insists on seeing him with his wife. and
children, and differently still, if pne visits him in his home, gets acquainted
with his children, and meets hisose friends. Similarly, in the case of my
consultation with groups, what I find out and deal with differs depending
an where lif hoose to consult from and wiih whom.

In generarmy approach is ecological and political. Almost always I first
meet with my caller on his or herk turf. I want to nderstand the entire
situationof which the. caller and the problem re b t a artand to begin
from the beginning to see: ate project's neighborhood and feel' its physical
dimensions and co-nstraints. At the `same time I want to affirmat a time

...when discouragement or anxiety may have led the workers to quest'on
themselves and their purpose that I am committed to seeking a solution
which confoi-ms with the spirit oftheir project. , .

I want my perspective to. come not only from the person who called me
in but from all the 'people who participate in a project. I wantto make it.`-\,_ clear from the beginning sif My work v)ith them that I am not the agent of
a powerful clique or a leader or. a counselor but am responsive .tb the entire

. group. In so_doing I. am hreiping to recall the egalitarian ideals which animated
the project's fol-rnatioYi and which-may have been eroded by recent stress or
chronic pressure. I wan.l4t6 1nderstand and help them understand the prob-
lem iri the context of their goals as an alternative service, not as a psychiatric

zidisorder or a-,defickncy of technical knowledge or matter of adjustment to
a cultural no*,'.!With which they disagree. Here re two examples of "pre-
senting probl,ms" and my response to them.

. At C

,

-- -The il tipoiline , '....,

.

--' The fouritier.and coordinator of the year-old suburban hotline for youth, a
5°-year-old sotjA4wo.rker named Alice, asks me to consult with the young.
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.f..people who answer the phones. She tells me thaf in recent weeks increasing
numbers of phone aides have spoken to her.2about their difficulties with
calibrs: one aide is troubled by a youth who masturbates while he talks to
her; another is skeptical of his abilitieto deal with a suicidal caller.; another
is upset *hen' someone "talks crazy.. The coordinator wonders if I- could
give some basic lectures on psyclitpaithology aritt psychiatric diagnosis. .

We talk for several hours about the ongoing operation of the hotline,
Esire to galvanizd and educate the community to respect their 1/1

s autonomy, about th stuffiness of traditional agencies and their
to the problems young people feelr We can'ttear the muffled

phones in theinext room. Occasionally a phone aide barges into
e, excuses himself, asks questions, and ducks out again.

th" oordinator is terribly overworked, that she serves es un-
d therapist as well as coordinator and supervisor, that

all of the details of administration -scheduling, training, publicity, and com-
munity education- -must be attended to by her. She is fond of the young
phone aides, feels that they are bright and sensitive, but hesitates to turn
over much of the administrative responsibility to them, thinking, "Some-
times they seem so irresponsible and bewildered; and, besides, what would
the Mental Health Assottion [which sponsors the hotline] "say?"

I sj.iggest to Alice that neither of us really knows the best way, it indeed
there is any way at all, for the hotline to use my skills, and that the only
way. to find out is to ask the people who do the work. I suggest that I take
some time to get to know how the hotline functions, to read their de-
scriptions of training and sit around with the young people while they an-
swer the phones_ At the next monthly training meeting, with thespaid phone
aides, the volunteer aides, and various professional advisers present, we will
talk about me and my interests and skills and let those present ask ques-
tions and speak with one another about my possible usefulness.

about h
childre
insensi
rings o
her off

I lea
official co fidantera

The Group Foster Home
SI.e7r

a
al times in the course of getting acquainted with altenidtive servit..es

n a urbn neighborhood, 1i year -old Tom is mentioned to me. He lives in
a group foster home for adolescents where six teenagers stay with two coun-
selors until they are 18. He is according sit! the counselors in the runaway
house and the teachers at the free high..scTooi, "crazy" and "dangerous."
They tell me that the counselors in the group foster home are at their wit's
end anyl are prepared to commit Tom to a mental hospital. They wonder
aloud isf I can be of help. Could. I do some kind of intensive therapy with
Tom? Is there a place where he could go'which is less repressive and more
pleasant than a traditional mental hospital? .

When Fred and Ann, the group foster home counselors, get in touch with
me, I arrang5 to -visit them. In their late twenties, dressed in dungarees and
T-shirts, they lean forward from a thrift-shop sofa -to detail their difficulties
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with Torn. F Car his first fight monthslion the house Tom was shy and tractable,
eager for, but wary of, 'affection from his counselors;. In the last, few months
he has begun to act increasingly strange. He accuses Fred and Ann ofnot
caring for him and of wantilygbto destroV,him. He 4)ends long periods :of time
alone in his room,,sspelkmirig at unseen tormenters. He refUies to ditCub his
viork in school or to participate in communal tasks such as dishashing and
house cleaning. When questioned, he becomes enrage and - abusive; on
several occasions he has pushed and punched both counselors and the young
residents. He says he trusts no one in the house and resists Any attempt to
"help" him.

Afterwards I ask Fred and Ann abZut themselves and -the house. He is a
former seminarian, an army veteran of 29. She is 26, taught high school, and
worked at the runway house before she came to tile group foster home. Both
hive been politically active as campaign wTrkers for liberal politicians and as
participants in the recent May Day demonstrations. To them the house is a
place wherj they try to live and work with young people in an open and
rioncoercive fashion. At the house things are not always easy. Sometimes they
kr:-vv' that they are more "authoritarian" than they want to be. But they
worilb how else the house will stay even minima* clean, and whether some

thAc ids wouldn't be content to watch television all day.

d
But Tom is really most on their minds. They cannot say more than half a

sentences without turning to some new piece of destruCtive or in,
\a6rnprehensible behavior. j st recently he has begun to come into Ann's
room late at night to grab r and then swear at her when she tells him to
leave. She and Fred are scared and baffled, afraid that he might hurt them
physically -or that they, in their efforts to be helpful, might unknowingly
be destructive_ The other residents, they tell me, are fed up as well as scared;
they want Tom out. Would I see him in therapy or prescribe medicine to
calm him? Do I know, they wonder, of another place for him to live?

I tell Ann and Fred that I would like to see and *understand Tom as a
member of their home, not as a psychologically ill indiVidual. Perhaps their
perspective on him is only o'ne among many ways of understanding what is
going on. They have lived together for many months. Perhaps Tom's be-
havior is best understood in the context of his relationships to those around
him. The best way for me-to understand what is going on is to see them all
togetherthe two counselors and the six teenage residents. I suggest, if
everyone in the house approves my coming and knows why I've been asked,
that I come to their weekly house meeting.

THE WORK OF CONSULTING
Consultation is a dialectical process: As a consultant, my work includes

participating in the process and underst nding it. Though there are certain.
commonalities of attitudes and ideologie in alternative service projects, each
situation is a new world: And though my own perspective is limited, I, too,
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am different i,i each situation. My actions, observations, questions, and in-
terpretations change the situation into which I hate been called. The changed
situation is reflected in and expressed by changes in the individuals in the
group, in their relationships with one another, in the work of the larger
group to which they belong, and in the relationshipsibetween all of these'and
me

11111a

This dialectic is personal: Like the workers in the projects, I do not be-
lieve at people should be constrained by rigW, sOciallyidefihed. roles; and
so, lila them, I try to be open to puttirig arid understanding myself in new
situations. Over two years I have grown closer to the people I have worked
with..1 have become- are friendly, available, receptive, and have participated
in ways I would1/4.notishave imagined. These informal acts seem to arise nat-
urally from my consultation with alternitive social seryice groups and ,to
complement and enrich it.

.When they are going through crises, I feel Qt(table Itening to in-
dividual young people, taking a walk with them, s rig my p6rceptions and
feelings. If someone wantr-psychotherapy, I will h 1p.finc:rtim a therapist;
if he needs a recommendation for a job, I will write one. If a group foster
home resident has just moved out on her own, I rriay visit her in her new
apartment, bringing with me a housewarming gift. If people are celebrating, I
will eat and drink and party with them at their homes or at mine. The longer
I work with these young people, the more we become important parts of
each other's worlds. Here is a brief summary of some of the major changes
that have taken place in my two years of consultative work.

TI-4 Hotline
The meeting with the entire staff of the hotline spawned a planning

meeting with 20 members. The phone aids decided that th4 would like
me to'nbe part of a, group where they could talk about "whatever we feel
like: problems with troublesome callers, difficulties at work, personal prob-
lems, psychological theory, whatever."

This group consisted of a dozen of the most active phone aides, half of
them paid, half volunteers, all in th6ir late teens or early twenties. For nine
months, we net once a week for two hours. I was an increasingly involved
but almost wholly nondirective,presence. At times our discussions focused
on the relationship of members in the group: whether membership should
be open or closed; how one or another person dominated or retreated from
the discussion; one person's expression of feelings for another. At times
they dealt with individual problems: one person's difficulties with her par-
ents" another's impending abortion; a third's preoccupation with acid flash-
backs. And at others they dealt with work-related problems: how to handle
someone who is suicidal; frustration with callers who will not accept help or
advice; the.,,difflculties of going to school., holding a second job, and working
at the hotline.

I
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Gradually a feeling of closeness develope4,_An ease with being vulnerable

,.. in the group; and a confide tfta; problems could be worked out with the
help of the ofher'mcanbers Each of the phone .aides learned that the others

"c- were equally{ concerned about appearirkg) to be cotnpetCrit and "together"
phone aides; and each discoveredrithat the others also vacillated between
suspicion that they were "just as messed up as the cal)ers" and a conviction
that thei_r p oblerilt were trivial compared to those of the people who called.
They share ommorr problem-S.' of growing up and way from theirparenIT*'''and provided support for each other's efforts. 17e; tiled, among themselves
to sorfout dissatisfactions with school from anxieties about it, and-cieb,afed
at length and in different contexts the relative advantages of and relation-

*ships between political and personal change.
SlowlY the group began to exercise more influence on the hotline. Occa-

sionally a phone aide who was not a member would'c'ome to discuss a press-
ing problem with us. More often it was the style and substance of group dis.
cussions which affected the rest of the hiptline. Having discoveked-that all the
group members sometimes gigw anxious on the...4khone, the aides could be
more supportive of others who worked with them on their 'shifts. Feeling
more comfortable about talking over their problem calls with me, they could
make better use of another psychiatrist who consulted with them. Accus-
tomecho %Erutinizing the power rel tionships in th up, they could pow
examine-those in the hotline as a whole: if they caul eat with a some-
times overwhelming member of the group, then they c +.4 begin to deal
with him and with others who , became overwhelming adrrflnistrative
meetings. One of the group members summed up the effect: "Hotline," he
said "is supppsed to.be about communication and sharing. It happens in
this group, so maybe we can make it happen on the phonei and on °Nile
committees."

After five months the 15 paid staff asked me to come as a facilitator to
their monthly meetings with the coordinator and the executive director of
the Mental Health Association_ The phdne aides wanted more responsibility
and more active participation in making the decisions and setting the policy
which governed their work. They thought I might help them assume this
power and exercise it fairly.

I entered this new groupthe paid staff memberstrusted by six of the
members who were: in the previous group and with goodwill from most of
those who. had not been. From the beginning I felt comfortable, taking a
more active role than I had previously. Ov'er the four oL five months o
"the group," I had discovered an ability to be frank with tie phope aides.
also had a.,sense of the kinds of things that troubled them, and had experi-
enced their capacity for understanding and change and mutual supportiveness.

When, in the first meeting, some of the paid staff spoke irritably of diffi-
culties with new volUnteers, absenteeism, and lack of enthusiasm, I asked
them if they had asked the volunteers why they were dissatisfied. And when
they said they hadn't, 1 asked about their failure to do so. Quickly they began
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to question themselvear What was a lyitline ibotklar; oway? Hw did they
. .

I.

expect to be useful to .the callers, to help them deal oper0 with their prob-
lems, if they, the paid staff, didn't Ideal with theirs? litatline was about com-
municating with and. helping pe &pie to look at whatwas troubling them, and
helping them to act on that' knowledge. Maybe, likke the callers, they were
scared to confront other people's criticisms. But they had to if they wanted
-to improve 1.hlear service. And they coulci.n't-improVe their ser if they
Weren't more open with each other. *

At this point one of the newer phone aides described her difficulties in
first .corn otline: the anxiety of training and the feeling that the m

experienced staf and -especially the paid phone. aides, Were
and cond scending. -Havingdilistened carefully, other people shared

their own memorie f first comi. hotline.
Then the group gan to di;ciuss concrete ways of making the experience

at hotline more educational and less threatening. They began to consider re-
forming the hiring and training procedures as well as ways of dealinlinter-.
perionally with their self-protective cliquishness. Later that day an during
the following meetings, the paid staff began to question its role.

During the next two meetings the impatience of one staff with'
another's work led too general discussion of the difficulties the whole paid
staff had in getting .ahA receiving constructive criticism from one another.
Hesitantly each phone ai ked about his work, the difficulties that he
experienced with it, and elp that he would like from the others.

At the following meeting the discussion was widened 'to include the
structure of the hotline as a whole. Alice confessed that she was reluVant
to give up certain kinds of responsibility even though she,would like to. The
paid staff in turn said that'she ought to give some up.-She could not deal with
all the work, and beyond that, hotline was "about sharing responsibility."
Just as they had to listen to and give responsibility to their volunteers, so
Alice had to hear and to yield respOnsibility to &rep. Alice agreed.

With this shared insight at a basis, over the next year the staff changed
virtually every aspect of hotline. The young paid staff took over the chair-
manships of all the committees from professional volunteers (psychologists,
psychiatrists, social workers). They reformed the selection procedure and
made it conform more to the expressed needs of the new volunteers, mixing
introspective and supportive sessions with didactic discussions about drugs,
sex, and community resources. Instead of appearing occasionally and re-
sentfully at professionals' lectures on "psychiatric problems," the phone aides
themselves organized 'workshops on the problems they perceived. They took
part in a* massive program of community education and initiated a crisis-
oriented outreac'h program in response to both the callers' needs and to their
sense'of their own expanding skills.

Gradually the paid staff meetings came to be of central importance to the.
functioning-of the hotline. They provided a source of support and criticism"'
for highly motivat4d workers, an arena for discussion of hotline problems,
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andran opportunity to make major policy .decisions. In these early sions
and in.the ones that followed, I tried to point out tkr_interconzcte s of ,
personal change and group difficulties with orginizational structure and
economic and political realities. I worked to keep a perspective orl all of their
-perspectives and as so tried to- provide an example to the ,plicre aides of

s
this kind of un Landing. I tried to help the a translate inclibidual feel-
ings into group action; to understand the effects onroup and social.fortes on
their feelings; to appreciate theciinmediacy-of their relationships in the grOup
and to investigate them as reflective of more widespread hotline situationst...
One _phone aide's anxious hustling for more paid hours might refle a lack of
consideration for his fellow workers, but it was also responsive to e low
Hourly wages. `Smoking dope idlikhr offiCe was perhaps a form of cting out
against the association which per;r4itte4 the hotline to pike its f ciiities, but it
was also the gesture of young people who Were furious at the r elders' con-
descension. An experienced phone aide's sudden temptation to tell the police
about a troublesome caller raised an intrjrisically important issue, but it also
refItcted his anxiety about his departure, from the hotline and his somewhat
insulting-fear that chaos welkild follow.

TM Group .Fosterlgome
. .

By the time The first hOuse ,meeting at the grou, foster heAe was half
over, Tom and Ann were at. it: Ann gentty, patiekritly, explaining and in-
qutirng; Tom, shouting, swearing, demanding. Ann had simply wanted to
know what subjects Tom was taking at the free high school, and Tom repliedtlt "it's none of your - - - business." When Ann sal she was "in-
terested" in him and "cared" about him, he bdralito shout an ear at her,
accusing her of "lying" and "working me over." When she asked r specific
examples of "working him over," Tom maintained that this request for spe-
cifics was just one more example of "what you are 'doing to me," He in-
sisted that Ann hated hirriThe more vehemently she, Fred, and the other
teenagers denied this -; 'how about the time she sat up all night with you or
took. you on a camping trip," etc.-the more incoherently furious Tom be-
came. "You're crazy," his friend David said to him in conclusion.."You be-
long in a hdspital."

I sit in a straight-backed chair against the radiator, uncomfortable, unsure.
I am trying to understand what I see and hear, to"look at the situation
whole, to piece together Fred and Ann's obvious concern, Tom's resentment,
David's anger, and the silence of Ellen, Liz, and Ed-the other young people
who live in the house. At the end of an hour David and Ed have left. Half an
hour later the meeting ends. Tom is rigid, Fred is hoarse, and Ann's eyes are
red; Ellen and Liz seemed bored. I say that I da,-not understand what is
happening, butt would like to come again next week.

At the next meeting the .subject is "cleanliness," but the focus is again on
Tom. The house is filthy. None of the young people have done their jobs.
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But only Tom's failure --to clean up seems disturbing to the cdunselors. Re-.
proval swiftly escalates as do his countercharges.: "You wantA0 get.' rid of 1.

ame,': he shouts, "to kill me." , . . -
4 I -begin to ask questions.Instead of dismissing Tom's comments as ara-
nola, ..)want eofind out why others in the hqsse have chosen to foc on
him. Aren't all .24 them equally responsible for the state gf the house?' What

^

are-the rules?' Rave they indeed threatened to .`get rid of".-rom?
My attempts. t'oefiRd out are thwarted Ofit other argifments. Ellen is angry

at Ann liee-ziitise she won't let her stay .-d:gt is late as L. `tti&e... is three yelell,
ol ylew..lie on .the floor, kicks-her feet,.and rolls from site to sidel!Davici.

.

'y at-everypne because he wants .to. move out of the house arid 4he
nselors Jiave reminded him thaiktie is not old enough. Tom' will not speak.

I "There's nothing to say," he says. 4 .
.

. 1 persist and little by' little the hou 4-eplations er erge... Each ypurig.,.
i...'persoei has agreed to go to school or rle as a conditiOn, of entering the

' hauitejthe probation officers who paced them in the house insist on it. .
'- They may-not leave qntil they are 18. . . .

.,I begin to understand lifh t ToM means. He feels that he. has die right to
decide, what he wants to t at school, if indeed he wants to go to school
at all. Ann is sure that it is g d for Tom to Cake certain coursr or at least
some courses But it isn't a simple matter of disagreement. Ann's opinion has
the force of law; Tom's agreement makes him vulnerable to expukgon.

The counselors' refusal to change the rule or to acknowledge that it
could be changed or even to acknowledge its power makes it impossible for
Tom to risk obeying it or even to broach the subject of its fairness. He is
furious at being in such a coercive situation. And his fury emerges obliqu ly,
self-protectively, in behavior that can be seen as signs and symptoms f
"megtal illness." Tom feels isolated and endangered; Ann and Fred feel e-
trayeid and baffled. No one js willing 't al witik the issues or the rules.
They are all in a bind, and I say so.

Over the next four or five weeks many other pow,prful but unacknowl-
edged contradictions of the house's operation emerge. For a while it is Tom...
whose rage elicits them. But sometimes the foals shifts to Ellen. She pouts
and yells. "Everyone," she screams, "treats me like A baby, tells me when to
come and go, when to go to sleep and when to get up." Fred is

onewith her and says: "She can stay out till midnight on weekdays, one or two
on weekends"; and with a meaningful glance, "she said she wanted to get up
for school. Belides she's acting like a baby." Ellen flit s ashes on the carpet,

Nrolls her eyes up-in her head, and storms out of the room.
As time goes on I try to help Tom and Ellen articulate their difficulties

with the house and their anger at the condescension and c %don implicit
in its rules. I also try to help Ann and Fred understand the , : pie's
behavior as criticisms rather than dismiss hem as symptot

After several weeks Tom speaks hi fury straight out, ."/Du say you cares
about me, but you are willing to force me to do things I don't want to be-
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-oause you and your values say that therre good for me. It's clear 'you _care,. ?c-
m° about our values than yo do about me." Ellen points out: "yo0-1(..,j

e a then get mad at for acting !Use a, kid." ClayicLoperis." uOit.
too. Sullenly he says: thipkit u talked with, him and said it was o'ks.y
my proba4on officer.would I me ave." a)

The counselors hJar the Slowly they come to see that they are paying
. too much attention to bure crafic demands (the expectations of thestarger
e.ollective of which the house is a part, the welfare department, Mitch sfi-,

--Iffiences:ihrrioing people's livii4sitdatiiin, and thewoour't,workers Who su-
pervise it) anclArta---eiltural codn:(entions_ (the belief that teenalAtrs should be
ini,chool or gainfully employed, that they should awaken arid go to sleep
at hours specifTed by theirANardians) and not enaugh"to the young people's
needs and desires. Ann and Fred acknowledge the disparity between their
point of view and the young people's, and admit to the contradiction be-
tween caring about-them and telling them what-to do. This in turn leads.
them to question the rules and attitudes which permit them to act this way.

Since the counselors have felt uncomfortable in their patronizing role,
the results of this process, though anxiety provoking, are also liberating for
them. They feel freer to challenge the assumptions of their jobs and tc
divest themselves of much of their power over-the teenagers. Both Ann and
Fred had c2me to the house precisely because they wanted to worleand live.
with younrpeople, free from. the strictures of a traditional child -care service.
In order to enforce rules they didn't believe in, they had blinded themselves
to the effects of those rules. They admit that their-condescension and rigidity
were defenses againgt their own mixed feelings; labeling the anger of the
young people as "crazy" or "self-destructiv " was just one more way to
deny the validity of theicriticisms.

As the issues become clearer rid as the c unselors change the rules to
grant Tom the option of not goigig to school o working, he gradually stops

'acting "crazy." Ann and Fred grant David the right to move out ofsthe
house; they also support his negotiations with his probation officer. Freed
from constraints, Ellen acts precisely as the counselors feared she would.
She stays out for several days at a time, drinks, takes pills, gets into fights
on the street. But now, instead of being sarcastic and controlling, Fred and
Ann simply express the mixture of dismay, anger, and frustration that they
feel. "Maybe you're right," Fred begins, "about my `babifying' you. I don't
want toNknymore and I won't. But why are you do'ing all of this?" Ellen
listens, .laughs, and then is silent. She leavts the house after dinner and
doesn't call until the next day. "I've got something to do," she says, "I'll
be back in a few daysto stay." Ann and Fred do not argue.

The counselors work to make the rules and4tructure of the house con
fornto the noncoercive ideals that they share with the young people. Slowly,
as thy give up the power to make rules by themselves, and as the younger
people test their intentions, the counselors become more credible, more
trustworthy. House meetings are still filled with the tensions of each person's
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life, with the anxieties and resentments of trying to live communally and re-
sisting it. But the issues and feelings begin to emerge:

It then became important for me to support all of the house members in
their congoing struggles the house more democratic: to point out at
once the consequences of i ities of power and the difficulties which they
experienced in giving* up their roles as "counselors and kids."

Common problems emerged: one of them was drug use. Preyiously there
had been a counselor- and project-imposed rule against drug use in the house:
anyone caught with drugs would be kicked out. In fact, one person had.been
caught and allowed to stay. Generally the young people had lied about drugs,
claiming that there were none in the house while hiding them from the
counselors.. Inevitably this drove a wedge between the counselors and the
young people. The teenagers were resentful and guilty, the counselors suspi-
cious and self-righteously angry at the betrayal which they knew the young
people were perpetrating. In addition, none of the young people felt free
to talk about drug-related problems: fears of addiction; the possibility of
hepatitis, a bad trip that they had or were having.

Only. when serious group discussions were finally held about drugs in
the house, about the real dangers onteolice arrests and the possible closing
down of the house, and only Sher the young people had a real stake in and
power over the house did they agree not to have drugs there It was no
longer 'a "counselors" tile" but a matter of common interest and of group
survival.

The greater equality between counselors. and teenage residents provided
the basis for new and more democratic processes of decision making. All
decisjonsregarding budgets, hiring of new coupselors, rules; admission of
new young people to the house, overnight guestswere made in common.
The greater equality also provided a basis for greater perional frankness in
the meetings. Teenage' residents who were not afraid that some privilege
would be taken ,away could criticize counselors more freely or reveal per-
sonal difficulties without fears of arbitrary reprisal. Similarly the counselors,
no longer burdened with M5) POiFSTIC postures or police duties, could he more
straightforward about their own annoyances, anxieties, and concerns_

To sustain these changes, the house began to insist that the larger organi-
zation of which they were a part respect their developing -autonomy. In the
ensuing struggles, the group foster home hegan to push the entire collective
to live up to the ideals of openn0ss, fr eedom, respect for young people, and
participatory democracy which hnd animated its formation, T he young
people and their counselors hegan to ask for a greater voice in overall de
cision making, for workshop discussions on drugs and sex, and for changes
in hiring procedures that would respect the autonomy of each project. As
the struggle intensified, I supported the house's initiative and helped its
members to articulate positions based on our common experience. Simul
taneously, I became a participain the derision-making of the larger col
lective -an advocate as well as adviser.
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This change in leas important to me as it was to the members of the
house and the larg r collectivewai precipitated by a conflict over hiring
procedure. Ann was aving and the house wanted to hire Jeanine to replace
her. Tom and Ellen had known Jeanine for a year; she had come to visit

"Ilm" them in the house and had invited them to her own home. In the course of
hours sitting at the-house's kitchen table she had come to know the other'
young people and their counselors. With Ann about to leave Jeanine seemed
a natural choice to replace her. After a week's formal interview it was clear

'that all the house members wanted her as a counselor; it was also clear that
they feared and resented the power of the larger collective to veto their =

decision.
When Jeanine's hiring was vetoed, by Jicounselor from the other group

foster home, a full-scale battle ensued. A an said he thought Jeanine was
irresponsible and untrustwortl*, that he did not want her in his collective.
The house -members refused to honor his veto. They contended that his
objections were based partly on his justified anger at some of the house's,
past 'actions and partly on his desire to control them. In any case they felt
that his exercise of the veto was proof that he should not have one, that the
structure of the collective should change to respect their autonomy. They
were the ones who would be living and working with Jeanine and-Were t
capable of deciding whether they wanted to. The collective should support,
not oppress, them.

Gradually my involvement increased. I began by trying to mediate be-
tween the two group foster homes, helping the. house to acknowledge th9
it had pushed through Jeanine's hiring but pointing out that the larger col-
lectiViO had long been only a constraining myth: the house's hiring of
Jeanine was an assertionperhaps hasty and inconsiderate but still accurate
of its actual independence. When the mediation was inconclusive, I found
myself involved with the entire collective.

In several day-long meetings at which, almost all of the collective's 40
workers were present, l provided support for the house members. I tried to
point out that in obeying the letter of its rules the larger group was sub-'
verting the spirit of collectivity which was actually developing in the hOuse.
Jeanine was already a real member of the house. If the larger collective tried.to deny the house's right to have her there, it was violating the human needs
and relationships which the house and indeed the whole Altf*InAtiVe 4:vice
collective --had beep formed to further.

As I spoke I heard myself grow angry and impassioned:dit was important
to me that the young people in the house had the counselor they wanted.
As the struggle continued I felt close to them and they, surprised and pleased
at the extent of my support, seemed to grow closer to me. Occasionally I

found myself saying we instead of "your" or "they" when I referred to the
house.

By the time the larger collective finally agreed to Jeanine's hiring, each of
Iithe in ividual projects was becoming more conscious of its own needs, more
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desirous of independence, and more sensitive to the arbitrary power that
could be exercised by the collective as a whole or by its coordinators. Within
two rnqnths a group_was created to reorganize the larger collective, to make
it more: responsive to each project, its workers, and the young people they

. served. Because the struggle over Jeanine's..hiring had brought me closer to
the larger cbllective, I felt comfortable joining the reorganization group,
eager to share my experience and help shape the larger collective.

CONCLUSIONS
The longer I work with alternative services and the young people who are

involved with them, the more it seems that conclusions are actually progress
reports, that clinical summaries can only be chapters in biography and auto-
biography. At our best, we-:-consultants, counselors, teenage phonejaides and
residentsare engaged in a common effort to provide and receive services
without simplifying or mystifying or abstracting our experience of those
whom we serve or of one another. As we do this, we are consciously trying
to build communities that are at once flexible enough to sustain our differ-
ences and our growth, and strong and open enough to respe-ct, and perhaps
change or include, those whOm we touch.

In the_ current monthly meetings of the hotline there are five people from
the original discussion group and eight, including Alice, from the first meet-
ings of p4id staff that I attended 18 months ago. There the business of the
hotlinescheduling, reports on committee work, planning for training, and
publicityis carried on with steadily increasing ease. Everyone seems to feel
.responsible for a portion of the workload and is eager to assume or'share
duties.. More and more the staff seems to want to use the meeting time to
offer and receive criticism and to ask for help on spe'cifie problems with
callers and with their reactions to them.

The integration of new paid staff is anticipated by current members and is
discussed thoroughly. To. avoid the discomforts of the past, the old staff
plans to have extra. discussions and sensitivity training sessions for new
members.

Instead of being its recalcitrant stepchild, the hotline has become a. per -
maint part of the Mental Health Association. Its members now partici-
pate in the larger work of the association, supporting its programs for young
people, confronting those policies they.disagree with, providing the Associa-
tion as a whole with fa kind of leavening action. When recently there were
tomplaints. from the landlord about noise and litter, hotline and the Mental
Health Association responded jointly, with few divisive accusations.

Hotline w kers who wanted to work face to face or more intensively
with peopi
services in
house wher
are part of

and /or needed full-time jobs have become active in other youth
e county. One is house manager of a nearby suburban runaway
Other phone aides volunteer their time. Two of the phone aides
drug counseling program in a rural area of the county. For them
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hotline prOvided "training in counseling skills"; but, more important,' it was
art experichrice in working cooperatively and intimately with others. from it
they derived a conviction about the necessity for "sharing power and re-

, sponsibility" which they bring to theirisqh work. These three all continue to-
work at hotline, to value-its services an e support of the group there, and
to.provide a critical perspective on a situation they know well but now have
some distance from.

Others have dropped out of hotline for a while, "burnt out," and have
come back refreshed to work again. Their departures aroused some ss
in the other workers but were accepted with remarkable ease: ever ne
seemed to understand the need for time off and away. Their welcome back
was sincere and unaffected. Still others have moved away, 'some with the
intention.sf setting up other; similar services in their new communities.

As the paid staff becomes more secure about its ability to work together
and survive, to learn and change, the need for me seems less: Occasionally I
will raise an unpleasant issuenext year's-funding, for instancewhich has
been temporarily ignored, or point out an unwanted but possible future
consequence of a present action. But, increasingly, as I see my perspective
emerge naturally from group discussions, I have the sense of-being a reassur-
ing presence, a valuable resource, a friend, rather than a necessary catalyst.

Although I stopped attending the weekly group foster home meetings
several months ago (after 20 months), I continue to keep in touchwith the
people who live in the house. Periodically I hear from those who have left:
an ex-counselor asks for a recommendation or wants to stop by torsay hello;
a young:person on his own is lonely or confused and remembers th'rat I could
listen well. In my place at weekly house meetings.is a married couple who
are friends of mine, a psychiatric social worker.and a social psychologist. The
house is pleased with them, and they, working without pay, are gratified by
the mutuality and informality of their experience with the house.

For most of the young,people who have lived therewho have previously
spent years in mental hospitals and-reformatories, in a succession of indi-
vidual and group foster homes.-and boarding schoolsthe house has been
a great boom' In contrast to other group foster homes that have observed,
which seem regularly to extrude one "troublerrtaker" or "psychotic'. or
"acter-out after another, no'one has been told to leave the house. It has not,
as Liz said in.a recent conversation, "solved all my problems," but it has been
"a place where you could do whatever you had to to find out what you want
to do and who you are." Ellen, who has now lived in the house for almost
three years, described it to a girl who was thinking about living there as "a
place where you can learn how to live- with other people and on your own."
Even for those young people, like David, who left a rily, disappointed that
there wasn't "more," it was at least "a place that let leave" one that
respected a young person's right to decide. When young people leave, the
house helps them to get settled outside. Afterwards it remains available for
support. Once when 'Fig was temporarily homeless, David returried to stay for
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several weeks. Now he sometimes drops by to talk or eat or attend a house
meeting. "These people are my rally," he says.

Several counselors have, gone but Jeanine has remained, and Cynthia was
hired as a new counselor eight months ago. The relationships .1n1.thkhouse
between the young people and the counselors are generally supportive and
affectionate, occasi5inally combative, but not burdened with unspoken
expectations and mystified power. The counselors are firmly committed to
the right of the young people to make their own decisions and their own,
mistakes, to caring about them without coercing them. Within rules that
are established in common or imposed on all by ttieluvenile court system,
the young people and counselors are free to live and grow as they want.

The lives of both counselors and young people have extended beyond the
house. Those who continue to reside there have begun to do, on their own
terms and for their own reasons, what neither parents nor reform schools nor
mental institutions could force them to do. One teenager has taken a'full-
time job that he enjoys. Three othersall of whom had dropped out of high
schoolhave begun to study on their own as well as to hold jobs. And all
of them have become increasingly involved in the life and work of the larger
collective. I see them at weekly, community meetings where the whole col-
lective gathers or around the runaway house -where they stop by to talk or
just hang out. e*

Their experience in the house has strengthened their ability to under-
stand the problems of the larger collective and has sustained them in recent

,
'political and financial struggles within it. Jeanine is particularly concerned

. with evaluating and strengthening the collective organization and with train-
ing new workers. Cynthia has been active in extending the collective's services
to neighborhood people. T m is spending some of his time studying "people
in situations" and different ays of understanding families and groups. After
community meetings we often share our 6brrsvations. -Liz is a leader in a
group of alternative service workers and for runaways who are speaking
to Congresspeople and Health, Education and Welfare officials about juvenile
rights and a proposed Runaway Y,,uth Act. The other day I ran into Ed de-
livering surplus food to "Runawav tiewse And File has hPlped in rlanning
the collective's annual report.

Like the courtselors and the young people, my interests have also evolved.
My concern with the iiiusR has enlarged to include the entire collective. My
experience there has made me more knowledgeable and rnInfident about the
possibilities of creating living and working communities that can grow and
change in response to the need,' of the people in them and of those they
serve I want to un,deilittand how this happens, to help ber,nle who are doing
it to avoid the traps that come With ir+ri cacing ilcvngss ;t+, clurre.cc rri .C174,
and I want to he part of this process.

At the same time I have become more sensitive to the need for a larger
community to support the collertive's efforts and to th.- desirability of reach
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ingsout to. yO:fing people .before they become hopelessly estranged from their
families. , . ..-

.. My increased awareness.Of the plight of -young people., of the collective's
ability to work. with them, and of the insufficiency and counterproductive-
ness of many. .traditiohal agencis and their parent-identified individual and 4
family therapists led me to initiate a weekly seminar in family counseling.
For the last year and a half counselors from the collective as well as grad-
u e students and professional therapists in the metropolitan area haye come
re )ularly to,discuss each other's work wieh young people and their families,
to generate out of our shared beliefs and experiences new wayS of helping
and relating to them. Slowly , these graduate students and therapists have
become part of the larger community which supports the collective.

Similarly I have tried to help the reorganization group to be continually
responsive to the needs of the entire collective, to make it an ongoing "in-
ternal consultation and evaluation group." There 1 have learned, with reprezi
sentatives from each of the projects, to. work and to think together with a
group of people. We try to be sensitive to individual needs and to show how.
these may reflect protect and collectivewide problems. Reorganization gives, r-

the entire collective an ongoing perspective on itself: it provides a forum for
new ideas and future plans; generates support "task forces" for individual
projects that are in turmoil and new structures for collectivewide needs; and
it provides a thoughtful, self-critical brake on precipitous action.

Consultation itself has become a collective process.
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It Is hot surprising that runaway houses were among the first and are
among the most enduring and successful of alternative services: Homeless
kids are visible and their exploitation obvious. Besides, there is something
wonderfully sensible about simply offering a place to stay to young people
who need one, about asking them to figure out what they really, want for
themselves and then. helping them to get it. The essays ln this section are
about the growth and development of these runaWay. hoUses. Presented in
chronological order, they offer a progressively larger and wider perspectiVe
on runaway centers and the ways they work with young people.

"The Washington, D.C. Runaway House," first published in the Journal of
ComMunity Psychology (January 1975), Is an early and personal portrait of
the center which I have known longest and best; !Working with Runaways
and Their Families: How the SAJA Community Does It" (Family Process,
June 1975) focuses on the family counseling we have done there. In contrast,
the mini essay that follows presents information drawn from a number of
runaway centers. It touches on the conditions that have been propelling
young people from their homes in the last few years and is In part drawn
from the final report of the National Institute of Mental Health's Runaway
Youth. Program, which 1 co-authored with Joan Houghton. These essays are
reproduced here with permission. The last paper, "The Runaway Center as
Community Mental Health Center," was only recently completed. It presents
an overview of the comprehensive services that runaway centers are currently
offering and compares them, In spirit and scope, with community mental
health centers.
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the Mullet/on, D.
riuntway house

Each year, between 10;000 and 18,000 young people in the Washington
metropolitan area run away from their homes, or from the correctional or
mental .institutions whore they have been confined. 400 or 500 of them find
their wayol.hrough therapists and ministers, friends, hotlines and street gas-
sip,--to Runaway House, a broad, grey-white, three-stpry building near Du-
pont Circle. Once there, the young people, 75%' of whom are from Washing-
ton .D.C. or its suturbs, have a chance to "get their hea& together"; to live
for a short period with fellow runaways and the counselors who work in the
house; to 4onsider,with them the situation theyleft and the alternatives they
have for dealing with it and themselves.

I first came to Runaway House in 1971. Like the others, I was in flight
from one world, in search of another. I had just finishgd my psychiatric res-
idency, was newly enlisted in the U.S. Public Health Service, and was about
to begin the two years of work which would fulfill my military obligation. I
had managed to get assigned to the Mental Health Study Center, the National
Institute of Mental Health's laboratory in community mental health. My as-
signment was to do research into "nontraditional services for youth.!' Having
battled hospital and clinic administrations for three years,*as &ger to find
a setting in which I could be comfortable and useful. I would justify my
salary by writing about these groupsrunaway houses, hotlines, group foster
homes, free schoOls. I would justify my presence among them in an atrhos-
phere relatively free from the constrictions of hierarchy, rigid roles or thera-
peutic dogmaby being ;helpful to them.

Wondering what I could be to the Runaviay House, anxious that I be' re-
laxed and open enough to be accepted, I knocked on the door. At the win-
dow on my right, young faces, pale, framed by long hair, gathered and stared.
"Hi," said the woman who opened the door with a smile of welcome. Long
after Ruth has left, long after many hundreds of runaways and several gen-
erations of Runaway House counselors 'have come and gone, her smile still
lingers around the House. "The runaways," she said in response to an unasked
question, "have to ask us before they open the door. It might be someone
they can't deal with, an angry parent, or .a policeman with a warrant."

Physically,. the House has changed little since then. The living room wall is
still covered with writingslove notes, drug lore, exotic names, praise of
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counselors and- counter-culture heroes and heroines, anti-establishment
516E:ails; the furniture is still old, overstuffed and shabby; the kitchen is
cramped; and the dining room, a desk in one corner, is still dominated by the
huge wooden table at which meals are eaten and meetings held. Upstairs,
the'laoys' room is still on the second. floor; and the girls' room, then as now,
neatear than the- boys', is on the third. There are mattresses, blankets and
bunkteds in each. Though they no longer live in the House, the womal
counselots still sleep on the third floor and the men on the second.

As we sat and talked and drank coffee, Ruth told me about the House. I
liked the way she talked about the young people. Her concern for t eir
dilemmas never seemed to intrude on her respect for their ability to ch ose
and decide for themselves. And I liked to_o, the feeling of the House, the
easy way kids had of passing in and out of the dining room to cook or check
for messagesior simply say hi; the casualness.of the peopleneighbors, friends
of th counselors and runawayswho dropped in. _

R th explained how she and Mario, the other counselor, tried to give the.. lkids who came there some time away from their families and school and the
hassles from which they fled; a plice to pause and figure out what *to do
next. There were ten runaways there that day, an average number. Most
would. Bp home soon, after a few days or a week or two away, some indi-
vidual counseling, and perhaps, a first session with their parents. Others,
long on the road or on the run, might stay for a few days and move on.
And still others, at the end of the rope with their parents, would try to be
placed; with court permission, in a foster home for in one of the two group
foster homes that were associated with Runaway House.

I told Ruth and Mario about myself, how I had tried to "destructure" a*
ward in a mental hospital, to give the patients there the freedom to experi-
encewith support and guidACCe but without drugs or coercionwhatever
kind of anxiety or madness they were ning through; how I wanted now to be
part of a setting which, and a group of people who, functioned outside of
institutional structures and strictures, who tried in the fullest sense to be
therapeutic without being selfcorisciously professional or moralistic or
coercive. . ,

I decided with them that I would hang around fof a week or two, try to
get a feel for the House and how I might fit in, ask questions, talk with the
runaways, sit in at meetings and counselling sessions. I would share my feel-
ings, ideas and observations with them and we we,lid decirfp tngether if and
how I might fit into the House.

At first I was a little tense, suspicious"of the young people, of their abrupt
demands and sullen silences, even as I had sornetims been when I myself
was a teenager. But I began after a few days to relax with them as they
jumped and screamed, laughed and pouted, and soliloquized their way
through the House. I found I could talk directly to the young people. I was
interested, and they were eager for an older person to talk to, to share the
bravado of the evening before or the one ahead; or the pain of the inexplic-
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able beatings, the endlessly repeated arguments from which they fled. "Hey,
man," one would say, bouncing to attention in front of mer.tugging at my
sleeve, flopping onto a couch next to me, "Hey, min, do yoU think I .can
pass for .eighteen?" Or another,' genuinely puzzled, interested in my reac-
tion to his family, "What do,yciu think of my old man saying that?"

After a week, the counselors decided that I 'could and should stay around.
They already had a weekly meeting with a psychologist who helped them
deal with the hassles that came up in their work With each otherhassles that
were magnified and intensified by their attempts to live communally and
work collectivelybut they also appreciated the help that I was able to give:
Exempt from the daily pressures of the F-louse, I could lend perspective to
their dealings with particularly baffling or infuriating runaways. Accustomed
to doing therapy with whole families, I could help them see the tnaway as
part of, as well as defector from, his home. And then, we all enjoyed the time
spent together at the House.

After two and a half -years, with experience with more than 2,000 run-
aways and three new groups of counselors, I am still around Runaway House.
It is, as Debbie, one of the present counselors, reminded mew, "where the kids
are." And it is where, I add, people are still trying to be helpful without being
coercive;compassionate without condescension.

The D.C. 'Runaway House was started in 1968 by an activist minister and a
jmer civil rights worker. These men, like others in other cities, were re-

sponding to concrete needs of a group of young people. But the form of
their response was shaped more by the spirit of the civil rights movement,
the political p%int of view of the New Left, and the social orientation of the
counter culture than it was by any conventional notion of social work.

The young people who came there were grwted their full "civil rights"
within the House. The counselors were committal to respecting their ability
to make the decisions that affected their lives. Running away was seen not
as evidence of psychopathology and potential criminality, but as a symptom
of a family's decay and a society in turmoil. Th'e Runaway House was a
refuge and an alternative: There would be minimal rules to insui-e the House's
survival, but no one would be compelled to contact his or her parents; neither
parents nor police would he permitted in the House without the content of
the young person or without a warrant.

According to law, the young people who come to Runaway house are
criminals. Running away like such other "status offenses'. as truancy; in-
corrigible, ungovernable, and unruly behavior is a crime. Mary of them
have been adjudicated and confined for these offensec. R few for Rrtirni
crimes against people 91/4 property.

Many others have been labeled by psychiatr ists and psychologists. "acting-
out disorder of adolescence" is most common, but many have been told that
they have a "passive-aggressive personality disorder," that they are "hys-
terical," "schizoid," or "schizophrenic."
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Within 01 e first year it became clear to the founders and the staff they re-
.

cruited that Runaway House was not adequate to the needs of many of the
young people who stayed there. A few days .away from home and some
frjendly advice might go a long way toward resolving 'an isolated family
quarrel; a 16-year-Old who had lived.on her own for three years might need
no more than a place to crash for a few nights.. But between these extremes
Of pique andliknancipAion. were large numbers of yourib, people who ex-
perienced s mingly intractable difficulties with theimfamilies, communities,
and schools They could not go home without becoming embroiled in the
same futil destructiveness,*could not live on their own for long before be-
ing plc up or locked up.. Again and again they returned to Runaway
House.

`To meet the needs of some of these young people, Runaway House
counselors .established other projects. In 1970, they set up a group foster
home in which fiyeRw six teenagers who could not go home could live with
two counselors; in 1971, another was begun. A job cooperativedesignedo
locate 'jobs, proVide wcational counseling and trainingwas-founded, as was
a free high school. These served both runaways and other young people.

For , several years, additional foster home placement capabilities were
milli. Young people who could not go to either of the group foster hot-hes
were generally referred back to traditional social service agencies. But, in
1972, a comprehensive foster placement service based at Runaway House
was begun. Other House, an intermediate-length residence, was opened in the
same year; young people referred from Runaway House and from social wel-
fare agencies could stay there for two to six months while working out plans
for the futurea permanent foster home, independent living, or return to
their family.

As of thit writing, the SAJ A community that evolved from Runaway
'House includes a netwoilIk of twelve service projects. Some, like Runaway
House, Other House, and the group foster homes, are intimately related;
others, loosely connected. They are staffed by 27 full-time workers, more
than 20 volunteers, and 10 part-time consultants. There is coordinated pro-
gram planning, but no administrative hierarchy. Each project functions as
a collective, sharing resources and arriving at decisions. Young people who
five in the group foster homes and attend the school are given full voice in, and
power over, policy decisions. People who live and work in each of the projects
meet in weekly discussion groups about program, policy, and common*prol,
lems; many of them come together at monthly SA J A community meetings.

As Runaway House has grown and changed, as it has generated its own
community of alternative services, it has begun to provide a bridge to adult
hood for some young people. Many preserve the memory of their experi-
ence at Runaway House as a touchstone. At the House they were allowed to
be themselves; their rights and wishes were respected, their responsibility for
their own lives acknowledged and insisted on. At home again, under stress,
they draw strength from it. They are not really propped; they can always cAli



or write or return to Runaway House. Knowing that they can lave, they are
free to choose to stay. Remembering, feeling their own strength, they are
less likely to be overwhelmed by the struggle to work things out.

Other young people, having spent months or years in reform schools and
mental hospitals, have sued to 43e released from their parents' custody and
have been allowed by the courts to live, in the group foster homes. And still,
others, wishing to live at home, have returned to volunteer. at Runaway
House, to do, for the first time, work which seems useful, ticuse.. what they
have earned from their own experiences as runaways whelp others who are
troubled and confused. - ,g

. * .* * *
Jean has, grown up with Runaway House. I remember her from my first

week there, an attractive girl, serious, responsible, appearing older than fif?
teen. She had just run away for the fifth time from the mental hospital
wher'e her parents had put her the year before. She did not exactly hate the
hospital, she said, but it was confining and degrading with its locked doors,
its little pills, and its insistence that she always be accompanied by a staff
member. Every once in a while she had to. get away. In fact, the hospital
staff had almZst gotten used to her need for more room. They knew that
periodically she would come to Rilnaway H use, that she felt close to the
counselors there and that they gave her emoti al support.

Sitting in a corner of the living room, her leg ver the arm of a chair, Jean de-
bated aloud her current dilemma. Her moth r, an alcoholic, was in a hospital
again, this time with liver trouble and hypertension. Her stepfather, a midlevel
corporation executive, now lived alone with his youngest daughter; they saw
one another only during the stony silence of the dinner table. Should Jean try to
go honie to help out? Should she stay on in the hospital and continue the farce
of being a patient? Should she try once again to get placed in a foster home?

Once before when Jean had gone home to work things out, her mother
had "double-crossed" ,her, had said on the phone that she would be "so
pleased" -here Jean mimics Mrs. Jerome's shrill voice to have her .home;
and then had the police waiting for her. That was when Jean was first brought
to the mental hospital and, against,.her will, committed.

Jean recalled tliat her diagnosis was "acting out disorder of adolescence."
"My mother was r5oozing every day, and my stepfather was making it with
her best friend. At night they fought so loud, breaking mirrors and bottles,
we could hardlY. sleep. And they put rn away" here a giggle interruptc her

ooutrage "and said / was acting out."
jell held out little hope for going home. Her parents felt that, except forItMrs. Jerome's physical problems, they were doing fine. It was lean w was

having problems, she and her two older brothers, who had run away b ore,
and the younger sister who had taken up with a motorcycle gang. The Jeromes
would give Jean neither her freedom nor the opportunity to work out family
problems with them. They had refused the family counselling that the hos-
pital offered and delayed the court proceedings that might have placed Jean
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in a foster home. 'clearly, she concluded, she would have to go back to-the
;..hossiital; maybe eventually the doctors would let her live in one of the SAJA
gro foster homes..

. I next sawjean a year later. She was about to be discharged a second
hosp ital, one to which she was sent because she had run awayibnce too often
from the first one. The doctors at the second hospital had finally decided that
she was ready to be discharged, that she was. "much improved." .

. To me she said that she had learned "which games to play: When she had
first protested against being in the hospital and had refused to take the mind
fogging doses of Thorazine her dOctors had prescribed, the-statf had injected
her with the drug "l could hardly walk soietimes." When she continued to
ptotest, cutting her wrists' in frustrated rage, thty locked her in a stone
floored seclusion room and "threatened to put me on the shock treatment
list for next week." Then "I started to behave myself; I got up early and went
to school, and was sweet and' nice and helpful, the most perfect, agreeable
patieht you ,could find." After ,nine months, with a place in a group foster
hOine assured and the apprOval of the court, Jean was released to SAJA.

.For a year and a half following her release- Jean lived with five other
you g pepple and three counselors in the group foster home. Recently Jean
told me that this time was "the complete turning point of my life." It gave
her "time to try out different thingsdifferent fantasies of znyself and dif-
ferent personalities . .. time to go from 'being a dependent mixed up, pushed
around kid to an adult." She spent some of that time working on 4a farm
that SAJA rented and some helping out at Runaway House; she learned how
to live .with a group of people; she went to a free high school and worked as
a secretary; she became part of a community in which she and 1?er ideas
were respected and valued.

Now Jean is on her own, living with friends, working as a craftswoman,
thinking of going to college. No longer legally controlled by her parents,
she is trying, slowly, si:Jr-netimes painfully, to he friends with them.

* * *
There have been a dozen counsellors since Ruth and Mario left, Some

have stayed for only six months; their time-at Runaway House has been an
interlude, an occasion for grassroots work-with people before entering grad-
uate sehoor in medicine pr law, social work or psychology Others have he
came integral members of the SAJA community, leaving Runaway Mouse
after six months or a year to extend the j -louse services or work in other,
slower paced projects. Two former counseflors are involved in training new
counsellors; another is a counsellor in "Other. House," a residence where
young people can stay for several months before they find a more permanent

\ home; another has taught at the free high schor,1 which some of the Run-
away House alumni now attend; a_fourth works with families of runaways;
and .a fifth has begun a program to find foster parents single people and
communes as well as couples- for former runaways.

Still other Runaway Hobse counselors have left for awhile, to study or
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write or wander; to do carpentry or construction or pick apples. In recent
months-some of them have returned to Washington. They work nine-to-five
jobs but are still part of the SAJA community. They spend time at Runaway
House helping out when the building needs repairs or cleaning or when the
number of runaways swells; they share their experience with new -coun-
selors and help provide them with a sense of continuity and history.

Though recent generations of counselors come from a vaNety of socio-
econpmic, political and educational backgrounds, they all, like the founders
and the early counselors, respect the young peopletheir right to leave home,
and their ability to decide what to do next. This respect makes it possible for
many of-the runaways to look clearly at their situation, to decide what to
do next, and to learn from their decisions. If the runaway is not constrained,
it is possible for her to choose; if the person who is helping her, refuses--even
under threats from parents,' hospitals or policeto be coercive or to violate a
confidence, then perhaps she can trust that person to help her make choices.

At me time the counselors know that the physical act of leaving
hom adsighit,to even the most preoccupied or indifferent parent that some-
thing s w ne. J-ust as the act of running away may help the young person to
become conscious of himself as a person with rights and responsibilities,
so it may, provide the impetus for the whole family to take a look at the
stresses which have resulted in"-the'flight of.one of its members.

* * * *
I met David about six months after I met Jean. He seemed to move with-

.. out transition from self-absorbed silence to rapid fire speech. One moment he
would be staring, into space, a slim, dark, 1 3- year -old, sitting cross-legged in
a corner of the living room; suddenly, unbending, he would rise to stand be-
side a counselor, offering to share a candy bar, a hand of gin rummy, or a
game of chess. No, he maintained for several days, he would not talk about
his parents, much less, contact them; nor would he discuss his plans for the
future. None of them were important. "Only," he would say, with a fixed
and meaning stare,-Zonly now is important."

After he had been in the House for several days, Rachel and Kurt asked
me to talk with David. They were concerned about him. He had told them
that a psychiatrist said he was "schizophrenic." Some of the runaways
thought he was weird; they edged away from him at the dining room table,
would not speak directly to him at morning housemeetings. And then there
were times when the counselors felt uneasyfinding David awake at four
in the morning, chanting, meditating on the dining room table.

Sitting upstairs on the floor of Kurt's room, David and I talked. At the be-
ginning, our conversation was like a chess game or a wrestling match. He
would lunge forward condemning all psychiatrists, and then retreat to ob-
scure puns and conspiratorial giggles. For a while I listened, attentive but
not understanding. Then he began to lean toward, me,, to speak softly, in-
sistently, almost pleadingly about a desire to go far away, to woods where
there was no human sound; to go with only a sleeping bag and a pocket
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knife. There he would be free to be himself. Every action would be his. Hewould create every product he used: fire, shelter, food. I simply listened,feeling with David the paradox whkh seemed to give such urgency to hisspeech. He wanted to b; himself, had to be absolutely alone to be sure thatit was he who was feeling; and acting and speaking. And yet he wantedequally much to be heard, to be taken seriously by another.
A few days later, David went home.
A,.year and a half later, he returned to Runaway House. He was taller,broaderi more solid. His voice had deepened. Claude, who had never metDavid before, felt easy with him and the way he regarded his life situation. He

wanted, he said, to leave his home. His parents were constantly nagging himabout the length of his hair, his clothes, his gradeS, one friend's language andthe length of another's skirts. He resented the nagging, but what made him

1
eel worseand he was not sure in view of his parents' obvious attention toim that the counseliw would believe himwas a growing feeling that he didnot matter to his parents; that he was not, in spite of all their nagging andtheir argumentt, a member of the family.

David wanted to move. When he told them, his parents were "sure" hewanted to quit school, to move into one of the sex and drug saturated-com-
-: munes of their imaginings. On the contrary, David said he liked school andwould contiaue no matter where he lived. What he wanted was "a realfamily," one where he would have "a place." He thought he would become alive-in babysitter.

Claude an-e1.4...iz, the new counselors at Runaway House, helped Davidlook into the possibilities of finding such a job. But they also reminded him
that at fourteen he was very much his parents' child; subject to swift arrestif they decided he was "beyond control" or "in need of supervision," orsimply if he was on the street when the police thought he ought not to bethere. It was unlikely that he could get a live-in job without his parents'permissiorr:Aid then too, the counselors wondered if David might not beable to work something out with his parents. He seemed to want care andintimacy, to be Woking for more, not less, of a family.

DavidAalled his parents, told them where he was and that he was think-.
ing of leaving home and taking a job. He said that he needed time to makedecisions about his future; asked that they not try to force him to comehome; and mentioned, tentatively, that he would like to see them.

After setting his mother and father for an hour, David came to the coun-selors. He was still pretty sure he was going to move out; but just the same,maybe they could help him and his parents work some things out. At leasthe would like them to understand him better.
In the course of half a dozen sessions, the Wojack family spoke andplayed and lived out some of their tensions and confusion. The counselorswere more the occasion, the catalyst for, than the directors of the process.

They acknowledged and shared with all the family members the way they
saw and experienced the Wojacks: How Mr. and Mrs. Wojack never seemed
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to talk to each other, but only to discuss things; how they shifted with dis-
arming swiftness from a quiet discussion of family finances to A fierce con-
demnation of David's extravagance; how Mr. Wojack turned away to look
at his watch and Mrs. Wojack fidgeted with her eight-year-old daughter's

. hair while David tried painfully to talk to them about his loneliness; or
again, the way David had, when his parents occasionally talked intimately
to one another, of drawing their attention away, toward him, by humming
to himself or giggling.

Ai the family became more comfortable with the counselors, stereotyped
noncommunication and stale recriminations yielded to a less defensive re-
construction of the past. The Wojacks, it turned out, had always been a dis-
tant family, more inclined to control or withdraw from one another than to

kespeak directly . They had always been focused particularly on avid, the older
son, the one whose brilliance, they felt, was destined to rede m the medio-
crity of their own social and intellectual position. They knew that DaVid
wanted more warmth, that he felt their pressure to be oppressive. Indeeci,
things hoc/ gotten better after David returned from his last time away; his
parents, realizing they could not control all his movements, allowed him to
have more responsibility for himself.

But a year ago Mr. Wojack's father had been diagnosed as having cancer.
Since then he had not been able to relax. Nightmares kept him awake. At
work he made foolish errors. He did not want to burden his family with his
concern, so he withdrew still further from them. At meals he read the paper.
Later at night he watched TV. He spoke to David, it seemed, only when he
was dissatisfied with him.

Mrs. Wojack had felt her husband's anxiety and withdrawal, which fright-
ened and sometimes angered her; but she did not feel comfortable being cross
with him; he already had so much to deal with. How could she burden him
with her complaints? Both parents seemed increasingly to focus on David. His
performance in school, his friends, his comings and goings, were events they
could safely share and discuss and worry about.

David felt the intrusivenTs and the distance, and felt too that he could
not question either. When he did, his parents scolded still more, and with-
drew, fidgeting behind the rustle of newspapers. They would not let him go
out. He couldn't stand to stay home.

David got stoned at night. Grass and barbiturates cooled him out. He could
giggle at the shapes of shadows and the strange puns they suggested; or nod
out. After a while he was drawn to LSD. Tripping in his room he discovered a
world of vividness, of bright colors and strange- secret patterns. Yet, some-
times he felt a need fe( something more, a need to be seen and heard and
touched by another. Or4 night, tripping, he wandered naked into the street.
When his parents saw him sitting cross-legged on the lawn, stroking his torso,
staring through the trees toward the moon, they called the police.

In the family sessions the grotesque tragi-comedy of nonconnection be-
gins slowly to grind to a halt. Needs and feeling,s begin to be shared. His
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parents, closer to their real fearsfears about Mr. Wojack's father's death and
their difficulties with one anotherseem more relaxed about David and his
future, more sensitive to his needs. Meanwhile, David is living with a woman,
taking care of her young child in the evenings while she works. He enjoys
the trust she puts in him, but feels after a few weeks, the pressure of the
work and the length of the commute to his school. Then, too, the family
sessions are helping him feel closer to his parents; he actually misses them.
He visits home on weekends, then decides to stay. At the end Of the fifth
session he and his father embrace awkwardly. They sty, alter the next session,
that they have had enough counselling for now; that things are going well
at home; and that they will call Runaway House if they need more help.

* * * *
The people-who work at Runaway House are trying to learn from its and

their. history. The fantasy of a counter-culture entirely separate from and
independent of the dominant society has, in 1974 in Washington, D.C.,
faded away. To sustain itself, Runaway House has to establish strong sup-
portive ties not only with other SAJA \projects but with other community
groUps. To continue to provide a safe place for the young people who come
there, the House must ensure its own safety and security.

Without sacrificing the fluidity of a nonhierarchical, nonbureauc.latic struc.
ture to the demands of funding agencies or to depehdency on professional
fund raisers, Runaway House is struggling to become financially-secure. With-
out diminishing their responsiveness to the young people, the counselors are
trying to slow the exhausting pace of their work. Instead of being on call, as
Ruth and Mario were, six days a week, twenty-four hours a day and leaving
"burnt out," exhausted, after six or eight months, the present counselors are
trying to pace themselves; to make better use of volunteers, professional ther-
apists, students and community people. This is a matter of conviction as well
as necessity. Runaway House and SAJA are stronger, more sure of themselves.
There are lessons to be shared as well as work that needs to be done.

The counselors are slowly, tentatively, reaching out toward the larger'
society from which both they and the runaways have come. They are trying,
without diminishing their respect for the runaway and his or her confi-
dentiality, to work more cooperatively, more mutually, with parents and
police, mental health clinics and probation officers.

My own concerns sometimes reflect, sometimes catalyce, these changes.
have become more a part of Runaway House And SAJA, attending meetings
of all SA) A. members as well as consulting with individual projects; I think
now about planning for a future which involves me, as well as cita14424 with
the present. I am more in SAJA and Runaway House, a worker as Well as a
consultant. Paradoxically, being more in has made me, like the counselors,
more sensitive to the limitations of the work, to the exigencies of the world
which surrounds us.

Together with Runaway House counselors, a psVchologist, a social worker
and some graduate students in psychology, I organized a program in counsel-
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ing for runaways and their families. Over the last two years our counselors
have met several times with each of 40 to 50 families; once or twice with
many more. We have seen the same young people in flight from unchanged
or deteriorating family situations; we have investigated with them over and
over the same meager alternative situations; and slowly we have learned the
importance of trying, from 'the beginning, to work with the runaway and his
or her family.

'We do not, as we were originally tempted to, react against the parents'
view of things. If they claim that the runaway is "the problem," we do not
respond reflexively, "No, you are the problem." Things always are much too
complicated, too tragic, for blame. With unsettling regularity we discover a
pattern of victimization, of loss and dissatisfaction and dimly understood
unhappiness; a web which spins out from the tightness of the nuclear family
back into history, out into the worklife of the parents and the schools of the
children. Too often it dims vision and .constricts all movements, save per-
haps for the fitful bursts of energy that propel the runaway from home.

* *
Talking with Anita Foster one has the sense only of injustice. Here is.a nice

girlthe word nice seems peculiarly apta junior at a suburban high school
who does well acadeMically, plays field hockey and basketball. Anita is 16,
bright, suft-spoken, earnest. Her face is broad and plain, her body chunky in
new dungarees and a pressed plaid shirt. She has run away from home because
her father, an Air Force pilot, forbids her to go out with Ron, a Black college
student whom she likes very much. When she speaks with Ron on the phone,
her mother listens in; reports later to her father. She cannot even visit a girl-
friend without her mother-- terrified that she .might be meeting Roncheck-
ing with the other girl's mother, asking when she arrived and what time she left.

In a few weeks Captain Foster will be transferred to a base in Mississippi.
According to Liz, the Runaway House counselor who is closest to her, Anita
is thinking. about staying behind in the D.C. area. Yes, she says, she would
like to be around Ron. But that's not the only reason. She has friends in
school, real friends for the first time in sixteen years of periodic migrations;
and she doubts that she will be able "to be myself if I stay with my parents."

I am prepared not to like the Fosters. Captain Foster has served in Viet-
nam and I have a particular horror of the pilots who dropped their bombs
there. Nor am I sympathetic with what I understand to be the Fosters'
racism or their moralistic intrusiveness.

For the first minutes of the family session I am tense and wary. The cool
logic that Captain Foster wields seems at times an emblem of our national
destructiveness as well as a means of dominating his daughter. It is my house,
he says. There are certain rules. You are hot to see Ron. We do not approve.
You have snuck out behind our backs, betrayed our confidence. It is not that
he is Black, though it is "harder" for interracial couples, only that he, is too
old for you. Mrs. Foster takes notes on a stenographic pad, turns away from
my glance. Anita tries ever more weakly to refute her father's arguments, to
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justify her disobedience even as she apologizes for it. Her parents gesture
toward a silent younger brother, mention a sister who stayed home to baby-
sit. They are good, respectable. They obey our reasonable rules. They are
willing to leave their friends to go to Mississippi. Why can't you be more
like them? I feel Anita retreating into a corner, her parents hardening against
her. t'd like, I say, to find out what has happened.

Life for Anita and her family has gone from "fine" to "uncomfortable_"
to "unbearable" in six months. It turns out that Ron is Anita's first real
boyfriend, the first guy who has been more than just an acquaintance or a
pal. She thought from the beginning that her parents might be uncomfort-
able with her having a Black boyfriend, but- she tried`-to put that out of her
mind. Fre was responsible, wasn't hein college studying to be a lawyer, 'r

working part-time. The first time he came to the house she knew they hated
him. They had been so pleased that she was going out, and then so cold when
they met him.

After she came home that night, her father came downstairs for a "talk."
He forbade her to go out with Ron.. Anita reasoned and argued and pleaded
and finally, surprisingly for a usually stoic girl, she even cried. How could he
do this to her?

There began a battle of stubborn wills, a dance of evasions and restrictions
which only forced Anita further from her parents, fixed them in hurt intran-
sigence. Anita did not go out with Ron, but she met him after school. When
her mother saw her with him, the rule was clarified and reinterpreted. Anita
could not see Ron. Now she only spoke to him on the telephone.

Still her parents were worried and angry. They resented her disobedience
to the spirit if'not the letter of their wishes. Why was she even speaking to
him? Why was she still so interested in him? Though there was no evidence
for it, the Fosters felt 'that Anita's school, work was suffering; thinking she
might be unwell they took her to the famtlY doctor. He said she was fine.

When the Fosters told Anita she could speak with Ron only before 9:00
P.M. she began secretly to defy them. She would go to bed early and come
down later, after they were asleep, to call Ron. This was when Mrs. Foster
began to listen in on the extension. Feeling robbed of her privacy, as well as
her liberty, Anita began, at first quietly, then defiantly, to sneak out of the
house, to tell her parents she,was going shopping or to slumber parties when
actually she was meeting Ron. Caught in one lie, restricted to the house for a
week, Anita submitted; caught in another, restricted for two more weeks, she
ran

As they tell the story of their. estrangement, the Fosters seem,,to unbend, I
feel along with the self-justification and self-righteousness a kind o`f corn-
raderie. All of the Fosters seem to take a certain pride in presenting an, ac-
curate history of Anita's actions and Mr. and Mrs. Fosters' reactions, as if
they were building a table or a boat together. And then, too, I hear, as they
near the end of the story, anguish in the parents' voices, uncertainty and
questions. How have we gotten to this place? phy have we done this to her
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and ourselves? We have tried so hard all our lives to live up to what we were
taught, to bring up our kids right, to make sure they had what We didn't.

I begin to relax, to ask the older Fosters about their parents. As they tell
me,.1 try to.feel what it was like to grow up a shopkeeper's son and a laborer's
daughter in a small southern town, to go to a fundamentalist church three
times a week, to live in a tight ordered world and then to leave that world.
Captain Foster recalls the giant, almost inconceivable step to college and
Office,r's training, the strange challenging ways of Northerners and the thou-
sand pieces of painfully- accumulated evidence that led him increasingly to
disbelieve their "liberalism." And Mrs. Foster tells me about being a secretary
and a. housewife. She is shrewd and frugal about groceries, efficient at work;
but she's uncomfortable and out of place at her children's schools, at the
cocktail parties of always new neighbors. Anita and her brother listen quietly,
respectfully.

Now I feel closer to the Fosters. I try to talk to them about what I have
seen and felt in the room: how overwhelming Captairl Foster can be; how
sometimes- he seems more intent on winning arguments with Anita than ,pn
helping her or hearing her; how incomprehensible Mrs. Foster sometimes is,

, seeming at once detached and intrusive; how sad it is that the whole family
can shift from equilibrium and understanding to such painful estrangement.

The tableau dissolves, re-forms, deepens. Captain Foster speaks more con.-
fidentially, more hesitantly. He has always... aught his children to think for
themselves, to be independent, to take the consequences of their actions. He
has taught them that all people werieJo be judged not by class or color, but
for who they are. Anita, he agree's, is putting his principles to the test, and
perhaps he is failing. And then Mrs. Foster speaks. Of course, Anita should
decide+what she wants to do. it is wrong of her to intrude so on her privacy.
Still they were at their its' end; there seemed to be no way for them to
reach, to touch Anita. They both do love her. Anita leans forward, almost
crying now. The tenseness ebbs away. I feel..,an almost palpable tenderness
in the room. Anita is her parents' child. They have helped her to become as
principled, as decent, as nice as she is. They are not bad people. The moment
passes.

Captain Foster straightens as if he has touched fire. Mrs. Foster begins to
question Anita: What has she done with her glass9? Aren't her clothes getting
dirty? Wasn't she supposed to see the doctor? Her voice is a sugary coat of a
bitter message: You are not capable of taking cafe of those things, Anita; not
capable of being on your own. You need me. Anita protests, f90-,A moment,
then subsides, hangs her head and agrees. She has been irrespong,k?:.;Perhaps
she isn't capable. Captain Foster speaks--pontificates--of di_ igjno and se f-
reliance. Anita shrinks down into her chair from his.*4 .16-4"'

They are back where they were-, presiured by cap,c91M5$5* ture;
the parents dAminating, Anita elading. There is not:140,P.A9441; I this out.
Anita must dedide whether to go with her family, to gr-vv .29,1 And ubmit; or
to remain, on her dwn, struggling to find a new place to live and money to
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-...") live on. If shedecides to stay she will do,so against her mother's imprecations
and her father's logic.

Whether she stays or -goes, Anita will have to live with the baffling con-
. tradictoriness she has discovered in her parents and in her own desires. All
people are, they taught her, God's children, equals; but, they now rerrtirid
her, you are not to marry one of the colored ones. And more, subtly: You
are free to do what you want as long as it is what we, you-r parents, want.
If you do not do what, if you are not who we want, then perhaps you are
not our daughter. Nor can she escape the contradictions between her par-
ents' voices: You are to be strong and independent, says the voice of her
father; and then her mother's voice, correcting, undercutting: You are also
dangerously weak and needy. And within each of their messages there are
further contradictions: "You can try to get along without-us," her parents say
at the end of our session, permission edged with challenge. "If you can't make
it you can come home. We won't say_and then they do say it'We told you
so.'" All of these voices, these messages, are alive, contending in Anita.

* * *
In a society so obsessed with private property and consumerism, it is not

surprising that children are often treated like objects. Many parentS view their
child's running away as an inexplicable and unnatural aberration: It is as if a
television set were suddenly to wander off. There is no reason, so 'many'
parents say, no reason for her to leave home. When "she" tries to tell them
"the reason," they ignore her or drown out her words, denying that their
child may have actually chosen to leave. Still, it seems that blame must be
placed. The child, they saydesperately trying to deal with, to define and
therefore reestablish control over the situationmust be "bad," a delinquent,
or "sick," mentally ill. Either that or it is sorrkeOne else's faultevil friends,
Blacks, hippies, drugs, sex, -Runaway House. My child did not, could not
choose to leave.

All too often the ideology and actions of the psychiatric and law enforce-
ment establishment confirm rattier than broaden this perspective. If a psychi-
atrist, psychologist or social Worker labels a child as sick then, no matter how
much the professional may speak of family problems or of social and environ-
mental influences, the young person's aberrations and point of view need not
be taken seriously. She is mentally ill, irliational and therefore incompetent
to have a valid opinion about her situation. A.

Recently two of the young people., age41 and 14 who have come to
Runaway House have borne diagnoses of "epijepsy." There was no' organic
evidence to confirm the diagnosisno-abnortfial brain waves or other neuro-
logical findings. One had periods when under. stress she would stare into
space; the other growing angry would all crying and thrashing to the floor.
Instead of trying to understand and interpret their behavior as inarticulate
protests against confused and threatening situations, the doctors diagnosed
and treated these girls, with anti-epileptic and tranquillizing drugswith no
change in the frequency of the "fits." The children and their behavior, not
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the family situation or school or community, were declared to be sick and in
need Of treatment.

This kind of medical defining and prescribing can directly influence and
dangerously distort family relationships, transforming childrn into patients.
One runaway's father justified his indifference to his daughter's demands for
his attention, to her desire for family counseling, by citing the opinion of the
psychiatrist who had committed her to a .State Hospital. "You are," he said
to her with infuriatingly sweet reasonableness, "a paranoid schizophrenic.
But that's all right. My real Diana is hidden inside of you."

The legal power which parents and society may exercise over people under
18 has even mieressanplex and destructive ramifications. It is absurdly easy
for parents to sign a "beyond control" petition for their child, to transfer
domestic arguments to a legal arena in which the child stands accused; to a
system in which there is often no appeal from confinement. The child is dis-
covered, often after superficial investigation to be "the problem." Put him
away, says the law--in the detention center, reform school or jail. Even if
he is not sent away, the court has passed its verdict on him -- "beyond con-
trol," "in need of supervision," "incorrigible."

Now the court is "responsible." it is the duty of its officers to subject
every item of his behavior to the closest scrutiny. One judge, undoubtedly
feeling it was his duty as well as his right, recently issued a. court ordei-
forcing a 17-year-old to go to school. Should the young man, wearily strug-
gling with his foster parents, his academic deficiencies and his outrage at be-
ing treated like a baby, miss a day of schoolit's off to the detention center.
Should his foster parents, people he has come to trust and love, not report
his absence from school, they may be hauled into court.

This legal structure permeates and perverts even the services which it pro-
vides for young people. How can judges be fair if they feel compelled to
impose strictures that have social and moral, not legal, sanction? How.can the
decent people who work for the Youth Division of the Bureau of Missing
Persons help runaways, if they are constrained by law to arrest them?
can the kids trust the probation officers the court assigns to counsel them if
these probation officers have both the power, and at times the obligation, to
revoke their freedom; and how can the probation officers trust kids who do
not trust them?

In- this morass of moralism, paternalism and legalism, Runaway House
like sister projects around the countrymust constantly- struggle to keep a
firm footing; to survive and change the system without withdrawing support
from the young people. As our community grows more experierked and
stronger, we have become able to reach out to thosepolice, probation offi-
cers, mental health professionals, judgeswhose positions involve them with
and given them power over the young. We have begun to tell them who we are
and how we work, to understand who they are and what they do. Perhaps to-
gether we will be able to loosen the social and legal bonds, the anxieties and
attitudes that constrain and oppress all of our children and all of us.
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lI 4

Iiirirkaing with
irminitways and
.their famnilles:
How the SAJA
Community Does It

THE ORIGINS OF FAMILY COUNSELING
During my first months at Runaway House, I was impressed by the skill

and sympathy with which the counselors (none of whom had had any formal
psychological or social-work training) worked with individual young people,
the ease with which they accepted and dealt with a good deal of mischievous
and confusing behavior, their calm in the,face of almost continuous anxiety
and occasional suicidal desperation. They seemed almost always to strike 'a
nice balance between tender indulgence and humorous toughness, between
granting freedom and respect to the runaways, and confronting them with
the need to "look at the options" they would face when they left the House.

In contrast, the counselors were much less comfortable and capable in
dealing with the runaways' family situations. In ,part, this was due to .the
number of runaways, the immediacy of their prOblems, and the air of crisis
"they brought with them. In part, it was due to the counselors' attitudes and
to the perspective which 'came from living and working collectively in a run-
away house. In some ways the counselors were themselves runawaysrefugees

. from, and protestants against, a social order that pushed toward con-
---'strigtingcareers and marriage and a political system that was hierarchical,

racist, sexistfiand imperialist.
What they saw of the world that sought to re-engross the young people

seemed only to -confirm their sympathies and their fears: on the phones and
at the door of Runaway House, they encountered parents, police, probation
officers, and m'ental health professionals who seemed bent only on coercing
young peqple out of their independence, cajoling- them out of the objections
that led them to leave home. It was terribly hard for counselors to live with
and support the struggles of the young: people and understand, .rnuch less
sympathize with, their apparent oppressors, to be committing themselves
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to a new kind of social order, and yet to yield up to the old the
,

children
who had fled it.

..
The relatively few family conferences they held did little to change the

counselors.. I-hinds. Some parents were genuinely concerned, responsive, and
self-critical.'But many seemed both unreasonable and perversely inflexible.
There seemed no way that the runaway could return home without com-
pletely capitulating, no way the parents would accept'any responsibility for
the schism between themselves and thgir children. The volume of arguments
was deafening, the density of their elaboration mystifying: In o er to make)x4)1
some iltagress, to clear some space so that a runaway could go ome, the
counselors tried to get the family to deal with particular behaviors, to reach
small compromises: If John kept an 11 o'clock curfew, he could let his hair
grow down to his collar. And with, depressing regularity, the counselors .saw
these compromises break down or prove insufficient.

Some parents kept their children in a continual bind. Young people'who
returned over and over to Runaway House were given no room to com-
promise at home but were not permitted to be placed in one of the group
foster homes. Others returned home, promising and promised a "new leaf,"
only to be locked up in mental institutions or sent to training schools.

The more, we talked about "families," the more sensitive the counselors
became to the inadequacy of their work with them_ They tried to remedy
the situation by ftferring families' to mental health clinics and private prac-
titioners, but.zetUrning runaways reported that family therapy rarely took
place. The young people were put off by long waiting lists and intimidated
by the forms and the formal trappings of professionals. Too often "therapy".
seemed to perpetuate, not relieve, the runaway's difficulties; even though the.,.

family as a whole was sent, it was the Young person who had to take the
psychological tests, who was labeled as "the problem," who seemed to have
to "answer for" hiS or her actions. Often the therapist would see the runaway
without the parents, sometimes the parents without the young person. But
even in jekipt sessions, many runaways felt put upon, "accused" by profes-
sionals who seemed to share their parents' point oil view as well as their power.

THE FAMILY SEMINAR
In January of 1972 I helped start what has become "the family seminar."

It was formed in response to the needs of the runaways and their families
in order to supplement the energies, perspective, and training of the Runaway
House counselors, and to provide a place where people interested in counsel-
ing could be helpful to others while they learned. Ati.out half the original
members were workers at Runawa House and the other SAJ A projectS. The
()fliers included half a dozen eople who have subsequently entered graduate
school in psychol y and ial work, a former psychiatric social worker, and
a 'professor of social ology. Aside from me, only the psychiatric social
worker had had any formal training in psychotherapy or family therapy.
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I was at once excited about, and wary of, helping to start the family
seminar. It was one thing to be a researcher and a consultant to an ongoing
project like Runaway House, quite another to help initiate a whole new pro-
gram. I trusted the ability of the' SAJA counselors in their own projects. but
wondered how they and those who did not work in SAJA would perform in
this new, more self-consciously "therapeutic" setting. I felt confident in help-
ing SAJ A's projects work collectively but was as yet unsure of my own ability
to be part of a collective process. I wondered if I would be able to share my
knowledge without dominating discussions, to accept the opinions of, and
share responsibility with, people who were much less experienced than I.

We began by talking about whywe had each joined the inar: my de-
sire to -help Rupaway House provide a service, and to teach; the social work-
er's disillusionment with more traditional therapeutiC situations; the coun-
selOrs' need for skills; the psychologist's and the students' impatience with
the arid and self-conscious Professionalism, the numbers and tests of aca-
demia. All of us, it turned out, wanted to work cooperatively.

There seemed in our first meetings to be a groping honesty in what we
said to one another, an attentiveness inathe listening. The people who came
were 'serious about the work they wer about to begin, open and self-critical
about their motives. We were all together choice, out of interest in the
work and in working together, not because it as required or because it was
supposed to be "good for us." .

These first few exploratory meetings helped give form to my 'own atti-
tude toward the seminar and to my role in it. My growing respect for the
potential family counselors strengthened my belief that the practice of
counseling was not mysterious, that it could in time be learned by people
who lacked both advanced degrees and extensive formal training or book
learning. .I had seen Runaway House counselors work well with young people;
surely the people. in the seminar could learn to work with their families.
VOA and Runaway House provided, a supportive context for the counselors
in their work with young people; perhaps the seminar could provide a similar
context for f1mily counselors.

As an experienced therapist, I could help the counselors realize that they
were capable of seeing and understanding and feeling what went on with a
family. I wanted to help them to be more sensitive to their own experience,
rather than to force them to fit their observations into any predetermined
pattern. In time I would -be able to help them to generalize .. . from their
own experience; later on they could learn the patterns that others had
found.1 What I wanted to teach in the beginning was an attitude, a perspec-
tive that required openness and intelligence, not formal knowledge: an in-

.sistence on allowing the family to reveal itself, to unfold its world in one's
presence; a respect for that world; and a continuous and honest attentive-
ness -to one's own reactions to that world and to the people in it.

1See bibliography at end.
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The form of the seminar was not unlike other more traditional super-
Visory groups, but its cooperative and participatory spirit seemed different.
We tried .from the beginning to share the responsibilities of organization
and planning, to decide among us who would do what work and why. Su-
pervision was by the group as a whole, not by me or the social worker. Dif-
ferences in experience were acknowledged and appreciated, but everyone's '
opinion was. valued. Each person had his or her own potentially enriching
perspective. All decisions about membership in the seminar, assignment
of families, readings, coordination of activities, fees, and participation
in the work-of, the Runaway House were made in the seminar and by
consensus.

The first months of Our work with families were chaotic. Most seminar
members, like the Runaway House counselors, were confused, angered, and
depressed by their initial meetings with families. How, they asked, in a
variety of ways, can I make sense of everything that is going on: the mul-
tiple and contradictory versions of a single episode, the bizarre mixtures
of hurtfulness and caring with which family members treat one another,
the shouting and crying, the shifting alliances.

Some seminar members tried, according to personal inclinations and
previous reading, to fit. families to the Procrustean bed of highly elabo-
rated "systems" theories or lib fix the psychodynamics of each individual
family member. Some, opening themselves to the family, felt overwhelmed
or infested by their emotions. Others retreated into a silence that was meant
to protect them. Still others could see the family only through ideological
lenses; they focused almost exclusively on the prison-like cruelty-and hy-
pocrisy of the nuclear family, on its degrading sexism.

We struggled in these early months to see both individuals and family,
to feel the oppressiveness of, the parents' conventional attitudes without
dismissing the humanity of those who voiced these attitudes. Over and
over we returned from flights of speculation about family dynamics and
psychodynamicsour equivalent, I once fantasied, to the family's rules
and recriminationsto the experience of being with a particular family.
Slowly we tried to piece together the details of family history and of com-
munication in sessions, to help the counselors understand the part they

r.; played in the family's life.
Again and again, family counselors came, to the seminar overwhelmed by

the air of crisis that seemed to pervade the act of running away, by the
jeopardy to the child if reconciliation were impossiblethe threats of per-
manent separation, the sanctions that angry parents and an insensitive penal
system might bring to bear. Over-and over we had to slow the counselors
down, to help them to disentangle themselves from the web of family con-
cerns, to help them. work backward,toward registering these concerns without
becoming ensnared by them. Only then could the counselors return them,
clarified, to the family. Counselors, as well as parents and children, had to
come to see the act of running away as an intelligible event in the life of the
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whole family, not an objectified and isolated happening, a crime or a catas-
trophe or an aberration.

THE FAMILIES WE HAVE WORKED WITH
As the Runaway House counselors became increasingly conscious of the

possibility of seeing and understanding the runaway child in the context of
his or her family, as the" seminar was able to provideople to work with
them, vie discovered large numbers of families who were open to working
with us.

During th5 ear before the family seminar began, counselors at Runaway
House had met with approximately 15 to 20 families, usually, for only one
session. During the first year of the seminar, counselors from the seminar,
work ing in pairs, saw 42 families. In the second year we saw '82 families; 23
for one session, 44 for two to six sessions, and 15 for more than six sessions..

About half of these families'had had some kind of previous counseling.
Many had gone voluntarily to see ministers and school guidance counselors as
well as social workers, psychologists and psychiatrists. Others, mostly poor
and black, had been ordered by courts to do so. Those who had had previous
therapy had generally /found it unhelpful, trivial, insulling, or somehow "not
quite the right thing."

Young people wanted to.work with us I?ecause they saw the counselorsin
contrast to therapists and adults in generalas supportive of their struggles
to be heard and respected in their families:Most of their parents were more
wary. They agreed to work with s because their children, who had almost
unanimously disliked previous thera i s wanted to. and because they saw
counseling as one, if not the only, way to to get their child !lack home.

Generally the young person's Runaway Ho counselor was present at
the first or first few sessions. The Runaway Hou counselor was there for
support in what was often a frightening confrontation at a time when it was
easy for the young person either to close off completely from her or his
parents or reenmesh herself or himself hopelessly in repetitive and futile
arguments. The .counselor has been able to provide both support for the run-
away's perspective and ballast during the often stormy initial meetings. After
the,first few sessions, the Runaway House counselor generally stops coming.
By then the young person; as well as the family as a whole, is accustomed to
the family counselors and their perspective on "family problems."

Sessions_are usually held at nearby churches rather than at the Runaway
House: yoang people 'frequently experience their parents' presence ifl Run-
away louse as an intrusion and their parents often find the Housewith its
confusion, shabby furniture, and grafitti-covered wails---to be a disquieting
reminder of a youth culture that angers and frightens them. Not infrequently,
sessions are held in a family's home. These visits are helpful in understanding
how a family's home life feels; in some casesbecause of lack of transporta-
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tion or., money or a family's fears of coming into the citythey provide the
only possible ground on which counseling can proceed.

.. Sessions hive no time limit or specified- frequency. Most often the first
.few sessions l st for two or three hours, later ones for from one to two hours,
They general! occur once a week but may be more frequent in times of
crisis or less requent if either counselors or family want it that way. Some
families stop and start counseling several times: Sometimes one .group of
family members will come, sometimes another. The counselors make no
rigid rules about who is to co pie or how often or for how long. Counseling
continues.for as long as the fimilyand the counselorsfind it worthwhile:
FaMilies who wish to pay are asked for a small donation to Runaway House;
others are not solicited for a fee.1111111 of these matters are open to discussion,
to question.

Over the first yea-and-a-half we evolved an outline of a "way-of- looking-
at-family sessions" that reflected an attitude toward family counseling and
a procedure for facilitating and understanding the counselor's relationship
with the family.-The language and style of this "way" (which is presented,
condensed, in the following paragraphs) are informal, intended to mirror
an evolution of understanding based on shared experience rather than a
guidingor limiting theory.

The counselors begin by identifying themelves as members of an on-
going seminar in family counseling, paraprofessionals with experience. of
young people who have run away and of their families. They thus state with-
out exaggeration or self-deprecation their real experience and qualifications.
They note that the family has come together for the session but that they, are
committed neither to reuniting child with parents nor to separation; family
members must make these decRions. The counselors are there to learn about,
and then help the family understand, what is happening.

- The counselors then ask, "What is going on?" and listen to what the
family says and how the various members say it. Who speaks? Who responds?
Amplifies? Contradicts? To which family member is what said? Who speaks
to which counselor?

Almost always this discussion focuses on why the young people have run
from home. it is filled with confusion, questions, anger, incomprehension,
sadness, and often with a feeling of futility. In addition to seeing and hearing,
to finding patterns of behavior and interaction, the counselors try to feel
what it is like to be in the room with thif family participant-observers in,
and of their world- what thnughts, ernntinns, and impulcec are aroused in the
counselors themselves.

After the family has played out or reproduced its current situation, the
counselors may (a) ask more questions about it or (b) point out the patterns
of relating they have seen or (c) reveal the feelings it has aroused in them or
(d) try to get more sense of how the present episode of running away, with its
'attendant causes and repercussions, fits into.the history of the family_ Which-
ever of these approa.hes the counselors choose depends on and alters the re-
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lationship developing between them and the family, as well as on the family's
situation itself. None is necessarily "right," but all tend to help family mem-
bers find a broader context for this particular episode of running away.

,Throughout the first and subsequent sessions, the counselors try at once to
understand and be helpful to the family. They have become a part of the
situation, people who can help plan for temporary placements, Who may
offer to meet' with probation officers or make medical referrals, but.they also
must try to understand how the concrete help they givealters the situation
and the family's attitude toward the counseling. They must take seriously
the episode of running away and Its meaning to each of the family members
and be willing to discuss and plan the details of a runaway's placement. At
the same time, they must be able to share and interpret the feelings of frus-
tration. that arise. when a family or some of its members becomes fixated on
the fact of running away, when parents use their anxieties about the run-

. away's safetyor conversely, when the runaway flaunts his or her vulnerabil-
ityto prevent placement.

As counselors and family members grow more relaxed with one another,
the counselors may find it helpful to share their own feelings with the family.
Discussions between counselol-s, or among counsekirs and family, about dif-
ficulties or anxieties encountered, may provide family members with ex.:
ampler of open dialogue as well as reflections of their behavior. The coun-
selors' continual struggle for clarity aboilt what they are doing in the sessions,
their willingness to "risk" being less than sure can provide referencoints
and models for the' family's own growth. At th-e same time, the counselors
try to remember that the familyand each of its membersmust make its
own cicisions and choices, even if those choices are to refuse to participate
or to change.

The examples that follow illustrate the range of youn eople and their
families whom we have seen, the kinds of problems they present, the extent,
but not the details, of our contact with thervi and the warrhe yoling people

) have made use of the CA I A eorni-riirriit .

Sally
In hee' first two days

While ether young peorle
at the house, gaily %eemed restrained and quiet
went off to Georgetown to 'ruck arour+cl: or pan-

handle she stioved to the 1.1,-,,se chi cane i1 long hefor' the ' ? o'clock
Curfew but ct.,-.'1 .,r- '''' le-11 lIt-
about things

Only when she had tested the counselor-.

Itch- . 1. I; ills, ryof.71 thinkiog

in many ways refusing to give
her last name. checking carefully with other young people to see if their con
fidencec had beers hetrayed only whi-n she was sure they would not tell her
parents, was she able to confide in therri. She thought she was pregnant.
Neither she nor her boyfriend lttl, used anything"; her period, ordinarily
regular, had been absent for the last two months
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A Runaway House counselor took her to the Free Clinic for a pregnancy
test; and when it proved positive, they discussed her 'options" with -her.

Sally wanted the baby. What scared her was what her parents would think
and do. She explained that they were very strict in their morals and behavior.
Her father owned a hardware store in a rural Maryland town; her mother was
preoccupied with raising seven children, of whom Sally was the seconcnildest.
Her parents thought of herscrubbed and pretty and politeas a "good girl."
She had always done well in school. Now as a junior, she played on the girls'
basketball team, was a member of the Pep Club. She worried that her parents
would be-"shocked," that they would throw her'out of the house. Certainly
they would be ashamed-of her condition. Still, she wasn't ready to leave
home or marry and was herself shocked by the-idea of an abortion.

After a few days she decided to call her parents; at her Runaway House
counselor's suggestion, she asked them to come' to a meeting with two family
counselors.

for half an hour the counselo(s listened while Sally, who sat far away
from her parents, next to and even a little behind her Runaway House coun-
selor, evaded her parents' baffled questions. What had they done, they
wondered. "Nothing," she answered.

With a final pleading look at her counselor, Sally told her parents about
the pregnancy. At first her mother 'was frantichurt and surprised and
angry. Why had Sally done this to them. .Why hadn't she told them? Her
father shook his head, his mouth tight. Sally cried softly and was defiaot.
It didn'.t sound to her, she said, "like you care about the baby. if you don't
want me or my baby.. .."

Sally's older sister scolded, but her younger brother and sister were pleased.
It would be "nice," they said, "to have a baby in the house." Then everyone
was talking at once, crying, arguing, pleading. The counselors had the sense
of the whole family assimilating the fact of their daughter's pregnancy, of
question and answer and argument as prelude to reconciliation.

When the counselors asked Sally, at the end of two hours, where she was
going to go, her mother answered for her, "You're still my daughter. You
come home if you want." Sally. asked if they could have another family
session in rase things don't work out so well." Fief parents agreed but
wondered if it could he somewhere closer to home They felt uneasy in
Washington. out of our elp cot," and I-e\kildered by the traffic. coun
selors agreed to meet thiritweete later at 7 collThr 4-snri hirr e-h 1,4,;i+v

tweer% the District and their 4ilir,le
In the second session Sally sat between her younger brother and sister.

They joked among themselves until her mother spoke. "We're all relieved,-
she begarr, "that Sally is home where we can look after her." Sally nodded
her head and agreed. t ais good to he home. Sally and her parents expresser*
pleasure that the couns tors had agreed to meet them "half way."

The counselors co mented on the unity and good feeling that seemed to
have evolved in the I st week How. did the father feel now about Sally's



,rpregnancy? Why did they all suppose Sally was, so worried about their
reaction?

They answered indirectly, not looking at the counselors but at one an-
other. Mr. Latham guessed that Sally knew how concerned he was about the
neighbors and how his daughter's pregnancy would affect his standing in
town. He had worked so hard to get where he was, remembered so vividly
being looked down upon by "the better people." He smiled at his own
desire to be socially acceptable. "We'll do all right," he concluded. "We'll
stick together." Mother recalled with a blush that it was not unusual for the
women in her family to become pregnant before marriage. It had happened
to Sally's aunt, to a grandmother, and to several cousins. "Those children
and to tell the truth," laughing again, "I was one of themseem to have
turned out all right." At the end of the session, the Lathams agreed that
they wouldn't need more counseling, but both Sally and her mother asked
for the phone number, "just in case."

Two months later Sally called to say "hello" and to tell her counselors
that things at home were "fine." She was out of school for a while, working
in the store, helping out with her brothers and sisters. She planned with her
parents' approval"They kind of like the idea of having a grandchild"to
keep the baby at home; after "a year or two" she would go back to school.
Since then there has been no word from Sally or her parents; as far as we
know, no other episodes of running away have occurred.

Rick
Rick came to Runaway House at 17, a gangly, blond boy who -seemed

always to be inserting himself in the. middle of things: interrupting conversa-
tions, shouting at meetings, reaching for food on other people's plates. He
spoke to the Runaway House counselors of voices that told him to leave
home and find "a new direction" and of hospitalizations for "schizophrenia."
About a week before he left home he had stopped going to school, had lain
on the living room couch, watching television. His parents, a "middle-manager"
and a government secretary, were about to call the hospital when he left

For a week Rick refused to contact his parents. Fie floated from Run.
away House to Other House to the joh co op. tie engaged dozens of People
in conversations. worked a few hours to make pocket rnom.v. had sewloql
eNtnerier,ces with men ,rnd women whom he met on the strectt.

Rick explaired to his Runaway Fious-e counselor that his older brother
was a "mental patient," that his parents thouiht ton was crazy." The
Thomases were convinced that both of their sons had some biochemical
abnormality and insisted that both of them at special diets and take large
doses of vitamins. Rick "didn't know if [he I was crazy or not," but he was
pretty sure that being at home made him feel worse. thrlight that if the
counselors met his parents they would understand why
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After ten *days, Rick's Runaway House counselor and two family coun-
selors met with him, his brother, and his parents. The Thomases were at-
tractive, bright, and engaging, relentlessly reasonable even in the face of
both their sons' obvious distress. Rick spoke at confused length about need-
ing to leave home, to keep his mina "from being destroyed." Howard, two
years older, mumbled darkly about the disharmony between vibrations
from the television set and those from the air conditioning'.

Sitting side by side, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas smiled at their sons. They dis-
. coursed at good-natured length about hypoglycemia and vitamin deficiencies.

When one of the-counselors protested against this medical definition of their
sons' problems,.they produced copies of scholarly papers to substantiate their
points. Family counseling, they maintained, was "a useless way to approach
a biochemical problem." Still they agreed to come to a second session.

Rick came to the second meeting reluctantly,- resentfully He had been
"doing his own thing," and was terrified lest, his parents "kill" him by con-
vincing him to come home. During the session he said that he wanted to be
"somewhere else," but he was not sure where. He claimed that his parents
never listened to him. When they insisted that they did, he became inco-
herently furious. While Rick- shouted, harangued, and giggled, his parents
smiled patiently. The counselors pointed out the impasse between Rick and
his parents, the way that both incoherent protest and determined "under-
standing" foiled communication.

Rick began again. He felt good being at Runaway House. He knew some
of the people didn't like some of the things he did, blit at least they said so.
He had to admit he liked them even when they got mad. At least he knew
where they were at. Still he knew he couldn't stay much longer at Runaway
House and doubted that he wanted to live in any of the group foster homes
"too many people, too many hassles, too intense. 1 have to move on, to be
myself." Rick's parents repeated that he needed psychiatric treatment. "After
all," they said to the counselors, as if reasonable people could not disagree,
"Rick is acting strange even his talk ahnut moving no is clearly unrealistic.
fantasy-laden.-

At the end of the session the counselors pointed out the mutual exclusive-
ness of Rick's pi-rint of view and his parents': Rirk caw their :::etlit,n,:

eloecierf
ent" as

murderous; they saw his refusal to accede it "';f4"e4
treatment. Still, a decision had to he made.

Rick took up the challenge. 0/er the next week, while his parents gathered
medical evidence, he contacted an aunt on the West Coast. Fie remern
her as -sympathetic:. her farm as a place where he c ,-11110 fit in." one
he could just he alone 6--)r. long hokirs each ri:vv ug.If ch
he would go there for the summer.

At the third jpssion Mr. and Mrs. Thomas tried to argue him out of it.
They said they trusted Rick's aunt but were concerned because she didn't
"know about psychiatric problems," wouldn't keep him on his diet. Finally.
reluctantly, they agreed to let him try.

ered
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Four months later the Runaway House counselors received a post card
from Rick. things were fine out West. His parents had visited him and were
going to let him stay to finish high 'school. "No diet!" he concluded, "No
vitamins!"

Ellen
Ellen Miller had a' soft, pale face, green eyes that moved quickly around

the room, then rested on you When you were with her, she seemed to search
your words as if looking for some meaning deeper than speech.

The counselors at Runaway House liked Ellen but were mpatis-with her,'
and puzzled by her. She insisted that she wanted to lease-Tame, that she,
couldn't stand it there, but almost every day she retur ' d to confront. her
mother's stony silence, her father's cruel taunt. s about gs --Vothes and her
friends. And Ellen seemed to make it harder too, as if s e we enuring her
parent's rejection. She arrived home at 9:00 p.m. when she saib4re would be
there for dinner; she couldn't refrain from questioning her parents about their
prejudices against blacks and drugs and hippies. It appeared to the counselors
that she wanted her parents to love her even as she acted to make them angry.
She seemed to need thpir approval for a decision to leave home that she knew_
they opposed.

Ellen told the family counselor whom the Runaway House counselors
called in for consultation-that three years before she had been committed to
a psychiatric hospital. She had been staying out late at night, smoking mari-
juana, hanging around with young people whom her parents considered "un-
desirable." Her behavior "embarrassed" her father, an Army non- commis-
sioned officer; he had her declared "beyond control" and committed. In the
hospital where she was confined for nine months, Ellen was diagnosed as
having "an acting-out disorder of adolescence."

Two fears later, after a year at home, endless battles with her parents, and di
arrests for loitering, truancy, and drug use, another psychiatrist revised Ellen's
diagnosis. Just prior to her second hospitalization, he found loose. associa-
tions, autistic preoccupations, auditory hallucinationsthe signs and symtorris
of schizophrenia. In the hospital, Ellen was forced to take large doses of
tranquilizing drugs; to keep her from running away, she was restricted to the
ward for long periods of time.. Her parents came dutifully to family sessions
that Ellen refused to attend; she did not trust the doctors who treated her
with cgs that made it hard to think or even stay awake.

Out of the hospital again, Ellen returned to live with her parents. She felt
she "had to get things straight" with them. She told her father that she felt
bad about embarrassing him but insisted on knowing why he had put her
away. She asked her parents, with an ingenuousness which must have shamed
and infuriated them, if they had sacrificed her freedom to her father's job_
She urged her mother and father to be more loving toward one another,' to
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try to lodk at peopW'and,;tihings from her -perspective, to understand, for ex-
ample, that it was-nciereally wrong for her to sleep with a boy she loved.

Arguments escalated. In between them, her parents were cold and silent.
Ellen begah to stay out late at night again. Once when she came home at
2:00 a.m. she Was "interragated- all night" by her father. When she fell asleep
in a chair, he threw water In her face. She ran to Runaway House, stayed for
a few days, and then,teturned home. Another psychiatrist was called in. The
diagnosis of schizophrenia was made once again, tranquilizers prescribed,
hospitalization recommended. Ellen ran away. This time she asked the Run-
away House counselors to find her another place to live.

While at Runaway House, Ellen visited the group foster homes, had dinner
with the people whci lived in them, hung around for awhile to get the feel of
them. After a week, she decided she wanted to live in one. Before she could
live there, before the county welfare agency would supply the money neces-
sary for placement, she had to have her parents' approval. When, at the
family counselor's suggestion, Ellen called her parents, they were at once
annoyed at the inconvenience of a family session and pleased at her request.

Ellen's poor directions (she told her parents to come to St. Vliacis' rather
than St. Dominic's Church) and her late arrival precipitated the argument that
occupied' the first hour of the sessio-n. The older Millers were stiff, unyielding,
and self-righteous, "fed up" with their child, her "promises" and her "atti-
tudes." Under the impact of their anger, Ellen became progressively more
confused and tearful. She lost her words in mid-sentence, repeated herself,
turned helplessly to her counselor.

"If Ellen cannot obey our rules," her father concluded, "and there is no
season to think that she will, she cannot come home." Ellen summoning her
dirpity, replied that she would not obey rules that seemed insulting and
arMkary.

When the family counselor observed that no compromise seemed possible,
that, in effet, Ellen had not lived at home for three years and neither she
nor her parents really wanted her home, all three of the Millers protested. It
was "wrong," said Mr. and Mrs. Miller for a 16-year old to he away from
h me. Ellen admitted that she was afraid that if clip left hc,ryl.. Ole *vve-1 ildrl 't

b4their daughter."
Thci argtiment continued_ Thc- older Millers wanted Ellen to d,N the -right

thing" by obeying them. Ellen wanted them to believe that the right thing
for her was to leave. Everybody wanted to do the right thing, but 111Pn ;ad
her parents disagreed irreconcilably about what the right thing was

Every time the session seemed about to end, Ellen or her mother or
father would begin the argument again. When the family counselor observed
that their angry w&cl< seemed to he their last common henri. thPv all crnilf,rf
Yes, that was true, and they could agree on it too.

The family counselor stated the obvious7 Ellen and her parents could not
work things out in one session: at the present time living together seemed
doomed to. failure; changes in their relationship would undoubtedly take
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time. Since none of them really wanted to live together, perhaps the change
would be most lik ly to happen if they lived apart. He then asked Ellen and
her parents to talk about where Ellen could go. When Ellen brought up the
group foster home the Runaway House counselor helped her describe it to
he'r parents and o red to introduce the Millers to the counselors there and
to help them wi the court action that would necessarily precede Ellen's
placement.

Mr. and Mrs. Miller agreed. The group foster home seemed like a better
idea than another mental hospital. Certainly it was better than the constant
fighting that took place at home.

After three weeks more at Runaway House, Ellen went to live in the
group foster home. She lived there for a year before she moved out to her
own apartment: Though she was sometimes anxious, bewildered, and un-
happy, 1 never saw evidence of the "schizophrenia" for which she was about
to be hospitalizd. In the house she was something of a loner. Sometimes
she stayed away for a few days at a time, but she toId the counselors where
she was. The other people in the house respected her independence though
sometimes they tease her about her self-righteousness. At' the house, she
enjoyed the weekly house groups at which people talked over their individual,
as well as communal problems.

Out of the house now, she is doing office work and organizing with a
group that advocates for young people's rights. She is thinking of getting her
high school equivalency diploma and of going to college to study psychology
and sociology. She periodically visits her parents who are soon being trans-

= ferred away from the Washington area. Recently her mother told her that
her younger brother is becoming a "problem."

Benjy
When he first came to Runaway House almost two years ago, Benjy was

13, a slight, dark, tough-talking boy who "couldn't hack ft any .more at
home." During the previous eight months he had often been truant from
school. More recently he had run away from home three timesonce for a
weekend, twice for a single night to friends' houses. Benjy hung out till late
at night, smoked grass, took "downers." On weekends he came home long
after his parents were asleep. Twice he had Peen arrested, once for possession
of marijuana and once for shoplifting.

He told th Runaway House counselor that his father was a night watch-
man, a sick of man. His mother was a "boozer" who worked irregularly.
His father nagge him to do well in school, to get ahead, to make friends.
"Don't be like us," his parents constantly warned. Benjy's older brother,
Dwight, had left school the year before. Now he hung around home and
watched TV all day. When irritated, he slapped Benjy around, threatened
darkly to "really work you over." His younger brother Maurie was "doing
OK,, I guess; nobody gets on him,"
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After a-few days, Benjy went home to :give it another try." A month
later he returned to Runaway House. He reported, less sure of himself now,
that things had gotten worse at home. His father's health was declining. The
nagging had lincreased. His parents fought continuotisly; the sound of their
voices startled him awake in the middle of the night. Dwight had escalated
his threats and teasing. The week before Benjy and a friend had broken into
a house "just to fool around"; arrested, he had been menaced at training
school, held overnight at.a detention center.

The day after he arrived Nat Runaway House Benjy agreed to a family
meeting: "Nothing else is working."

In the., first few sessions Mrs. Levine alternately pleaded with Benjy to
come home and threatened to have him locked, up again'. "A boy should be
with his parents"; "How can you want to live with strangers?"; You can't be
trusted outside of the house"; "You'll become a criminal"; "Your father is
sick," his mother concluded, "and what do you do,you act like a bum." Mr.
Levine was quiet and thoughtful. "Your educatiorenjy" he said several
times, "Your education is what worries me." Berm: sat hunched over in.
stubborn silence while his mother's words rained on him. At the end of the.
session he told his parents he couldn't live with them.

Slowly, irritably, the Levines became resigned to Benjy's living apart.
from them. They had to admit he was doing, pretty well at Runaway House.
He looked happier when they saw him at family sessions; he was going to a
new school and mAcing friends. Their anxiety and their sense of betrayal
yielded slowly to their genuine concern for their son.

In his first weeks at Runaway House, Benjy rarely spoke with his parents
outside of family sessions. Once he was accepted in Other House, however, he.
began to call them often. After a few months he was going home to visit on
weekends. Away from the snare of their arguments and their expectations, he
seemed able to express his affection and concern for them.

Initially the Levines had' accepted family counseling becatise it Might
bring Benjy home; they looked forward to the sessions "because Benjy will
be there." Within several months, however, they had come to depend on
them. The counselors felt, as if they were being "taken into the family." They
were to be the children ("You're like a daughter to me." Mrs. Levine said to
one of them in the fifth session} who could give the Levines the support and
understanding' that their biological offspring, struggling confusedly to be
independent, could not.

Having people who listened to her, who appreciated her pain and cares,
seemed important to Mrs. Levine. Instead of drowning her grievances in
alcohol, she tried to save them up for family sessions. When she did drink,
she would call up one of the family counselors. Mr. Levine became reflective.
In one session he recalled that he himself had run away from home at 15,
that after a month he had returned. "It was a mistake to go home," he said
ruefu I , "The biggest mistake of my life. I got in a rut and never got out."
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With the counselpes. to "depend on," both of the Levines could loosen their
anxious grip on their giildren.

After four mcinths Benjy was placed as a foster child in a commune not
far from Runaway ,House and Other House. He still lives there, more than a
year later, with two men and two women in their twenties. He feels close,to
them, particularly to one of the men. One of the family counselors meets
with Benjy and others In the commune and discusses whatever problems
come up. Benjy is still in school and drops hi at Runaway House occasionally.

The Levines have continued to come to family counseling sessions. For
more than a year they had time and energy only to deal with the crises of
health and economics that seemed every few weeks to beset them. Slowly
the counselors have helped them to learn to "depend on" themselves and
other people. During an exacerbation of Mr. Levine's illness, the family
counselors encouraged Mrs. Levine to look to a few friends and relatives for
support; together they and the children and the family counselors planned
for Mr. Levine's convalescence. Instead 'af continually trying to "prove him-
self," to push himself beyond his endurance, Mr. Levine is struggling to make
peace with his illness.

Now,_in sessions, the Levines are embarked on the terribly difficult task
of learning, perhaps for the first time, to 'see one another as "people,:' to
find and appreciate the affection that has sustained them in the thirty-year
quarrel of their marriage.

Meanwhile, Dwight, who has never come to sessions, seems to be sum-
moning his own energies to leave the house; he has a girlfriend and has begun'
to look for work. With Benjy gone, tie Levines sometimes turn the force of
their aspiration on Maurie, the youngest. But now in sessions they are able
to learn from his protests against their behavior, to smile sheepishly at the
way they "expect so much," at how they "take things out on him."

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
All our work with families is reviewed in weekly two-hour meetings of

the seminar. In a typical session two counselors may "present" a new family,
and several others may pose questions about their ongoing work with other
families. In addition, meetings among three or four counselors to discuss
particular families are arranged to deal with difficult or baffling situations.
All of us try to hr± available in a crisis 'to help out with a family, to provide
fresh perspectives and emotional support for the counselors Sometimes this
involves impromptu meetings 'or phone calls; occasionally, with a family's
permission, a third counselor is invited as an "outside observer" to a family
session. We often have the feeling with families who are wen over a per iod of
time that all of us are counseling with them.

Our work together has slowly given rise to certain shared perspectives that
in turn inform our ongoing counseling. The more we get to know the young
people, the clearer it becomes that the physical act of running away is often
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only the outward and visible manifestation of an inner withdrawal that has -
orig .begt under way. Many young people; like Ellen and Benjy, spend

duallf increasing amounts of time away from home before they finally
un away." Others disappear while they are physically present, "tune out,"

with or- without drugs, while the activity of the house goes on around them..
Many young people who eventually run away have spent the previous weeks
or months sitting in their rooms stoned; tripping or down or speeding, they
were already somewhere else. The Beatles' song is appropriate: "She's leaving
home/After living alone/For so many years."

We have come to understand that running away is often a desperate as-
sertion of selfhood on the part of a young person, the undeniable protest of
an objectified child against familial constraints, attributions, and confusions.
Like Sally, Ellen, and Benjy, many young people no longer can be, or wish to
be, the "good" (sexless, conforming, hypocritical) child their parents seem
to insist on. OthersEllen and Rick and Benjy are all examplesresent being

'defined and treated as mentally ill or delinquent. In running away the young
person is escaping as much from familial definitipn as he Or she is from
physical control. it is this definition that they describe and experience as
murderous and prisonlike. Again and again the young people who come to
Runaway House repeat the same phrases: "I couldn't be myself"; "They
were killing me"; "They kept pushing me into a corner."

Running away ruptures the family circle. It denies, at least for a time,
socially sanctioned definitions, the power of parents over children. The run-
away is no longer the child -object- thing. He or she is active, a subject who
leaves, who defines his or her own experience.

The act of running away communicates this subjectivity and independ-
ence in a powerful way. It is impossible for parents, even if they deny the
importance and meaning of the behavior, not to know that their child is
missing. Whether they accuse the child of betrayal, belabor thernSelves with
guilt, or are secretly pleased, they feel the loss and uncertainty. The balance
in the struggle between parents and child has shifted: Even if they may "wash
their hands" of their children, the parents are; for the moment, helpless. Even
though its confirmation may be only in their imagination, the young people
have the feeling that their absence has rendered their parents helpless.

Sometimes, in the _early sessions with the family, counselors are able to
help the young person articulate the content of the protest that has been
expressed in the running away, to help the parents and other siblings' o hear
its meaning. More often, they must begin by simply creating a safe place for
the family to be together in all its mystified contrariness. Slowly the coun-
selors try to help the family members find a common language of under-
standing in which habitual, often incoherent, quarrels can become mutually
intelligible.

Sometimes, as with Ellen's family, eormal counseling lasts for only one
session, understanding for just a moment. We have learned to value that
moment, as an example. of the possibility of communication and closeness,
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one that may later be referred to and enlarged upon. Sometimes, as with
Rick's "family, there is only the sharpening of conflict; here the session pro-
vides-a safe place for disagreements, the opportunity to Crati-N 'them. The
family disco'vers that -impasses may be broken, that choices are possible,
that differences do not necessarily spell disaster.

With increasing experience, counselors have grown more comfortable in
sessions, more relaxed about the runaway's immediate situation and its re-lationship to the life of the family as a whole. Slowly we have begun to
understand the particular episode of running away in the context of the
family's history over many years and generations and of its economic and
social situation.

In summing up our activities at the end of the seminar's second year,.we noted that most of the families we had seen either were, gr seemed,
socially marginal. Many of the parents lacked both close friend and closeties to an extended family. They saw themselves as obedient social
norms rather than participants in creating them. With frightenin con-
sistency these parents tried to shape their children's lives to fit ideals and
ideas that had haunted their own childhoods, to make them behave in ac-
cordance' with the demands of a social world frbm which they themselves
were isolated, one that often hacrtreated them badly.

As we grew to understand that the parents' angry and confused impre-
cations were reflections of their ownibewilderment and betrayal, that they
often tried to order their own lives by controlling their children's, we found
we could be less judgmental and more helpful to all the family- members.
The distal-Ice the child had .run away from home turned out to be no greater
than the alienation of the parents.

We had to understand that the Lathams' concern for Sally's "appear-
ance' was shaped by pressures on them to be, and appear to be, "respect-
able." The Millers' angry preoccupation with the shameful and threateing aspects of Ellen's behaviorwith what other people would do and say---
made sense in the context of their vulnerable position as a low-rank Army
couple, as part of the heritage of having grown up "white trash" in a 'rigid
and judgmental Southern town. In order not to. dismiss Mr. Levine's pre-
occupation with Benjy's education, we had to understand his own situa-
tion. He grew up virtually illiterate among Jews 'who valued education; he
suffered from being a failure and desperately wanted his son not to be one.
To understand the difference between his calm acceptp.hce and his wife's
agitation, we had to realize that he may have hoped that Be niy would yay
away. He half suspected that the only, way for his son to escape from a
drowning family was to run from it, to take the step that he had not.

Concurrently, as trust developed among seminar members, we grew
more able to discuss our own reactions to the family, to help one another
with the anxieties that kept uc from being open to, and helpful with. their
concerns.
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For one of the counselors to work effectively with Rick's family, she
had to discuss, in the seminar, the weight of psychiatric authority in her
own life: kw several years she had been labeled and treated and locked up
as mentally ill. Only when she could acceptnot argue anxiously, as if her
..own fate were at stakethe Thomases' opinion about the biochemical basis of
mental illness,- could shd help them to understand its place in their relation-
ship with Rick.)-ler work was to help all. of them to understand the con-
sequences of their theories, not to prove them right or wiorig. Before another
counselor could work effectively with Ellen's family., he had to come to
terms with his own anger at her father's. ri i ity, with the annoyance and
confusion that her father's cold logicrerni Frig him of his own father's
called up &n him.

Over the last two and a half years the seminar has become a kind of
family. More than half, the original members are still present! many of the
others hive been With- us for as long as two years. At monthly dinners we
speak about the future of our work, discuss readings that interest us, and
share personal experiences. We celebrate holidays togethemwith traditional

\ foods, visit in each other's homes, are available to one another in personal,
as well as work-related, crises.

At the same time, smulated by our work with families, strengthened by
the new family of the seminar, many of us have become more interested in
our ownbiological families: SeMinar members who haven't seen their parents
in years have contacted them, visited their homes; and begun to reestablish
continuity with a history they had denied or rejected.

The anxiety experienced in this effort has helped keep us from being
judgmental about the struggles of runaways and their families. The pleasure
of moments of closeness, the enrichment of recovering a piece of history or
a feeling lost for many years, has made all of us more hopeful about eventual
possibilities for reconciliation, about simply helping parents and children
who cannot now be close to "keep an open mind" about one another. We
share these experiences with each other and try to understand th m together.
In addition, we have made more formal attempts to understa d our own
families and their effects on us: Several people have "presented" their fam-
ilies to the seminar; others have brought relatives in to visit.

Our perspectives in the seminar are continuously shaped and amplified by
the community in which we work. Much of what we are able to do with
families is made possible by the facilities we have and by those we have im-

ovised and created to fill the needs of the people we see. Runaway House
d Other House provide continual support for all the young people I've

described. They are separate places from which young people may draw
strength in their dealings with their parents, where they may feel secure
'while they explore the alternatives for more permanent living situations.

The group foster homes -and the foster-placement program offer viable
alternatives to both. parents and children for a more permanent placement.
Their very- existence makes unnecessary the extremes of "home on our (Par-

-
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ents') terms" or "yo(i have to be locked up." Neither the 'runaways nor
their familiesnor, .indeed the family counselorsneed. feel compelled to
make decisions immediately or to "settle things once and for all."

The whole SAJA community and the neighborhood that .surroundsiri
provides a matrix in which people like Rick and Ellen and Benjy and Sally
can be sustained and supported while they work out plans for their future
and their relationships with their faMily. What elsewhere is labeled and dis-
miSied as sick or deviant or delinquent is accepted and dealt with here.

In recent months the seminar has broadened its concerns to include the
"new families" that have been established by young people who have come
to Runaway House and who have lived in Other House and the group foster
homes. Seminar members have begun to work with the couples and the
communes that they have formed, with the children they are beginning to
bring uTa, as well as the foster families with whom they have been placed. We
haVe also begun to reach out from SAJ A to other groups in the communi-
ties that surround us. Some seminar, members have been helping other run-.
away houses start family counseling 'programs. Others have worked with
parents' groups in local schools. We have consulted with mental' health
clinics and probation departments that are concerned with their inability
to "reach young people."

CONCLUSION
The creatien of SAJA's family counseling program reflected both the

failure of -communities and traditional social service agencies to provide sup-
port and help to young people' and their families and the success of Run-
away House in dealirig with those young people who had already left their
homes. At the same time it represented a step in the evolution of the counter
culture and its alternative services, a willingness to deal on a micro-social
level with the kinds of problems that originally precipitated the development
of the counter culture-- denial of the rights of young people, fragmentation
of communities, dehumanization of personal relations, gen atiOnal conflict.

At its best the work that seminar members do repres nts a blending of
the close, phenomenological analysis and introspective elf-criticism of a
therapeutic tradition and the interpersonal orenness, poly iral analvsic, and
structural flexibility of the counter culture.

The structure and philosophy of Runaway ilouse and f SAJ A a func-
tioning living and working community-0%/e concrete support to runaway
young people in times of crisis and transiticin and to their counselors as
workers. The family seminar is part of that community, evolving with it and
helping to shape its evolution The non-hierarchical structure of the seminar,
its openness to criticism and change, the trust and intimacy that have de-
veloped among its members all reflect both the growth of the larger SAIA
community and are in turn reflected in the way individual counselors work
with families.
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Like the children who have fled to Runaway House, the families of run-
aways are accepted on their terms. In place of the condescending and cate-
gorizing attitudes with which mental health professionals often armor them-
selves, the family counselors try to remain open to, and respectful of;-the
uniqueness of each family, willing to work with them in whatever way makes
mutual sense, Self critically sensitive to their own tendencies to judge.

In counseling sessions, they apply the lessons of ongoing seminar discus
sions, admitting to subjectivity, risking intimacy and vulnerability_ In Teach-

) ing out to people who are often isolated and mystified in their communities,
blindly trapped in the net of their family relationsFrp,s., the family counselors
transmit bOth the hope that fills their own community and its model for
change. V
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viumetwatys:
Changing Perspectives
and New. Challenges

The percentage of teenagers who run from their homes is the same in 1977
as it was in 1969,1 but the situations that these one-half to three-quarters of a
million young people run from seem to be more desperate and the world they
face once they've left. home seems to be far less inviting than when I first
began my work at Runaway House.

A 'declining economic situation and an increasingly fraagmenting family life
(one- sixth of all childrennow live in single-parent families) have put parents
under a financial and emotional strain which they often transmit quite directly
to their teenage children. The percentage of runaways from homes with an
unemployed. head of household is, for example, twice as high as from homes
where a parent is working.2 Increasing numbers Of young people feel they
have been "pushed out" of their homes and as many as 30 percent of them
report serious incidents of violence directed toward them by their parents.3
At the same time, the counterculture which once attractedfed and housed,
protected and supportedso many young people has faded.. There is no na-
tional movement to. give the young who leave their homes purpose or direc-
tion, and opportunities for jobs and independent living have been foreclosed.

Though problems at home and on the run are common to all young
people, they are intensified for young women and third-world young people.
In the last few years, withdrawal of federally funded poverty programs and
the disastrous economic situation in the cities' ghettos have combined to
extrude many, young people from their communities. Several ye ,3rs ago, a
teenage black who could not live with his parents might have been able to
seek counseling at a storefront poverty center or to stay with an aunt or
grandmother in the neighborhood. Today the storefronts are closed and
neither aunt nor grandmother can afford to feed and house another person.
Nor can the young people make or pay their own way: More than 40 percent
of them are unemployed.

1 See Ambrosino 19694 U.S. House of Representatives, Hearings on H.R. 6265 andH.Rm 9298i 1974; and National Statistical Survey on Runaway Youth, 1 76..4National Statistical Survey, op. cit.
3Ibid.
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. In the last few years, these young people have had to tome out of, ghettos
to seek help elsewhere, and this exodus has been reflected in the statistics of
many runaway centers: Urban runaway houses which once saw no more than
10 to 1 5.percent third-world youth are now working with a population that is
more than 50 percent third world, with a group ofjocrung people whose
handicapsmaterial, educational, and vocationalare enormous.4

At the same time that the women's movement is helping them to under-
stand the value of being themselves and of developing a social and sexual
identity apart from any particular man, young women are confronting an
economic situation that threatens to frustrate their ambitions and desires
and parents who are made uneasy by them. Increasingly, they are responding
to these contradictions by running away from home: Though only 41 percent
of all runaways are female,5 they make up approximately 60 percent of those
who come to runaway centers.6

Having run, they are under the most intense physical, economic, and emo-
tional pressure to submit to men. The staggering number of runaways who
have been raped (as many as two-thirds of the young women who come to
some urban runaway houses)7 is the most obvious sign of their exploitation
and vulnerability; the increase in youthful j21.-cirti'ln, where the control
and attention of pimps often seems to provide emotional as well as financial
security is another; and the self-destructive relationships which so many
young women form with men who promise to take care of them are less
dramatic, but hardly less damaging.

In the 4 years since I first began to wg 'Le about runaways, the older rri-
away centers have changed greatly. the National Institute of Mental Health,
which ici 1974 funded some 32 runaway centers, was instrumental in this
process.8 Its financial support provided man.), programs with a bridge be-
tween reaction to continuing crisis both econoillic, and human and more
carefully reasoned and amply staffed service, training, and planning.

Like Washington, D.C.'s Runaway House, a number of othei.---,centers
began to grow beyond counterculture roots to meet the changing and ex-
panding needs of their clients and communities Some created family cyun
seling programs, foster care services, and group foster homes. Others inau-
gurated hbor hood outreach programs that helped young people and their
families establishstablish supportive networks iri communities that are demoralized
and fragmented.

More recently A few plograms have bugun u Jcvutc time and cncigy to
helping young people develop counseling and administrative skills which they
can use in other settings as they grow older; and others, particularly the
urban runaway houses, have addressed themselves to the problems of young

4Annual Reports. Spccial Approact.les In juvcnile AistinCe 1 9 / 19 /el
5National Statistical Survey, op. dt.
6Alsgregate.Client Data 1976.
7Gordon and Houghton 1977.
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women and third-world young people: A higher proportion of third-world
counselors was hired, and the cultural identities and economic needs of third-
world young people were addressed; special programs for young women
formal and infOrmal shelters, consciousness raising groups, workshops in
sexualitywere tentatively begun.

With the passage of Title III of the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention Act, adequate monies became available to fund new as well as older
programs for runaWays. In 1975-76 some 66 programs were funded through
HEW's Office of Youth Development; in 1976-77 an $8 million appropria-
tion was distributed to 130 programs. Meanwhile, runaway centers are also
receiving monies from the Law Enforcement Assistap.ce Administration,
from Title XX of the Social Security Act, and through local social-service
agencies and charities.

Still, the unrraneeds, particularly for long term and outreach services,
are great, and the obstacles remain overwhelming. Many counties and cities
still prefer institutionalizing young people at exorbitant costs rather than
placing them in community-based facilities. Instead of funding low-cost in-
novative foster-care programs, many jurisdictions still confine the young to
households where they are simply a commodity. Opportunities for employ-
ment, particularly for black young people, are scarce, and funds to under-
take job programs or pay the young for the work they do in runaway centers
are hard to come by. All the changes that runaway houses have made are
dwarfed by those they must make simply to keep abreast of their clients'
needs.
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The recently completed essay that follows prezents an overview of the
-present status of runaway centers. It is based on rrry experience as coordi-
nator of NIMH's Runaway Youth Program and onsite visits and consulta-
tions with runaway centers around4e crountry, as well as on my continued
work with SAJA's Runaway House. Its conceptualization of runaway cen-

gters as emerging community mental health centers is congenial to someone
trained as a mental health professional and to many runaway house workers.
It is, of course, only one of a number of ways to look at the kinds of com-
prehensive services that runaway centers are beginninc to offer.
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the irmuntaawaty enter
as coniumusamtity
mental healthcutter
INTRODUCTION

Community mental health centers were hailed in 1963 by President
John F. Kennedy as a "bold new approach." Desi: rAii& as an alternative -to
"large, impersonal, remote, primarily cu#bdial tt),slitutlffns," the community
mental health center was to provide a "*xible array of services that disrupt
as little as possible the patient's social relations in his community."1 In ad-
dition to the concerns of professiortialization, training and manpower, two
early shapers2 of the community mental health center movement empha-
sized "community involvement and control ... range of service . .. serving
those who most need help . .. innovation .. . planning for problem groups
that nobody wants .. . land) variety, flexibility, and realism." Community
mental health centers were to meet people's mfInta.1 health needs in a respect-
ful and responsive way, to help them live bettpf in a better community.

Several' years after the passage of the Community Mental Health Centers
Act, and in the same climate of social activism, the first runawa, house was
founded by a minister in the Haight-Ashbury district of San Frahcisco.3 It
was name Huckleberry House after America's most famd'us runaway and
was designed to provide with out stigma, labeling or constrainttemporary
food, shelter, and counseling to some. of the thousands of young people who
flocked to the Haight during.zhe 1 967 "summer_of love." Since 1967 approx-
imately 200 additional runaway centers4 have been opened. This year they
will serve 50,0005 young people and their families, in suburbs, small tow

. Note: Many of the ideas expressed in this paper and the impetus to write it were
result of discussions with my colleague, Ms. Joan Houghton.

1 Feldman and Goldstein 1971.
2Smith and Hobbs 1 966.
3See Beggs 1 969.
4See Gordon and Houghton 1 977.
5See Aggregate Client Data 1.976..
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and ghettos as well as in the hip neighborhoods of large cities. These run-
away centers regard themselvesand are regarded by their communitiesas
more or less permanent resources for the one-half to three-quarters of a
million young people6 who each year leave their homes without permission.

During the courselof their evolution and proliferation, staff at runaway
houses discovered that the young people who came to them had a variety
of social and emotional problems7 which they could not or would not bring
to private mental. health professionals or existing mental health facilities.8
The majority were preoccupied with parents who in many cases were them-
selves disturbed, but many were also troubled by their relations with their
schools and their friends and by their own use and misuse of drugs, alcohol,
and sex. Though they refused to label these young people as mentally ill, the
staff found some of theft' to be more self-destructive than rebellious; others
seemed "weird," even to counselors steeped in nonconformity; and still
others seemed hopelessly depressed and/or confused.9 -

To meet the needs of the-se yoting people and their families, runaway
centers have gradually enlarged the scope and sophistication of their s &rvices
and administration. They have made use of increasing numbers of mental
health professionals; trained their workers in techniques of individual, group,
and family therapy'; provided long-term residential care; inaugurated "pre-
ventive" services; improved the quality of their administration; and created
solidly based community boards of directors. During thk last several years
they have begun to conceptualize themselves as "youthand family crisis
centers" and "mental health facilities." Indeed, ithout having planned it,
they have created a system of community menta ealth centers for troubled
young people and theit families that is at once complement and challenge
to the principles and practice of federally funded community mental health
centers.

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER CRITERIA
APPLIED TO RUNAWAY CENTERS

In describing and conceptualising runaway L.entors as spontaneously
emerging community mental health centers I will try to show how they
embody the early spirit of the community mental health center movement
and how they provide the services mandated by its legislation and its amend-
ments. In the framework for this discussion, I will use categories borrowed
from the legislation as well as those which Feldman and Goldsteinl° em-
ployed "to distinguish community mental health centers from other mental
health services." In each section I will present an evolutionary perspective as

6See National Statisticai Survey 1976. ' .....

7See Beyer, Jenkins, Leventhal, and Stierlin for a psychopathological perspective on
runaways.

8See Gordon 1975a and 1975b. (i. ..

91bid.
100p. Cit.
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well as information about the current status of runaway centers. Theportrait
that will emerge is both a composite of many runaway centers and a fair
replica of a number of them.11

Specific Geographic Responsibility
The first runaway housesin New York's East Village, Washington, D.C.'s

Dupont Circle, and the Haight-Ashburytended to work with young people
who had come, sometimes from great distances, to be part of the bu eoning
counterculture. As the counterculture has disappeared and the tuber of
services for troubled and disaffected young people has increased, t pattern
has changed. Increasingly, runaway centers tend to serve young peop whO

.come from their immediate geographic area. In 1971, 85 percent of those
who came to Runaway House in Washington, D.C., .were from outside the
city; in 1976, over 50 percent came from the District of Columbia.12 Nation-
wide, mo than 60 percent of the young people staying in the 130 runaway
centers funded by DHEW's Office of Youth Development haveutravelled less
than 10 miles from their homes."

Comprehensiveness I
Almost every runaway center provides its 10- to 17-year-old population

itwith all five of the basic services which were originally mandated r com-
munity mental health centers. Many offer their clients several of t e addi-
tional seven services which have more recently been prescribed.

-EMERGENCY SERVICES 24 HOURS A DAY

Every runaway center offers its clients and their families a facility that is
staffed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Young people or their parents are
free to call, and young people can walk in off the street, obtain counseling,
or stay as a resident any time, day or night.

INPATIENT SERVICES

When runaway centers were first created, one of their primary aims was
to provide young people with an alternative, both to exploitation on the
street and to the constraints of living in an institution. Though they currently
focus on offering young people a place to "cool out" and gain perspective on
family conflicts, they continue to view themselves, and are viewed by courts,
as a short-term alternative to institutionalization and a crisis-intervention
service that may obviate the need for it. Runaway centers work with a num-
ber of young people who have been diagnosed "schizophrenic" or "border-

11See Gordon and Houghton, op. cit.
12See SA JA Annual Reports and Statistics 1971-1976.
13See Aggr,ggate Client Data 1976.
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line psychotic" as well, as many- others who have been described as "acting
out," "delinquent," ."drug or alcohol dependent." Many Of the young people
previously have been institutionalized and many more have been threatened
with it. A sample of runaways during one quarter in 1974 at the D.C. Run-
away House revealed that approximately 10 percent had spent time in mental
hospitals and 20 percent in juvenile detention facilities. An additional 25 per-
cent had had institutionalization recommended, by a mental health profes-
sional or probation officer just prior to running away.14

While they are in residence at a runaway center, young people are in-
volved in an extremely active and varied program. They function as members
of a therapeutic community and must obey rulesno drugs, alcohol, sex, or
violence; an evening curfew, daily cleanup, etc.while they devote them-
selves to "working on their situation." Usually this means trying to under-
stand why they have run; what their problems are; what they want to do
about them; and then, with their counselors' help, doing it.

Virtually every young person (98.4 percent) receives individual counsel-
ing from a "primary" counselor who may be either a mental health profOs-
sional or a trained nonprofessional; 44.5 percent are involved in family
counseling with their own counselor and, usually, a mental health profes-
sional who works with the, center; 403 percent take part in a group counsel-
ing experience, which in many programs involves daily discussion of the
young people's "situations" and the way they are getting along with one
another in the house.15 In addition, counselors help young people to obtain
specialized legal, educational, and vocational services. Those who cannot
live at home are assisted in finding alternative living arrangements outside of
an institutional setting.

Virtually all of these centers have one or more Master's level social work-
ers on their regular staffs as well as a consulting psychiatrist or psychologist
with whom the staff discusses, at least once weekly, each young person and

'his or her progress in individual, group, and family counseling. In addition,
runaway center staffs usually work closely with several other mental health
professionals who are available to see, on a consultative or long-term basis,
young people who seem particularly baffling or troubled.

OUTPATIENT SERVICES

Though. most of those who use runaway 4-enters come toe shelter and food
as well as counseling, a large number of young people, perhaps as many as 25,
percent,16 simply make use of counseling facilities. They live nearbyat
home, in their own apartment, or on the streetand come for help with
family and school problems, when they're anxious or depressed, acutely
suicidal, intoxicated, or simply in need of someone to talk to. Runaway cen-

A

"See Gordon 1975a, op. cit., and SA JA op. cit.
15See Aggregate Client Data, op. cit.
161bid.
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ters provide these services to young people without delay and with minimal
or no formal intake procedure:

PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION
Though few runaway centers have explicit "day hospital" programs, many

function in that capacity for young people who have returned home, gone to
live in foster placement, or are on their own. The center is a place where the
ex-runaway can come to talkdaily if need bewith counselors and be part
of group therapy and recreational activities.

In the last few years, a number of centers have instituted peer counseling
programs in which ex-runaways are paid to help with house maintenance and
administration as well as with counseling. These programs, which include a
substantial psychologically oriented training component, provide young
people with the ongoing opportunity to be part of a community of helpers,
to learn more about themselves and their problems, and to earn some money.

CONSULTATION AND EDUCATION
Runaway centers are not generally funded for any a yond direct

services and therefore tend to allocate the v majority ,of ime to re--.

sponding to the sometimes overwhelm' direct service eds of young
people and their families. Nevertheless, any centers have tried to maintain
some kind of "outreach.":iprogram. most cases, this has meant providing
lectures on youth and familproblems to high school and college classes,
PTAS, churches, fraternal organizations, etc.; organizing seminars with local
probation officers and mental health professionals who are concerned with
ivaching young people; and offering technical assistance to community
groups which are interested in starting new programs for young people.

As runaway centers have become more financially secure, they have be-
gun to devote more staff time to consultation and educajoion_ Among the
projects currently undertaken are semester-long c6urses( on adolescence,
alternative services, or youth rightsfor high school, college, or graduate
students; regular consultation with street gangs and street workers; organiza-,
tion of peer counseling groups in local high schools and of parent and family
groups at local churches, cotnmjsnity centers, etc.

SCREENING SERVICES -

In the course of their work, runaway. centers have routinely provided or
arranged for mental health screening services for the young people who come
to them. Their emphasis has always been on finding not only the least re-
strictive setting possible, but the one that the particular young person chooses.
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OWUP CARE

ough they have not specifically addressed themselves to teenagers
leaving State mental hospitals or penal institutions (either AS discharged in-

"mates oioescapees), runaway centers have always been available to these
young people and have regarded it as their responsibility to provide the full
range of their services to them. In many cases, runaway centers are chosen as
alternatives to institutionalization not only by the 'young people themselves,
but also by parents and mental health profeisionals.

TRANSITIONAL SERVICES

As runaway centers have evolved, many have set up programs specifically
designed to meet the long-term supportive needs of young people and their
families. Among their innovations are specialized and flexible group foster
homes for young people who would otherwise be institutionalized; foster
placement programs where individual young people and prospective foster
families are carefully matched and supervised; and long -term family counsel-
ing programs where runaway house counselors and mental health profes-
sionals_ tailor their therapy to each. family's particular social, economic, and
emotional situation.17 Runaway enters also provide continued individual
and group counseling for young eople as well as ongoing vocational, educair
tional, and legal advice and adv cy.

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG A ICTION; ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

any of the young people who e to runaway.centers have prob ms
with alcohol and drug abuse and some are, indeed, addicted. Runaway
ters work with all of t se young people on a short-term basis and with so
on a long-term basis. I a more specialized addiction services program is
needed, they generally r er the young person elsewhere for these supple-
mentary services while tinuing to be available for counseling, advocacy,
and crisis intervention.

SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND THE ELDERLY
Runaway centers work with young children and the elderly only when

they are part of the fami of the person who has run from home.

Accessibility
4

iRunaway centers have always prided themselves on their immediate ac-
cessibility. to their clients. The first ones were founded, by indigenous helpers
in areas in which large numbers of young people congregated. Later ones.

1 7See Gordon 197512, 1 976o, 19766, 1977, and Gordon and Houghton, op. cit.
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Were deliberately established in similar neighborhoods or near major means
of transportation. Young people who noticed the building simply walked in
off the street; others heard about the runaway centers from hotlines; school
counselors, and, most often, from friends and street acquaintances.

Though they wanted to be available to all the young people who needed
them, the first runaway houses didn't want to be accused of "encouraging
kids to run away from home," nor did they wish to draw unnecessary police

'attention to themselveS: Running away was a crime in the majority of States
in 1967 and still is a crime in almost half of them.18 As runaway centers
have put down roots in theirocommunities and as they have shifted somewhat
from a posture of youth advocacy to one of youth-and-family-crisis-work,
they have felt increasingly free to publicize themselves and their services; to
reach out to troubled youth who are thinking about running but have not
yet left home. The young people seem to be responding to this preventive
approach: During the last-quarter of 1976, over 20 percent of those who used
the services of runaway centers continued to live at home.19

The accessibility"'of runaway centers is facilitated by three other well-
publicized factors: (1) Neither young people nor their families pays for
services rendered; (2) Counseling is immediately available 24 hours a day; and
(3) Unless the house is -filled toand usually beyond -- capacity, no one who
is under 18 and in need is turned away.

Continuity of Care
Runaway centers have been particularly concerned with preserving a ?eel-.

ing of intimacy and communality. They Kaye kept their programs small
enough so that each counselor works with every other counselor and all
know the young people who live in the house. Though runaway house coun-
selors may be in sporad contact with other young people, the entire staff
of 6 or 8 works actively with no more than 10-15 current residents and 20-30,
ex-cesidents. This full-time paid staff is augmented by 5 to 20 volunteers who
provide help with counseling, house maintenance, and ancillary services. The
House itself, usually a large private dwelling-, tends to promote a feeling of
intimacy and cohesiveness for the 200 to 300 young people who stay in-if
each year,:

Those projects which have started foster care or group home programs
maintain the sense of intimacy and continuity among their projects by having
regular meetings among the 'members of the different staffs. When more
specialized serviceslong-term housing, legal aid, etc_.. are necessary, it is the
counselor's responsibility to work with each young .person in obtaining what
he Qf she needs..

18See Beaser 1975.
19Aggregate Client Data, op. cit.
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Responsiveness to Community Needs
The first runaway centers began as" a direct response to 'the. needs of

troubled and disaffected young people who filled the streets of their sur-
rounding neighborhoods. They and their descendants have considered this
responsiveness to be a hallmark of their services. Runaway centers have, as a
matter of principle; included young peoplepresent and ex-residentsin
virtually every aspect of their dedision and.policy making. In daily or weekly
Meetings, young residents have the opportunity to Criticize and, with the
counselors, change house, rules and policies; as-peer- counselors.and as mem-
bers of the runaway center's board of directors, they are in a position to
shape overall organizational policy. In fact, virtually all the new programs

41 that runaway centers have openedfamily and vocational counseling, foster
care, group homes, peer counseling, street work projects, etc.have been
catalyzed by the expressed and demoristrated needs of their clients.:

When runaway centers opened, they were often an alien presence in a
residential neighborhood, advocates for children's rights in a community of
not always sympathetic adults. At first,
fensively to their Suspicious or hostile
concerns. In re-Cent years, as their focus

runaway centers reacted de-
rs, ignored or mocked their

broadened and their existence
has become, slightly less precarious, runaway centers have made substantial
effort to meet with and explain themselves to neighbors. In addition to
working with individual families and schools, runaway centers have joined,
and sometimes formed, blOck and civic- associations to keep the neighbor-
hood clean and quiet. They have brought onto their boards of directors
supportive and skeptical neighbors;lity and county legislators, local busi-
ness and professional people.

At the same time, runaway centers have also begun to conceive of them-
selves as part of a larger community. They have organized locally, with other
social and mental health services, to lobby for youth rights and services for
young people. As part of a National Network of Runaway and Youth Crisis

r Centers they have tried to change delinqUency laws which continue to make
running away a crime;- to .amend social service and juvenile justice require-
ments which restrict the services available to you people; and to urge the

lawsto pass las that are designed to heel, meet the needs of young
people and their families before, as well as after, the child leaves home.

\

Funding
The founders of Huckleberry House would never have believed that the

House would be 'there 10 years later: It was created to deal_ with the casual-
ties of a cultural phenomenon that, they assumed, would soon subside,.
Huckleberry House, like its early sister projects, survived from day to day on
church support, scrounged supplies, local foundation grants, and benefit
dances : Titettd iscovery tn 1 973 in Houston of the bodies of two dozen boys.
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presumed to be runawayschanged all that: Major,Federal funding and legis-
lation on behalf of runaways were initiated.

Recognizing that runaway centers were "natural experimehts in com-
munity mental health," NIMH, provided the first monies: million for
service, training, and research contracts to 32 projects across, the country.2°
With the passage of the juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventlf
1974 (Public Law 93415), 66 projects were awarded a total of $4.1 milION..
by the administeririg agency, DHEW's Office of Youth Development. At the
same time, .other runaway centers were obtaining grants from the Law En-
forcement Assistance .Administration, the United Way, and the National In-
stitutes of Drug and. Alcohol Abuse, under Title XX of the Social Security
Legislation, and from local social service agencies. By 1976 90 me $7.9 mil-

. lion was being-allotted through OYD to 130 runaway houses.
In spite of this increase in finding, most runaway centers continue to op-

erate at little more than a subsistence level: On budgets of between $70,000
and $150,00&-a year, an average salary for each of a staff of seven is $7,000
to $9;000 a year for a 50- to 55-hour work week. Partly because of this low
salary level, runaway centers are able to provide comprehensive services at a
fraction of the cost 'of mental healthor indeedcorrectional facilities: A
1975 survey21 of some 20 runaway houses revealed that the cost per day for
residernial care ranged from: $32 to $50, approximately one-fifth of that in
a mental hospital, and one-third of that in local detention centers. The cost
per hour of, "outpatient" counseling ranged from $5 to $12, about one
third of that in local community mental health facilities.

41.

Discussion
Inz-vent 'years, -a number of critics22 have pointed out that community

mentirliealth centers are often far less. innovative and flexible than their
creators had hoped, that they are more often responsive to professional im-
peratives than. the needs of those whom they serve. According to thpse
critics,, centers have abandoned the public healthfor the clinical.model
and have neglected their consultation and education functions. Though sortie
have created satellite centers to offer more innovative aid responsive services,
others have remained stagnanf,;,comr-nunity control has often been sub-
verted, and, according to thes9 critics, the activist spirit of the cornmunky
mental health movement has often been betrayed.

Runaway centers, begun without Ikan,y professional idelogy, present -.an
interesting contrast. Though they serve a specific population and though they
have not been consistently conceptualized, as mental health services, they
have maintained the kind of responsiveness to People's problems which the
founders of the community mental helth Movement had envisioned. Runa-

20See Gordon & Houghlbn, op. cit.
21Gordon 1975c.
22See Musto; end Snow and Newton, for e>sample.
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way-centers provide the.five basic services to their clients in ways that are
at once carefUlly individualized and highly economical. They have incor-
porated mental health profeSsionals in their programs and have often used
a "therapeutic:" model without adopting an "illness" model of diagnosis,
treatment, ancicure and without stigmatizing those who come to them for
help as mentally. ill. They have continued to serve "a group that nobody
wants" and to expand and change their services to meet the changing needs
of this group and their" families. And they are deeply committed to the pre-
ventive work which the community mental health renter legiclatir-,-n and its
later amendments have mandated.

My description Of- runaway centers in this paper has been suggestive
rather than exhaustive or critical questions can and should be asked about
the centers', focus nn crisis work, their ability to deal with seriously disturbed
young people, and indeed their overall level of expertise -but it does raise the
possibility of conceptualizing and studying these centers as community
mental health centers. I hope that it will also begin a dialog about offering
such centers fundingeither nder the Community Mental Health Center
Act, through State mental ealth fund's, national health insurance, or some
combination of these.

I think that these runaway centers may also offer a model for a variety of
other, -actual or potential, community mental health servicesdrop-in.Cen-
ters for individuals and ,mediation centers for families in crisis; shelters for
battered women and community- residences for people in the mickt of an
acute psychotic break. I hope, at any rate, that their existence can be in-
structive to those who are concerned with making mental health services
more relevant and accessible_ Without having intended it and without being
funded to do it-runaway centers are, in fact, participants in and heirs to
the tasks and aspirations of the community mental health movement.
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The two essays that follow are devoted to aIternarlvelgroup foster homes,
the long-term residences that workers in alternative services have created to
meet the needs of some young people who cannot live with their families.
The essays ere directed at two different audiences: Counselors In group foster
homes and ikther alternative service; and mental health professionals. On the
one hand, I wanted to help those who work In group homesor who were
thinking of starting themto appreciate the complexities, subtleties, and
rigors of what they were doing On the other, I wanted to offer mental health
professionals a description of a iiigble alternative to Institutional care, one
which drew on but in some ways offered more than older-models ofa thera-
peutic community.

In the first paper I have put the development of these alternative group
homes. In an historical perspective and then described in some detail the
workings of two of them. Ohe of these homes, which / cal! Frye House, re-
mained faithful to the radical demoCratic principles which animated Its
founding; the other, Markham, did not. The emphasis ,Ilthis paper Is on
this difference and its consequences for the homes and for theyoung people
who lived in them. In the second paper, I focus on the atflity of the ,F:64
House staff to wore/rt." an open and cooperative setting with severely dis-
turbed young people who have been or otherwise would be hospitalized.

The first paper appeared in Psychiatry (Vol. 39, No. 6, November 1976)
and Is reprinted here with permission. The second, written 2years later and
providing some followup to the first, has recently been submitted for publica-
tion In another professionelkfournaL
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alterinzativre.group
ircosteir
A New Plce for.
Young People
to Live

/ .

A HISTORY OF 'CHILD PLACEMENT

S

Children who leave home or are abandoned by or separated from their
parents are an evocative group, the frequent -Source in myth and legend Of
heroes, heroines, and monsters, the locus in many societies. of strong and
-often inexplicable fears and concerns, fantasies and hopes. The history of
the way they have been treated in the United States, a country which has
consistently maintained -112:.at the "home is the highest-and finest product of
civilization,"1, presents a mirror to the development of our society.

The commhnities of colonial New England were tight theocratic worlds in
which the patriarchal family was the primary building block and model of
authority.2 All people who lived outside families were suspect as potential
sources of destruction and discontent; relying on biblical precedent ("God
settleth the solitary in families" Psalms-68:6), the authorities-placed single

Nolder people, and orphans and bastards as well, in family settings. The ar-
rangement was economical as welt as moral: The community was relieVed of
the burden of supporting these people, and their labor was available to the
families that took thein irt.:Wken morality and economics clashedas in the
case of a, family too poor to support its own childreneconomics won: The
children were "bound out" as apprentice5 to other families.3

An accelerated rateOf immigration, 'the importation of large numbers of
young servants, industrialization, and urbanization combined in the late 18th
and early 19th centuries to increase the numbers of American children whocould or did not live with their parents, and to decrease the other familial
living situations available to them. With cheap servant- labor available, en-

1 j.K. Whittaker (1972, p. 56), quoting from Proceedings of the Conference on theCare of Dependent Children (U.S. 4Gov't. Printing Office, 1909).
2See Bremner et al., Vol. 1, pp. 1-63.
31bid., pp. 64-71,103-184.
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g- pr were no longer so useful In homes; in many factories their lad( of
strength and endurance made them an economic liability. In some com-
munities children, classified with other paupers and indjgents, were auctioned
off at vendue to whoever could keep them with the least expense. In cities,
increasing numbers of them were
chronically ill in almshouses."'

In the first half of the 19th century large numbers of spec'
for children were established. These orphanages were u sally privately
founded and publicly supported. They reflected a rapidly industrializing
society's tendency to institutionalize its futictions, as well as its growing
Foncern for and recognition of the particular and,particularly vulnerable situ-

Yation of children.6 The Orphans' Society of Philadelphia, for example, was
founded in 1814 "to rescue from ignorance, idleness and vice, unprotected.
and helpless children, and to provide for them that support and instruction
which may eventually render them valuable members of the community."6

At the same time "schools of reform" and "houses of refuge" were created
for "juvenile offenders" who were "sentenced to imprisonment" or judged ...
"vagrant." In 1837, through the doctrine of "parens patriae" this practice- .

of institutional placement for difficult children was given full legal standing
by the Supreme Court of Penns-Ova ia. The court now could act as "com-
mon guardian of the community. "7

Even as it was gaining ascenda in the second half of the 19 century,
there was opposition to the itutt nal approach. Charles Loring Brace,
Secretary of the New York Children's Aid Society, saw institutionalization
as debilitating, not reforming: "The longer he is in the asylum, the less
likely he is to do well in outside life_"8 Brace believed that "the best of all
asylums" was "the farmer's house." Accordingly, he and those from other
states who believed likewAe---arranged for thousands of young city dwellers
to be transported west. In rural settings their labor would be profitable to
farmers, who would in turn instruct them in the virtues, of honesty, family
life, and hzad work.

Progressive reforms of. the late 19th and early 20th centuries were de-
signed, in Theodore Roosevelt's words, to promote the "conservation" of
children. Through the creation of juvenile courts, child welfare professionals,
and child labor laws, children were singled out alba group with special needs
and interests. Thbugh these reforms sometimes gave rise to more humane
living situations, they tended to become regriasive as time. went on. In ap-
propriating' the right to act "in the best interests of the obild," the newly

tonal. Probation officers became

confined with the poor, the mad, and the

institutions

1

created juvenile court often became di

4Ibid., pp. 262.281.
5Ibid., pp. 559-670.
61bid., p. 653.
7Ibid., pp. 691-693
8Ibid., pp. 669-670,
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agents of the juvenile system which paid them-- supervisors' of, rather than
advocates for, the children whom they placed. Child labor laws were inop-
erative in rural areas and, for a long time, inefficient in industries where
economics dictated the use of children as workers.

During this period, child welfare agencies and juvenile courts collabo-
rated to create group foster homes9living situations in which several to a
dozen young people were placed with foster parents or child care workers.
These group homes represented community-based extensions of institu-
tional care, and an economically advantageous variation on individual fos-
ter care. In general they were thought to be particularly suitable for ado-
lescents, for whom they provided' a compromise between the intimacy and
dependence of family life and the independence of adulthood.

In the first decades of the 20th century, the developing fields of psy-
chiatry, psychology, and psychoanalysis, and their elaboration in the child
guidance movement were already influencing procedures arid, shaping atti-
tudes in every aspect of child placement. According to the

of
workers

in these fields, children were to be understood in the light of their feelings
and motives, not simply as the, sum of their behaviorsas young people with
special needs and as rapidly developing adolescents, not simply as small or
irresponsible adults. At its best this perspective helped child guidance work-
ers to train foster farents and child care workers who were able,to "identify
with the child despite his behavior,"1° whose "change in attitude" . per-
mitted the child to live out the fullness of .hisgown life with.them:

Often, however, psychological understanding degenerated to psychiatric
name-calling. Instead of being viewed as a slipped gear in the economic ma-
chinery, a public sharrt or nuisance, children cam to be seen as damaged or
sike-individuals who raquired diagnosis, treatment and cure. Though the
vocabulary and techn I gy changed, the stigmatization and isolation of
eal-lier institutions rem ed. In many pfychiatric institutions,Danquilizing
drugs, electroshock tr t ent, and the seclusion room have simply replaced
beatings, repetitive an eless tasks, and solitary...05rifinement. A maPii
lative group therapy could be used to bring about the same degree of on-
forllity as moral suasion. Nor did high-powered psychologitll testing nd
heavily credentialed caseworkers make foster care more loving or int
gent." Many foster parents are still simply the lowest bidders at, the soc I

welfare vendue,,
In recent years' a var 'y of new Aevelopments7--socioeconomic and po-

litical, as well as ther tic and biologicalhave altered the accepted ideas
about adolescents and their ptacement. Young people come to- physioktical
matbrity considerably earlier than they did half a century ago. Thq increase
and sp.. ad of affluence and technology have made most of them unnecesL

9See Guia; Scher;Raigoinow; Herstei Fisher;rVolins awl Piliavin; Whittaker; Jewett.
tr 10See Bremner et al., Vol. 2, p

11 See Whittaker, pp. 51-61 ; ookin.
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sary as workers but powerful as consumers. The mass media, particularly
television, have provided them with vast amounts of information from which,
to form their opinions and on which to base their actions. Concurrently,
their social and legal status has dianged. The 1967 Supreme Court decision
in re Gault held that children in juvenile court were constitutionally entitled
to certain due process guarantees previously granted only to adults in crim-
inal court.12 Juvenile correctional officials have begun" to dismantle de-
grading systems of institutional care. The voting age has been lowered to 18.
Recently, young people, following the example of blacks, women, and old
people, have formed libtlration groups" to insure their civil rights and their
right of self-determination_

In this climate of social and political change increasing numbers of young
people and their adult advocates have begun to demand that adolescents be
allowed to live autonomously -at or away from ho'rne--in settings in which
their rights and integrity are respected. And they are beginning to create
settingsnatural social experimentswhere this takes place.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
During the last ten years the needs and demands of some young people

have begun to be met and articulated by new helpers and new institutions.
These people and their projects owe their origins to a "youth tulture" and
a "counterculture" which are themselves both influences on and heirs to
powerful politital and social forces: the civil rights movement of the late
195as and 60s, the antiwar movement, and the women's movement. These
workers in "alternative services" affirm the experience of young people in
its autonomous integrity, not as a promise of future 'achievement or re-
flection of parental or societal ideals.

Among the first of the services they created were runaway houses, refuges
for some of ther,sstimated 600,000 to 1,000,00015 young people who each
year left their hoipes or the institutions to which they had been confined.
Runaway houses offered young people a protected alternative to a street
life which made them vulnerable to exploitation as well as to arrest and
voluntary leiurn home. Since 1 967 their numbers have grown fromia handful
in large cities to well over one hundred in communities of every size.16

The people who founded the early runaway houses were more likely to be
the natural helpers of the "hip" communityministers, organizers, street
peoplethan those certified by schools of social work, psychology, or crim-
inology. As sympathizers with, if not participants in, both radical politics and

12See Rodharn.
13See (Win et al.
14See publications of " The Youth Liberati* Hunt" (Ante At but Mich.), including

the newspaper, FPS. .

15See U.S. Senate; Hearings un S. 2829 ( I 9/4t).
16See National Directory of Runaway Centers ( 1 9 / 4).



the counterculture, they tended to see running away not as a symptom of
individual psychopathology or as evidence of criminality, but as a sign offamilial disorder and of a society in turmoil. They believed that in a sup-
portive context,. running away could become running toward, an act of hope
rather than a gesture of petulance Or despair.

Once in a runaway house, young people were automatically given the kindof respect that they rarely experienced in the adult world or fro its institu-tions or professional helpers. The workers in the house believ that the
young runaways were capable of making the decisions that affe ted theirlives. They ired to listen to the young people, to.sympathize witho lab ling
or coercing or trying to "do things for-[their] own good."

For those young people whose homes were confusing and disturbing butnot intolerable, a few days at a runaway house and some individual and
family counseling could provide the support necessary to weather a crisis or
understand a particular dilemma; for those who were .already all but inde-
pendent it was a reassuring way station. But significant numbers of young
people left runaway houses after a few days or weeks to return home, only
to beccime embroiled in the same futile destructiveness which had originallyforced them to leave. Others, written off by their parents, left home to bum
around or live-on the street, only until they were picked up by the policeto be committed, or recommitted, to mental or penal institutions.

The latter young people returned over and over to runaway houses, oftenleaving in their wake legal, social service, and mental health agencies which
had mad Itiple attempts at institutional and foster placement, at copnsel-eru
ing and.t apy. Between their periodic flights to runaway houses some ivrote
lat e letters: "Can I stay at Ruilaway House for good?" "Isn't there anypia e l.car( go?"

ver the last several years, workers in some wnaway houseS' have created
group foster homes to answer these dilemmas and needs, to provide more or
less permanent places for young people who could or would not stay else-
where. But in, making use of the structure and financing of the groupjosterhomes, workers in alternative services have tried to transform the homes'spirit. They are trying to create real alternatives to institutions and to con-
ventional "agericy'oPerated" group homes, as well-as to the family situations
to which'the young people can't or won't Fetarnthat is, they are-17-Y- ink to
create communal households which will .respect the rights of young people to
run their own lives, extended families in which power can be democratically
distributd and decisions collectively made.

TWO ALTERNATIVE GROUP FOSTE HOMES
I was a consultant for 18 months at Markham House and for 20 months at

Frye ,House: a participant observer in weekly "house meetings" of young
pe le and counselors at which "anything" could be discussed; an advisor to
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the staff; and a confidantwith varying degrees of frequency and intimacy
to individual young people and staff members.

After a brief history of each of the houses and of my introduction to
them, I Will discuss several developmental issues which seem to me to be both
common and critical to their evolution; the different ways these issues were
met in the two houses; and the implications and consequences.of their re-
sponses for each of the houses. ThOugh the presentation will be roughly
chronological, it is important to keep in mind that all of these issues were of
some importance throughout my consultation with both houses.

I stopped consulting with Markham 18 months ago, and with Frye 14
months ago. I am still in touch with several of the young people who lived in
each of the houses and sometimes still visit Frye.

The houses are not precisely comparable, nor do I wish to present them as
such. Although both Frye House and Markham House owe their origins to
runaway houses, each of them has peculiar characteristics of looation, co

ideology, and personality which shaped its development and helped
to determine its usefulness to young people.

Frye House: Setting C>)

Frye House opened two years after its parent runaway house, several
blocks from it, in the integrated hip neighborhood which borders the ghetto-
and buffers the wealthy white section of the city. The first location was
temporary and barnlike, easily large 'enough for the two counselors and eight
young people who, after several months, occupied-it.- The house was opened
with a few dollars borrowed from the runaway house, a small foundation
grant, and the promise of "payment for services" from social service depart-
ments which were planning to place young people there.

For many months the young paraprofessionals (a man, 23, and a woman,
24) who staffed Frye House groped for some coherent philosophy and struc-
ture. Though they had previously worked at the runaway house, they were
often overwhelmed by the variety, complexity, and intensity of the problems
of the young people who tame to live with them. What kincrof house and
whaticind of counseling could accommodate white runaways from middle-
class suburban homes, black street kids, tough-talking "delinquents," indif-
ferent "hippies,"-and spaced-out "flower children"?

The cOunselors7 were shaken and pressured by ',the, violent clash of life
styles, the noise, the angry discontent, and the disruptive behavior. Neighbors
and friends who had volunteered at runaway house sustained them while
they weathered some storms, but increasingly they felt compel ed to get con-
trol over the house. They moved to another building, reduced the number of
yOUng people to six (three boy)b and three girls), and mlide only fitful at-
tempts to hold onto the most disruptive and alien of their fiarges_ Concur-
rently, the counselors' political perspective their vision of the house- as a
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democratic family, of the young people as independent and respected par-
ticipantsbegan to erode. Under the influence of a mental health consultant,
the young people metamorphosed to patients and children, the counselors
to therapists and parents.

Even after this consultant left, the counselors maintained self-consciously
therapeutic and conventionally parental roles. Young people who were apply-
ing for admission to the house were interviewed first by a new psychiatric
consultant, then screened by the counselors. Though house rules were dis-
cussed and disputed by the young people, they were promulgated and en-
forced by the counselors_ All of the young people were required "for their
own good" to be in school or to work; all of them followed routines for
cooking and cleaning established by the counselors; all had to obey rules and
regulations considered appropriate to their age---curfews and, in the house,
abstention from sex, liquor, and drugs.

When I arrived at Frye there were new counselors: Ann, who had lived in
the house for five months, and Fred, who had been there for three. They had
asked me to come over because of Tom, a 17-year-old boy who had lived in
the house for almost a year. We sat in the living r on shabby overstuffed
furniture. The house was cool and, except for us, y and quiet in the late
afternoon. .

Ann told me that when she first arrived, Tom had been quiet, 'appealing;
and tractable. But over the last few months he had begun to "change." Both
she and Fred now thought that he was becoming increasingly "crazy" and
maybe "dangerous." He accused them of not caring about him and of want-
ing to destroy him. In his room, be screamed at unseen tormentors. Ques-
tioned about his feelings, he became enraged and abusive.

Something frightening was going on with Tom and neither Ann nor Fred
could figure out how to deal with it. They wondered iT I could find another
place for him, or see him in therapy, or recommend something.

Ann and Fred went on to tell me about themselves and the house. Ann
had earlier been an elementary school teacher, and for .eight Months had
been a counselor at the runaway house. Fred had been an Air Force medic,
and then a seminarian. Both of them had beenAgc.tive in the antiwar move-
ment as campaigners for,liberal candidates and partiCipants in peace demon-
strations: TI-ey. 1- ad both come to Frye because they wanted toclive and work
with young people in a new way, free from the strictures of conventional
child care-arid social service: They were concerned that under pressure from
the you rig people they were falling into disciplihary and parental roles. Their
temptation to control and "analyze"3orri-Sicatatvior was only the most recen;
and distressing example. -

I told them that I wanted to see Tom not as a psychiatrically ill individual
but as a member of their home to understand his behavior not in the clinical
isolation of an interview situation, but in the context.of his relationships to
those around him. They listened closely, nodding their heads: "Maybe we're
too close to really Understand what's going on.4.! Their, willingness to be selt-
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critical, their openness to my perspective put me more at ease. When I said
that the young people would have to agree to my coming to house meetings

% that I did not want to be or to seem to be the counselors' agentthey readily
agreed. With this consensus, I began my work at Frye.

Markham House: Se Ling
Markham Isms openedittn 1971 as a runaway house.. Located at first in half

a dozen unuill rooms of a local religious mission., it developed over five
chaotic months into a grOt:ip foster home on a quiet street of single family,
houses in a middle-class residential' suburb. Markham's director, Allan, made
the changes because he felt overwhelmed by the number of runaways and
by the contrary pulls and cumulative pressures of probation officers, young
people, and families. The kidsloCal runaways who found their ,way to the
mission and disruptive 'teenagers deposited there by the policehad made
noise all night, smoked dope, and left just before their probation officers
arrived for appointments. Their parents were suspicio'us, the jneighbors
furious, and the probation officers dissatisfied.

Allan had recently left his job in the public school system in protest
against the oppressiveness of the., discipline and the monotony of the curric-
ulum. He .had set out to provide a human service for young people, a place
where, as he put it, "their personhood would be respected." Working with
him were-.several volunteer counselors, students al-id recent graduates from
local colleges, who seemed both confident and sensitive. But after a while
the situation had begu --; 'feel wrongtemporary, unsatisfying, uncontrol-

. Id!able. Allan wanted to vide emergency services tothe teenagers in the
community, but even more he ,hoped to establish ."a safe, s able, caring en-
vironment" He raised a few thousand dollars, fOund a ho e and began to
fight for a license to provide foster care. -

Markham's first few months in its new location were almost as choatic as
those in the mission. Probation officers appeared at all ho rs with young run-
aways in tow, begging Allan to take in "just one more ; kid; from nearby
towns who "hadn't heard"' that the runaway house had becorne!a group
foster home came by to "crash." Some neighbors offered'food and emotional
support; others telephoned the police, complaining of noise, drugs; and
degeneracy. An air of crisisto which the young residents responded alter-
nately with solemnity and secret gleepervaded the house.

Slowly Allan removed himself from the hour-to-hour operation of Mark-
ham. He hired three counselors, who dtdoi4:9t live at Markham but slept there'
several nights a week (there Was rborn only for an office, not a staff bed-
room). One was a 22-year-old man who had started as a part-time volunteer
and then dropped out of college to bedome the head counselor. The other
two were women volunteers who were hired as full-time' counselors. Six
young people. were accepted as residents. Allan, the three counselors, and
several volunteers planned the house's "program," together with a-psychiatric
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social worker who consulted ith the staff, a ps ologist 74../vho saw the
young.people individually, a a group worker wh weekly "sensitivity
groups" for all thee residents. .

When I arrived at dinner time, the living-dining room was a jumble of
bodies; furniture,\and food, or raised voices and rock music. The two-story
&gime house hardly seemed capable of containing so much activity. The

...ryoung people ate and nodded hello. Four or five counselors and volynteers
were busy tacking down carpets and putting the finishing touches on a coat
of paint in the kitchen. Allan explained that neighbors'and members of t
couniy council were about to visit, that the hole, which had recently be4n
raided by the police "on some trumped-up charge," needed their support to. ,stay open. -,, ,.

Allan wasn't sure exactly how he could use me, only that he wanted me to
help. "There are other consultants," he said, "but we can use a psychiatrist
maybe4for individual therapy or for coup evaluations." Allan began to tell me
about some of his problems. He waM'W, he said, to "respect the person-
'rood" of each of the young people, but there was so much confusion, such
a great need to "keep-16 appearancesat least until we're.mor% secure in the

1

neighborhood. I can't have the kids acting like they did at the,missionstay-
ing up 411 night, smoking marijuana: Here they, can't even make noise or
swear so anyone can hear them. /Some of our neighbors are looking for any-
thing they can td close us. Later the young people can have more freedom;
but right now_we need' some order." .

I liked the house: there was something industrious and comforting about
the chaos a, group or people workiPg at something together. But 1. alSo felt
a little uneasy. I guessed that the neighborhood's disapproval would weigh
constantly on the hou , and I feared that this social pressure might serve as
justificationeven whe 't was not compellingfor ,oppressive policies in the
house. Perhaps it was Allan who made me feel that. He.seemed at once un-
sure and self-righteous, too eager for professional help just because it was
professional. e.:

_ .
1 suggested that 4- spend time around the house, talking with tl-ie young

people and counselors. I also said that I would like to come to house meet-
ings if they had any. Allan,,agreed and then asked in passing'if I would talk
with Bobby, one of the youpg people in the house. He seemed very "strange,"
quiet and frightened. He.l.aughed aloud to himself, and some of the counse-
lors thought that he might/be hearing voices.

Within three weeks 1 .ivas going to the weekly hoYSe meetings that Allan
and the counselors foun necessary.

At Markham, as at Frye, I attended as a consultant and facilitator, an
Outside observer who could herp-Thinravel the tangled communicatiOns sand
clarify the obscurities of a meting, someone comtnftted to helping the par -
ticipants put immeikate is s and arguments in the I ger context of a

eir counse.lor...
struggqirig tp live and wo gether in a decent way.- .

..
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Devarnce in Both Houses
De'viance is 'relative to ,pa crilar social groups. Decisions about wFia or

what is deviant, and exclus of people whose. behavior or attitudTs are so
labeled, help to ptpvide groups with a means of defining and organizing
themserves.17 From the perspective of the larger *society, all of the young
peopIT and many of the Counselors in both group foster homes were ieviant.
Within each of the hoUses there. were also people whose behavior and -acti
tucls caused -them to be regarded by their fellow'residents as deviantrTh
differing ways of dealing with this perceived deviance were crucial in shaping
the development of the two houses.

At Frye House, Tom's "craziness" was allowed and encouraged to emerge
weekly house meetings.18 With my help the counselors and other young

p.e e came o see his behavior and understand his language as., among other
'things, indir ct and' disguised protests against haousezetles and communal
attittodes w ich seemed contradictory, destructive, and insensitive. By re-. ifraining fro labeling as delusory his beliefs that they did not care-about him
and were "d stroying him," the counselors could begin to look at the ways in
which they were being.destructiveat-the contradictions between /their stated
feelings of warrth and sympathy Ad,' the content of certain house rules
which ttey enforced: If Tom didenof want tg go to school or .worC'and they
tried to force him to do so, then perhaps they were indeed caring less for him
than for their rules. If they said he was free. to choose what to do with him-

. self, and simultaneously had- a rule that only young people who worked or
wens to schobl could stay in the house, that denied. his right to choose. If
they then dnied the. contradiction between words and rules, then indeed
they were helpingby double-binding him---to"dr,ivp.him craiy."

The willingness of the coun(elors.to view Tom's:iteehavior as a,,.crillique
, of

the social situation rath r than simply/as deviance from its norms relieved
some of the pressure on 7tim. It also provided a precedent fog understanding
and dealing with all of the young people. The purpose of the house was to
include people who had been excluded and isolated, ao-respeet the rights of
each one who came there. To judge, regulate, and discipline young people.
according to the counselors' preconceptions or norms was to-repropce,,the
kind of oppressive social situation which-hid excluded them in the first place.

In Markham House the tendency to isolate and label the deviapt was not
modified. Bobby's ;sileht withdriwal was 'all but ignored in' clamorthe clamor of
group meetings. Both hev and Joanne, a 16;year-old who hail spent time in
reform school and several other'group h6rhes, were insistently referred for
treatment to .the house psychologists. Joanne's angel- at what she termed
"two -faced lies An-d insults"--Which stemed based on the appai-ent inequity

,with which 'privileges were "doled but to the young people by one of the/ 4. .

17See Erikson, especially pp_ I' -429 ("On Um SuLit..)logy or Devianc-e-')..
18 For a more detailed account of Tom's "craziness" and of deviance in Frye Housc,
Gordon, 1.973,
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counselorswas simply disruissede. Id house meetings the counselors said that
there were reasoni for this, but Poanne just didn't seternto understand. When
she persisted; they told her that her constant anger was the.reasor4 she had
fewer privilegesthat, in effect, her protests "nst the rules justified their
uso,again.st her.

COmments by me on this process of exclusio and mystification were not
partItularly helpful. Allan conceded, in private, might be right 5n

istlt thetime's not right." Admitting. th justice of the young peoples'
criticisms in S meetinwould be opening e h e10 an "anarchy" it:could
not afford.

.. At Frye the openness to deviance was instrumental in keeping the house
an organically evolving entily, In allowing it to change to 2ccommodate'the
variety of young peoplF, who stayed there, This flexibility, in turn, made it
possible for a high' percentage of ihelyoung.people to stay for long .periods
of ,time, for almost all of them to leave when they were ready. In contrast,

..the counselors and resider-As at Markham regularly extruded young people
with appropriacte psychiatric diagnoses, moral or criminal chargeswho..were.,.:
considered-"too disruptive." . .

-
As far as I was able to tell, there were no appreciable differencesitrnong

. the "kinds" of young people staying at the two houses; sometimes, in'fact,
the same young person was simultaneously' being considered for admision
tco,both houses. At .Frye the age range was 1-4 to 18; at Markharn,"14 to 17.
TKe vast majority of them were Ikhite and lower-middle class. Virtually all
of the young peorne had run away from'their hbme5-and had spent a peiod
of time ip,detentibn centers. About one- ird of the residents in each' hbuse
had been sent to reform schools; and another third had spent time in mental
hospitals. Close to 90 percent of the young people in both hou.ses had pre-
viously been placed in other foster homes; r,plare than half of therh had, been
placed more than once. One person from Frye and one from Markham left
the group foster home to return to his or heriiarents. In each house aprrox-
imately 15 to'20 pe cent of the young riesi.ple were black.

With these ilarities in mind the differences in length of stay are o
ticuiarly striki : Over an 18-month perilad, nine people stayed at Frye-for
an average of 105 months each; during ttesame time 18 livc1/4d at Markham
for an average of 5.0 monthl"-each. Many of those who 1pft Markham were
asked to'do sn. Five were sent from Markham dirertly to institutions

p
Power and Rules

At Frye Hbuse the distribution of power and .the rules which reflected it
gradually. changed to confoPm to the spirit of respect and participatory de-
mocracy which had originally animated the house's formation.

In the weekly ,meetings at Fitye the young people's challenges to house
rules were.accepted, not deflected. Social norms which had beerradopte:d un-
questioniugly-,all young people should go to school or work, should wake up
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..
and return home at Certain hours; etc:were critically considered and re-
vised to fit the felt needs of the yOung people.

-In the house meetings personal frankness slowly replaced defens-i.v.aness.
Teenage residents Who were not afraid. that some privilege would be taken
away . grew comfortable in criticizing counselors freely and directly, and
were able': to reveal. personal difficUlties without fear of arbitrary reprisal.
Similarly, the : counselors, no longer w moralistic. postures,
could droptheir defensive`condescension'and be.more straightforward about
their, annoyances, anxieties, arid concerns.

The increased respect of the counselors for; the %young people provided the
basis -for new processes of decision-making.-Instead of being resecvedto the
counselors and their consultants, all decisions=regarding househOld budgets,-
hiring. of new counselors, riles, admission of new people to the house, and
over`riight guestsbegah to be made in common. The way the house dealt
with druguse is illustrative. .

There had alwys been a counselor:imposedand collective-widerule
against drUg use in the house: Anyone caught with drugs would be kicked
out. In fact/one peiSorihaiFbeen caught and allowed to stay.Zeneraili: the

- young people had lied about drugs, claiming that there were none in the
house while hiding them from the counselors. Inevitably this drove a wedge
between the young people and the counselors* The young people were re-
sentful and guilty, and the counselors were suspicious and 'self- righteously
angry at the betrayal which they knew the y);4ftmg people were perpetrating.

-In addition, none of the young people felt free to talk about drug-related
problems: fears of afipliction, the possibility of hepatitis, a bad trip that
they had or were having. -

Only when group discussions wfinally held about drugs in the house;
about the -4 al dangers of police arrest and the possible closing dOwn of the
house, and only offer_ the young people had power over and a stake in the
house, did they honestly agret not to have drugs there. It was no longer a

, "counselors' rule:: but a matter of common interest and of group survival.
At Markharr4 House the split between counselors and young people

rear's of disorder and an inability to hear young people's criticisms,.
spoken directly, or indirectly displayed in angry behavior, led to an increas-

, ing concentration of power in the counselors, a proliferation of rules and
sanctions. Instead of granting freedom and responsibility together, the coun-
selors insisted that a demonstrated responsibility precede freedom and that
they would be the one who would determine o was responsible.

A system of levels :4f privilege was institut Several Weeks of obedience
..at one level of freedom (a 10 o'clock curfew, one phone call a night) pre-
ceded the granting of greater privileges (a midnight curfew and two phone
.calls might). The young people, who resented the levels, disobeyed the
rules covertly and conned susceptible counselors into-exempatig them from
-sanctions., The counselors (with a circularity of reasoning which took many
months for them to understand) justified the need for levelsby pointing to
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the lit* of responsibility an honesty that the young people demonstrated

- in dealirgwitl.them.
The cOunSelors always reserved final decision-making power to themselves.

Many -.them regarded house meetings as simply 1:44time for the kids to
complain', to'loW'ff steam." The real deisions about leels and punishment
were. to be made by the counselors, away from the meetings. Attempts to
make the house more, democratic, to share power, turned out actually to be

. Overt systems of. manipulation and mysfiritation:- Separate orbits of power
were ddsignated, oil that the young people could control, and a larger, 'en-
compassing one that gave the counselors control over the first. These dual
orbitsfwere initially welcomed by the young people. When they.discovered
that they couldn't make substantive changeshours of curfew, time of
cleart-ufi, patterns of qvh-eneuse they became more .cynical arid the split
between tlAlin and the counselors widdned.

.-/ -

Iniductibil
/.- Freud has writs n of powerful forces irt all of us wlch tend to cause us .,
to repeat past patterns of behavior (repetition comp lsion) and to act with
new peopl4l tiand in novel situatios as we have with significant historical , and

,especially parental, figures and in formative situations Wansferenle): More
ifecently Laing (1973)thih s described "ir-t," transpersonal process by

/ which we induce oe s to behave toward us as significant historical otheis
' once did. Inthe group 'foster homes all of these forces and, in rarticular, in-

duction were continuous, powerful, and pervasive. .

Virtually all of the young people in both houses had been1 in a variety of
Ways, rejected, discounted, and nullified by their parents long before they
left horde. Whatever efforts they made to grow close to the counselcirs, to
make new and better homes ;for themselves, were inevitably shot through
with suspicions and resentmeres that they transferred from -previous set-

.

tings, attitudestAgcl, actions which tended to induce the counselors to act asr their parents asYil" s-p4vtous caretakers had. Only counselors who were both
.sen4itive to this process and 'Willing to forego the oftenestructive parental
roles for which their*O-Wn histOries. prepared thein \A"re able to resist induc-
tion. Only in a setting in whicti induction was not sly fulfilled could this
'take placc. . . .

....

0 The democratization of Frye House provided a firm basis for resisting a
variety of, inductiOns. When they felt victimized, young people 'could be
reminded, truthfully, that they had real power in and over their living situa-

-tion. Counselors who actively sought the interpersonal meaning of disruptive
behavior were predisposed to understand certain of the young people's

' actions as invitations to rejection, to interpret ve.ther than answer them. Still,
the struggle was continuous and not always

'
essful.04..

f97:The counselors were surprisingly capab . .f deafirl`g with Tost 'of the
young people. For example, 15-year-4;21d Ellen's aggressiveness and _self-

?

MP
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destructive behavior (stealing, multiple .drug use, street fights, temper tan-1
trurns) contirrbally invited reprisals, ,-sanctions, and restrictions TheThecosun:-
selors.refUsed either to:confine her as her parents, a. succession o foster
parents, aind reform schools had don , when attempts at control proved
insuffidiehlt to reject her as they had. For- the most paIrt they imply. treated

,
her with the, respect due someone who was capable of Making up her own

i-rnind. They 'confronted he; with their-regPorises to her -disruptive behavior, 4.

t and tried to.stop it when it infringed on them; when she k''sked for advice,
verbally or nonverbally, theytrie,d-to dissuade her froni actions ey tiiought
unwise, to help her think about and find alternative courses At the same
time, they tried to listerrto the whys' and whensiof her action to.be avail-
Sble to her -when depression and loneliness succeeded venge Iness anc-"Ne*
violence. .. . . .,

The counselors. had more difficulty with young_people whosea lives
seemed to have been characterized by massive indifference and hegle o
of_these young people seemed constantly to dpiPt.away from house ac ities
anivfir- teractions. They seemed both disdainful and frightened of t par-
ticipatory possibilities which the openness of the house. permitted them. If
they took offens$, they often refused to admit; sometimes they seemed to
cherish their hui-t-in secret. Their need for, affection well hidden, as well -i*

their anger,- they continually slipped further away. from engagement with
counselors. They were able to find in the counselors' respett for their free- . ),
dom, its parody, the kind of indifference to which they were accustomed:

.....--- And iii timg--N the counselors, frustrated and discouraged,. did become in--
differentsp triAii. Within six months these young men (who had both pre-
viously lived on their own) left the house, vaguely disappointed, td "bum
around." .. .

At Markham House the dounselors' insistence on concentratirirVecision-.
making power in themselves, and their willingness to make rules "for the
young people's good" made them particularly vulnerable to inductions.
Almost any aspect of behavior could signal the need for an "appropriee"
attd '.'effective" respoArL With bizarre faithfulness counselors managed to ttct
out an array of contradictC-4y parts in which, the young people cast them. t
the same time their heed to maintain authority made it difficult for them
see this process. Confronted with it. they H.-rame defpncive and self-righteous,
readily willing to blame "the kids:'

For example, Allan's relationship with Leslie rapidly became a facsimile
of the one she had rfad with her father' Her gi:iad looks, coquettishness, and
sweetness imrrdiately attracted hii-n to her, encouraged him to seek her out
as a confidarrtV: When she later evaded house yes to be with her boyfriend,
Allan seemed to experience k as insult and desertion. He accused her, without
any se e of irony, of selfishness, and of not caring, ...A 'became bitter, sus-
picious, d vindicti toward her. A final invasion Or her privacya public
harangue while she was at er jobT.paralleled exactly her ather's jealous in-
trusiveness'on her relations with .other.young people. Ii..

r---i -
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Another coun5elor (Who in.:,tialks w(h me admitted. his bewilderment)
Simultaneously acted cool and .iandesceriding to one girl, authoritarian and

q: Ar- Punitive to one boy, and foccgiving.to:.an9. therresident. AU the while he spoke
a _... in rheetings of. the need for "Corisi5tericy.in treatment" and of his attempt to._, ,

be " , but fait." - 1,,

.i.The Group Foster Home and the World,
: . ,

Grqup foster hOmes are peculiarly vulnerable to outside, influences. Simply
to exist, the houses must adhere to strict zoning regulations and obey a vari-
:ety of. sanitary and: fire codes that ehtaiUsubstantial expenditures and exact

: . careful .Compliance: The knowledge khatboys- and girls live together with
çoyng counseLorsarid._ the noise thatAinevitably .omes from a-place Where.
there are half aAo2eri adoleSce.hts-:--M4kes-each house, a focus of attention
for worried and suspicious neighbors. each of the young people who is placed

. in the-house is sutject to the authority of court-appointed officers; an indi-
vidual or a house's offenses agai1i a *pariticular. probation officer's or social
worker's prejudicesAp;vell a4 actual offensesmay precipitate the removal

. of a young person. TO insure its survival, the group foster home must be
cleaner, and quieter than its neighbor?. The young people who live 'there must
be better" behaved thltn- their peers next door, and -more careful about 'What
they are seen. doing. ,

There are also more subtle influence S of the community on the houses.
.

The economic status of a particular neikhborhood',. the kind of dwellings, .the
. t'peilor of the people who:rive thete, the composition of households, their ages;

),e commt.inity's ,political climate, the attitude of the police, the quality of
the schools, the extent to which there is a self-conscio.us and supportivenet-
Work of counterculture services. All of these factors have poWerful effects on
the group.Toster home:

As one of a number of s ial,service projects. in a.large, nonhierarchi al,
- collectively_ run organization, Fry.e. House and the people who lived in it
were both- responsible to and supported by othet counselors and young ..
people. The collective structure-of the larger Organization provided a model-

., for changes within Frye. Including young p aple in'clecision-making was an
extension of the franchise, a reaffirmatiof and deepening of principle by
counselors and young people rather than a departure from it. As a')result of
these changes in Frye, young people in all 'the projects were included in
collective-wide policy decisions, anclIigiven a voice kin. selecting thdir own
counselors.

The structure of the collective and the proximity of a network of
j

alter-
native servicesfree clinics, ob coopei-ative, free school; community news-
paper, antiprofit businessesprovided 'a. larger world .,which sustai e.

democratic and participatory values of the group. foster home.
Still,'the were aspects of living in a city than were,alien and threaten-,

ing to teenagers who care from suburban schoois and neighborhoods. The
.-
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....0-1- , ,"heavy urban Street sceneclikigs, p.rostitution, violencethat existed side by 4:,--

side' with the thunterculibr e exerted a powerful and sometimes destructive
,ptill on "-some of tht young .people, tugged at-the fabric of countercul.tural

P 'vvalues. Sotine youpg people.; though happy in tile houtse, Cciptinu:illy hun-. .

gere9.

for nrfore fainiliar Parental figures, a more settled and conventional
lie.. . .. .

...

'
N 0

A S ,
..i in ,n-4y first mOnths at Frye House 'the catmselors often seemed caught be-

. .tween:jthe young people -and the probation officers and case...liteorkers' who
i

-..supeciiised 'their placement. They were defensive with these offiCials-, angry
;§.t..their jntrusions, protectively vague in their).vespOnses to qukstions. Some-
iimei. they !transmitted the anxieties they felts to the'.VO-ung people, injsting
too loUd and long that they "shape up" to protect the ho-use's reputation ,-
'ewiththe case workers.. Sometimes the young people complained about the
_tpun'Selors to the case. workers, an'd soinetimie-s in frustration the coupselors
' sicie4)4iith case workqrS against the young 'people..

. With, the redistribUtion of .power and the, chanses inirules coubselors and
young people began to present a united front to the superviSor*.forces. At
first this was largely protecitive, with each "covering" for the other's derelic-
.tions 'from court ,policy. But, as' the house grew more 'confiderit talvput itsJ =

. policies-,..it was .able, in a relatively unintimidated and undefenSive manner',
to advance its lilyn beliefs about the -young people's righti;to make their own,,- .deciSions. Th6re was evidence in F,rye's :favor: Young. people ,..to were
labeled incorrigible, who had never been alsie to stay anywhere-else, were able

ipto live at Frye House;,sornetf those whom .co(ins0Jors had refused to force
work k or go to., school h d later, on' their own-.,.' chos6n to:do so; young: .

people conSiderecLitresponsilple, delinquent-, and _psychotic, were taking part
in running a functrjoriingllou-sehOld. . x

;The counselors saw n6 'reason for case workers to imOose cdnventional but .
arbitraryistanciards of ton'duct and morals on the young,people who livsed in
the house: lt-04ssd by the counselors' assurances, respecting the house's,
succbss,:icnOwti-ig -*re, Was nd other plac* for reany of their most difficult

_

young people, rriany case workeirs-relented; some even seemed converted;
The isolaticip.of Markham in its community contributed greatly to its in-, ..

creasing obedience to the norms n-. the surrounding suburban cdmrnunity and
to their .institutionalization in r6les and relationships between staff and'
residents. - .. . 4,

.
.,

Many property holder-s tnd politiciaris opposed Markham as an unwhole-
some and dangerous addition to the community. In public meetings Allan and
his staff .agai'n and again had to overcome their objections 1-hese.n.eigilKirs-:-
spurred. police-los make raids for runawaysand complained to-them o-1iXj;&
annoyanes; to politicians they spoke of drug use, sexual activity, delinc.lueilt'
beh vior and noise. As allies the director Had a few neighbors .and probation
officers, 'peop'le who were for the most part np more committed to the
house's survival than they "Were to traditiiinal aria somewhat condescending
ideas of child care. '

=--
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..,
petuate thems Ives. A Tale directorthe only fund raiser and administrator
appoin male head -6/Sunselur. Both, supervised ths work of female coun-.

. selors. Among the young people in the house, stronger malcierpushed 'weaker
; 'ones around; .and both were ascendant over fErnales. Girls tended to be as-

.,!.signect .to cooking and cleaning, boys to garag.A171d yard work. Th% basici--4-.

* hierarchy between rule-making counselors and rule-obeying (or diso6eying)
kids was further subdivided in terms of levels of more or less privileged-9oung /
people,>0

The counselors tended to go for their emotional, intellectual, and political
support to a relatively small grbup of people in the surrounding cortrriunity.
This helped make the house ,rnore a part of the community, a place where
neighbors, probation officers, and consultants felt comfortable dropping in..
But it also had a- conservatizing and confining effect. All house members
were under constant if informal- and weliiintentioned scrutiny. The director
felt compelled to accede to the wishes of the probation officers who sup-

71

ported his program. At -virtually any hour he would accept "refqrrAls- from.
: C, them regardless of the objections of the young people in the house. r.-.. The young people feared the closenecs of the counselors and probation of-

ficers for other reasons. Perhaps secrets told to counselors would he revealed
to the probation officers, who could return them to detention centers and
reform schools. More generally, the expectations and standards of educated
middle-class white counselors and probation.officerOnd of their neighbors
and advisors, were for i 1 r intimidating of poor andjor black

Allan transmitted the constant pressuf-e on him to counselors and young
people dir6ctly, through strict and detailed rules designed to appease the com-
munity and "keep things cool," and iintlitectly, by self-righteous accusations
in the genre of :'Look at all I'm doing for Vou. Why-don't you act more grate-
ful?" Some of the counselors shared Allan's approach and his angers; others,
painfully- sensitive to the young people's reactions .but not able to oppose

,Allan, tended to apologize for: him.
The yoUng people banded together with the counselors for special efforts:

.cleaning the house And the yard before a county council site visit; practicing
speeches for a zoning commission meeting; But afterWat-ds they were resent-
fuL The arbitrariness of the rules and. their lack of flexibility made the young
people feel that they were more the instrument for than the purpose of the
house's survival. The director's "`guilt tripping" was often a hurtful reminder
of attitudes prevalent in their own homes.

. Under--clutside pressure, without the mediation of an extended "alter-
native" community, hierarchical, male-doniinated structures tended to her-

young people,.

Leaving ir
it

Leaving is a eoristant issue in u foster homes for adolescents. Only
the youngest of teenagers does not feel t pressure,or the pull of the "sibme

... -
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iday" When he or she will, be "on my own." In my experience, only the new-..

.est bf couriselqrs or the most settled \ couples does not wonder "what'-.
next for me?" _

Fo'r the most part young people le Frye when th0 were ready or felt
ready. The right to leave was as important and as respected by d6ugselors as
any other right. Generally, their purpose was to 4ertderstand and 'facilitate. the)'
young person's choice, not oppo or influence- it. When they d;sagreed with
a decision they tried simply to and explaiv wily. 'For young people
WhO yanted to leave before they were 18, the counselors simultaneously
'worked both' for legal emancipation and a kind of trial separation: They
wanted the young person to be free go,.but for at least a month 4hey,o,

14. .tried to keep a place open. in the hous in casehe or she decided to return..
The same philosophy of respect for the young person's rights and wishes

made it reasonable for the counsabrs to fightito keep young people who felt.
they needed to stay.Apeyohd their 18th birthday. Sympathetic case workecs
and probation %officers facilitated continued financial suportlin some in-
stances; where this was not forthcoming, the counselors and the young per-

\ son tried together to raise the necessary -funds.
Young people who were neither forced out nor bound to the group foster

home had both' the time and the freedorn`to work through some of the con-
flictshat beset separation. Ellen, for instance, was able to.."decide to leave"
halfa dozen times. She rejected the counselors in word"The only reason

times for .& night or a week, and discovered thaft she. was not r
you want me to stay is because of the money''and deed, MakinSo veral

. I n

(ple who leave' she said, " ouldn't be allowed to just drop over
klhouse meetings she expressed harsh rig' ity in her own ideas. about separa-

tion "Peo-
to eat") and heard them itigated by otherscounselors and young peopleI
who wished to provi ntinuing emotional support to former residents.

In the daily attention the house and the larger collective paid to. former
residentsallowing them t come to eat, to attend group meetings, or to stay
overnight: asking theM -to act as volunt.ems or :paid workers in the run
house or job-tpoperative Ellen was able to seci.,that the rejection stie ad-
vocated

.,
(and perhaps feared) would not be visited on her. When the did

teave at 171A, after three years, Filen knew she eilirld depend (In Frye House's
support
.'.,'i ..This continued feeling of a connection - which supersedes' and evolves be-

.. yond separation was also present among counselors and consultants. My
own experience is. perhies illustrative. II-tiring the time I was titre I was
intensely involved with the house as a w ole and, the people in it. I was at

elonce facilitator of group meetii-igs/-aFti -1 friend aniti advisor to individuals.
After group meetings I ate dinner at the house, sometimes,went"for a walk
or tok a movie with individual members. Sometimes on weekends, house
merribeks would come to visit me. When I asked ilfrb friends of mine to take
my pi.,- as consultant, I h4,0 the feeling I was "inviting them into the farn-

...ily" astopuch as I was asking them to do a piece of work.
. "Is': .

,
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FOr a while after I left, I kept in tough with individual hodSe members

buAtayed away, from the house itself.' I felt a little strange, unsettledirimy: .,

., relationstrip to it. I was accustomed to ,a certain dependency in -the house'4'-' ".. - 11.-relationship to me, and, I re4hzed, a positiefi of authority: ow, I worts:We&
could I fit in without being so central?, After a,few Mont peon io relia. ,

into a new role, as an avuncular member of an extended family* someone :
who is "there" for the house, 'a, pirt of its growth an f needed, a present . .

supporta reminder of its history, :ind' a promise of contihuity.
Mark am 'House's tendency' to eiftrude deviants who wapted to stpY ]//a-5-

-
cruelly aricatured its 4 iffitulty k;in lettint go of thoSe who' waed* to,:
leave. The fitful behavior that preceded or accompanied. a decision to leave .:

was Often met wift.ii rene4ted attenvits to control the young person: 'Unless
he or she was especially careful or shrewd or patient, ttib young person fell

,.. victim to a kind of "Catch. '227: The more theyoung perSlatt asserted 'in-
dep dence;she More_ likely he or she was to lose,privileges and be restricted..
tin , when the young personfurious and disillusionedrebelled against
the whole system of- authority and control and committed "a very seriati.
violatiorc," he or she was kicked out.

Lacking the proper ecnancipation papers, labeled as 'tresponsible," some
oethe youpetreople were remanded to still more confining situations. The
counselors, .meanwhile, were depressed, bewildered, and resenfful.What could
they have done differently? Why did, the woung person act that way? They
tpd log- the Gila ri-they thought so necesshry to helpfulness and were

They

only with the bitterness of blame.
-..-----.-- -/ .

.b....?----- ror some this finaltlisappointment colored the w o experieneee-o-chaving
been at Markk-jim: Even if the young person had con "tided that muchofthei t

s149 time/'spent thev was hel ful, the resentm tsometime embarAssmentf
that characterizecrihis or h departure ade it virtualh4 impossible to use .
the home as, a support in the months of uncertAty that follovred leaviwg.
Some' came to dependiliti individual counselors or professionals (including
me) whom they'd met while in the home...yMany more, amore hem some of
the most troubled and spairing, ',withdrew in nt from-) contact
with any "helping- people.

Conclusion

Alternative group .foster homes are both heir to a tradition of child place-
ment and a challenge to it. They are providing places for young people. who
have not been able to live with their parents or foster parents, who would
otherwise be--and often have been --institutionalized in mental hospitals and
refcif schools. Insteadeof helfiing them to adjust to a social structure which
had alreadx_defined them as deviant, counselors in thpe homes are trying to
discover, and to cieate with the young people, a newi-microsocial structure.

My experience at Frye and Markham hasThiliged m-e to understand the
variety of factors whicfi facilitate or` retard this process: the political and
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Mora/ ylimate of th.e surrounding community; the support of Other. wor.kers.7
engaged in a similar enterprise; the organitatianal, structure of the group .

home itself: the lavl commitmenibf counkelo:rs to the-rights of yoting People.;
_and the integrity, and courage with which they persist, against the odds of

4r, overwork, abuse,.arixiety,and convention, in respecting each of them'.
-- If they are able to resist the false promises and'restriC5ing bonds of parent-

.. rY"

child or theripist-clieit relationships, counselor's in .these hipmes can pro.vide
the emotional suPpopt of respectful mutuality. Understanding-that they can- -ft/.

not have "the answers," they majr-be able to live and work withand learn'
from young people in a way which helps all of them to vat' and r>Lake

. sense of their, common experience. -

F
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An Alternative to
Mdntal Hoppitalization
for Adolescents

.
Each year over 100,000 adolescents are hoN3italized1 for "mental illness."

Many of these young people could successfully grow to adulthood in the con-
text ot a cooperative household rather than as patients in a hospital or "resi-
dential treatrnentcenter." What followsis a brief account of the way that one
group foster home for adolescents, Frye House,2 served four young people
who were diagnosed as.-"psychatic" or ;:borderline psychotic."-Each of the
young people had been referred fo)nstitutionalization or continued institu-
tionalization at the time of their envy into the group home.

,

'

71.

THE YOUNG PEOPLE

Sixteen-year -old Tom came from a working-class Irish-Catholic
family. Ar tall, thin, long-haired young man,.he arrived at Frye House
in a state of considerable agitatiottijg the previous 2 years he had been
A traunt from high school and a heavy user of LSD. During the lastyear
he had run ral times from a home where he had "always felt weird ":
"My mO r

e
was all over me and I hated that and then sometimes I

. would want to screw -her too.-I just couldn't deal with'it." He shouted
at his mother, cursed her, and spent increasineamounts of time away

- from h%me-:e stayed with friends and in vacant buildings. Apprehended
by the police, Ice ran again. For more than a year Tom had been ex-
periencing auditory hallucinations, ideas of reference and particularly

N vivid fantasies of homosexual attacks. He believed that the television
and the radio hiret "special message, for him" a that he had been born
on another planet. Psychiatrists who examine him before and during
his stay at Frye diagnosed him N. "spizophre ic" and recommended
"Jolla-term residential treatment.'; 4

c-r
I See Statliticol Note 115. . _ .
2See Gorda, "Alternative Group Foster 4-ictrnes."
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I
ClydC a taciturn, se;ious,' stiff-limbed working-class black youth

came tab Frye House a year after Tom. He had just been released from a
"training school where he had been sent for 7 months after, striking his

. . mother. Hdenied any problems"nothing wrong with 'me that I know 'tof" but retorts 0from psycholbgists at the training 5091 fo used on a
"long-standing school phobia, dating to latency age"; on Clyd 's abient
father and his ambivalent attachment to his alcoholic and capricious
mother; 'on his moroseness, seclusiveness, and sudden inexpl able fits
of anger. Residential treatment was recommended_ and a di nosis of
"borderline psychosis" was made. .

Karen was almost 16 when she came to Frye. A bright and ta kative
middle-class young woman, she had spent the better part 'of the previous
3 years in two private mental hospitals. At 12 .she htcl begun to be in-
volved in protracted and violent arguments 'with her mother over her
relationships with older boys. Within a year her parents had had her
committed to a mental hospital, 'citing frequgnt episodes of running
away, drug. use, an&Karen's anxiety as well as her promiscuity. During
her hospitalizations Karen Made, numerous suicide attemetts and ges-
tures. She was diagnosed "schizophrenic!' and was m4intained for
2 years on plienothiazines. Theo hOspital psychiatrist released her
reluctantly, believing that further "residential care" was needed. He
suspected that the improvement in her behaviorshe, was .cooperative
and affablewaS simply a ploy to gain .her release, a mask for severe
underlying psychopathology.

Lisa, the 17-year-old daughter of an Army noncommissiongd officer,
arrived -at Frye House, in flight from her parents and the psychiatrists
to whom they had brought her. She wanted, she said, to live at home
but she couldn't obey the rules; she loved her parents as people" but
hated teir "hystaecrisy and racism, their lack' of love." In examining
her at a mental health center, pine pOfsician had found "autistic pre,
occupations, loose associations, and marked ambivalence.'; He had
diagnosed her "schizophrenic" and recommended ghat Lisa be sent
to a State hosp I. Only 9 months before, she had been released from
a private psych tric hospital 4o which she had been committed for pro
longed and hea drug use and delinquent behavior -sexual liaisons,
frequent episode of running awaythat her parents could neither Curb
nor understand. ring her 2 years in the Hospital she had been treated
with moderate to h vy dotes of phenothiazines.

All loth-, of these young people (1) bore ominous (borderline pr: psychotic)
psychiatric diagnoses; (2) remained for 11/2 to 31/2 years in Frye House,- and
(3) bave now been living outside of it for at least 2 yeari4 ey represent104_
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. . .Ltapproximatedy ori- t . -for--- -f the young people ho stayed in ' .eptuse

.during'a period of at :- d one -half of those who had ..tbEen h ''' skilalized4
(thg,,others were diagnosed as h4,ving Tadolescent adisIstnignt rea r ns" or

."actinj out disorders of- adolescence") and the total of those .9 were
diagriosca as borderline or .ptychotic. ..

X
THE GROUP FOSTER HOME o

"IS.Fryc House was Opened in 1970 by the staff of a nearby runaway hbuse,3
to provide long-term residential care for young people who, in spite ,of
individual and family, counseling, were unable to live with their parents. Frye
House was both, an extbnsiori of the commwzoal philosophy of the runaway
house and a version- of aie, group foster home a living situation which has
generally been thought to br particularly appropriate to adolescents.4 The
founders of Frye House shared the theraOeutic. ideals of child guidance
workers who tried "to identify with the Gltd despite his,ehavior"5 and the
political activism of the youth movement a the 1960's: The i,eenagers who
lived with them were to be full participating members of their household, as
ehtitled to make policy de ions about their program and their lives as they
were' to receive therapeliNtrewTare and concern. .

Each of the. young people was placed in Frye House by a)ocal,court. In
addition to their psychiatric diagnoses some were labelled "delinquent";
others, "in nee4 of supervision"; and still others, "dependent and negledted."
For keeping each young person, Frye House received between $350 and $6*
a month (depending on the jurisdiction in which the teenagers' parents lived).
With a -total of six young people in the house at any one time, this provided
a working budget of between $25,000 and $30,000 a year. Out of this budget
House etcpenses (including food, rent, and clothing for the young people) and
the ...1aries of two nonprofessional counselors were paid.

During its first year Frye House philosophy and practice oscillated be-.
tween an informal living situation and a highly structured therapeutic corn
manity. As members of the emerging counterculture and youth advocates,
the counselors were. inclined 'to live in and provide the young people -with a
loosely structured Commune; confronted.'with an array of disturbed and.
disturbing behaviors they briefly adopted the model of a highly structured
therapeutic community based on transactional analysis and "re-parenting."6

,In the fall of 1971, in its second year Of operation, I began as part of my
research into "alternative services for young people" (runaway houses,
telephone hotlines, group, foster homes) to consult with the House. My
interest in workirig with Frye House grew out of my previous experiences. as
Chief Resident and ward administrator on a psychiatric inpatient service.?

3See Gordon, "Coming Together," and "The. Washington, D.C. Runaway House."
4See-Fisher, Gula, Jewett, and Scher.
5See Taft in Bremner, et al.° S..See Schiff.

. .?See Gordon, "Psychiatric Miseducation" and `7th.":6- Uses of Ma(rress."
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Like its early proponents,B., I had lea.r.ped to value the healing potential of.\-a
therapeutic community. Like more recent critics of conventional ward
psychilftry,9 I tended to focus Prry initiktherapeutiobefforts on institutional
and attitudinal barriers to personal cli"angeon arbitrary and mystified
authority. Frye seemed like a place where 1 could help the staff to drop these
barriers andiwork sensitively and respectfully with the) young people with
whom they lived.

. I began to meet once a week for 2 or. 3 hours with all members of the
House. In these meetivgs we talked about whatever came upkiouse rules,
interpersonal and famayprobfems, drug use, sex, etc. As a consultant my
initial emphasis was on helping all House members to be, and understand
themselves as, members of a functioning living community; to view their be-
havior as in some ways responsive to the exigencies of that community. Later
on, the focus of these meetings sometimes shifted to understanding inter-
personal dynamics, and later still, when it seemed both necessary and accept-
able, to examining intrapsychic motivation. Thoughts grid behaviors were
always viewed in the context of current life in the House and of the way each
person felt about 41em, never labelled and isolated as "sick" or pathological.
I met separately with the counselors (also once a week) to discuss the inter-
personal problems which came up between them:

I consulted with Frye House for 20 months; during the final 'PA years of
the period covered by this Raper a psychiatric social worker and social psy-
chologist (with whom I continued to confer) took my place.

I have described the structure and functioning of Frye House in detail
elsewhere.10 Here I want to focus on those characteristics which seemed to
make- the House particularly use u1 to the four young people whom I have
described above. All of these reps sent gojils and ideals, states ofbeing, and
iattitudes which developed during the course of the ye:ming people's stray in the
House. They took time and much effort to achieve, were precariously main-
tained, and continually subject to attack; erosion, and compromise.

1. A deep affection for the young people who came to live in the House and
an abiding concern for their welfare.
Counselors who have this kind of feeling and comatitment can weather a

great many interpersonal and organizational -problems and move beyond
many of their own personal limitations. It is the indispensable precondition
for the success Zpf a place like Frye HoUse; without it, all of the radical' re-.
forms listed below can 'become parodies of themselves. N

2. A refusal to exclude or include any one on the basis of any previous be-
havior, psychiatric treatment or diagnostic label.

8See Aichridrn, and Jones.
9See Barnes and Berke; Cooper; -Goffman; Laing and Cooper; and Mosher and Menn.

1 °Gordon, op. cit.
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Prior to admission, each young person as interviewed by all the House
members, young people as well as counsel° s. AL/dinner meeting and o4er-
njght stay (or in doiCful_.cases a stay Of. several days) followed. Decisions

--ibbut admission were then made on the basis of how Hduse members felt
about the new person. The most importan considerations were, in approxi-
mate order, how desperate the new persors situation was (the fewer alterna-
tives the young person had, the more likely he or lie was to be accepted);

- how much t ey liked him or her; and how they felt he or she would "fit in."
Only the m st

at
obvio4sly violent and aggressively antisocial young people

were turned own.

3. Respect for the right and ability of each young person to)5work out his or
her destiny.

Counselors encouraged all young people to talk over any major decisions,
problems, or aspirations with them. They were likewise committed to helping
the young people get what they neededwhether that meant teaching them
how to cook and clean, helping them find an appropriate school or-apprentice-
ship program, or locating and then taking them to appointmen- th
psychotherapist. But it was up to the young people to decide to to sch:41
or work, to enter therapy, or to stay home. They were not restricted as to
curfew or activities -outside the house. Their. decisions respected, the young
people were allowed to make their own mistakes and encouraged, in group
and individuailliscussions, to Fearnfrom them.

4. An insistence that the house be <run according to principles of
participatory democracy.
Just as counselors wanted to govern the conditions of their own work, so

they felt that they and the young people should jointly run the House. They
believed that, given this power, the young people would feel a respon§pility
for a House which was truly theirs. Accordingly, all young people in the
House had, from their first day, a full say in ?flaking and enfdrcing House
rules; deciding budgets; hiring new counselors; regulating overnight visits,
etc. Together, they and their counselors took account of what was necessary

kl:for the House's survival in its nei boyhood (no loud music' late at night,
restrictions on numbers of people who ould hang, out ih.front, yard cleanup, .

etc.); satisfactory to the probation officers who placedyoung people there
(no drug use or sexual activity in the House); Ind. adequate to insure the
mutual comfort of all House residents (no physical violence, rotating
schedules of House choreS, etc.)...

5. A willingness on the part of counselors to be rigorously self-critical and
scrupulously attentive to derelictions from mutually ikecided-on rulet
In a House where consensual decisionmaking had replaced hierarchic

rule-making; counselors were tempted to assume perem-ptory authority,
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.and' young .people were tempte to evade corm ents they had already
made. Counselors' had to assert again and again ( themselves swell as to'''
the young people) that they were coresiden , friends (and sometimes/
uides),`not parents and custodians; that adherF ce to agreements oi4.1ouse

cleanliness was important to them as people shaFing a living situation, not as
"authorities" who wanted. to enforce rules.

6. The pre a consultant /for' consultants) who helped shape (co(
in my successors' se shared) the above values.

The consultant's oriltvjvas (a) to provide a source of emotional support
for all members of e se as ,a group and as-individuals.; (b) to Proyide, at
House meetings, an "outside perspective" on the way people were getting

ong with one another; (c) to remind all House mbers of their values
(pa ipatory democracy, mutual respect, etc.) whOff, under the pressure of--
particular reed or disturbing behavior, they were tempted to label,
ignore, or extrude one or more of the young people; (d) to convey a sense
of confiden6e that even the most peculiar or troublesome behavior and
thoughts could be understood, dealt with learned from.

s
7. The presence of a supportive community outside the House.

In the case of Frye House this consisted, most immediately, of the coun-
selors and young people who worked and lived in the larger organiiation (a
collective of several social service projects, a runs ay house, and a second
grou'p foster home) of whicTi Frye was a part.. hese people met House
members at organization-wide meetings, dropped by to visit, and were avail-
able to help out in a times of.crisis. In addition, Frye House was locatal in a
neighborhood of many other counterculture projects (including a number of
"antiprofit" businesses.), all of' which encouraged "youth rights" and
pra8ticed participatory democracy. ,

8. The possibility of a relationship between young people and their coun-
selors and consultants which could continue after any or all of them
left the House.

THE IZESULTS
During the course of their stay in the House, each of the four

young people whom I have described above grew and changed in a variety
of ways- Sometimes they seethed to careen from one crisis to anotker, to
become ever more vague, disoriented, and despairing. Sometimes they seem ;d
each day, for, several months, to grow more competent, more sociable, more
sure of therhselves, Sometimes &Op smooth curves ended abruptly in de-
pression or withdrawaland then, slowly, .resumed. Still, in spite of great
individual variation and a rarely compromising individualism, in spite of the



differences in background and length of stay, each of them 4emed to pass
thrpugh five fairl9k distinct stages..

\_,.,.N Quiet Pd of Adjustment
...

_.

N, During their first weeks at Frye HouSe each of the young people seemed,to ioadaptasily to t6p House routine. Unfamiliar with the House, its inhab-
itants. and its rules, frightened of the alternatives to which expulsion would
expose them, and gratified to be in a warm, uncoprEive setting they tended
in spite of quite efissimita^r personalitiesto a kind 'pf docility. Each one fOund
a particular counseror to whom he or `she could "delate," and all found niches
for themselves in House, life: Tom's shy sensitivity charrned the counselors;
Clyde was a good- humored fiNat man; 'Karen was a House compromiser and

_placater; and Lisa became' the counselors' pal. All except Lisa (who worked)
went to school, and all participated without great stress in communal chores
and other aspects of House life. Though Tom regularly saw a therapist at the
free clinic and Karen continued to see her hospital_dc tor, neither they nor
any of khe other young people took tranquilizers. one of the,counselors
ever thought of any of the young people as "crazy" or "mentally ill"; they
wondered aloud how anyone could ever have diagnosed them as such.

Reavitakening of Conflicts
/7"Within 3 to 6 months, each -of the young people beg to manifest be-

hlvior similar to that which had cauSed them to be labelled` mentally ill.
Though there seemed to be single or multiple precipitating eventsintense
and growing intimacy with another hou-Se member, the appearance of a new
boyfriend, the imminent departure of a trusted counselorthere was also a
certain regularity to the appearance of these. conflicts. A process, at once
transferential and developmental seemed t unfolding, in each youpg
person and between him or her and the Hous*

Tom became unwilling to go to school or work. Afraid (lest he be asked
to leave the House) to say that he vas unwilling, he became increasingly
angry. Convinced that Ann, the counselor to whom he had grown close,
cared more for House rules than she did for him, he alternated between
suspicius withdrawal and furious but oblique accusations. Clyde suddenly
began to skip school. When asked why, he complained of lack of carfare,
inadequate clothes, and "bad weather." Eventually he stopped making
excuses ---and almost stopped talking at all and simply stayed home. Karen
,i4egan an affair with "an older man," an ex-counselor from a nearby project.
Back at the House_ she engaged in endless competitive quarreling with her
roommate. Lisa spent increasing amounts of time "hanging out" with 'fringe
members of the counterculturedrug dealers, petty thieves, and prostitutes.

When after several days away she returned, she made confused but passior>
ate speeches to her housemates about tsqzir "intolerance" and "insensitivitv<"

1
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A )4ntegrateon Into the House
4-

At first these bel-avioral changes tended to be een as items of individual t
psychopathology pand as threats to the House's so 124 order. l.n House meet--
ings consultants tried to help the counselors and yo ng people to see some of
them as commtinication qnd as critiqtres of the Houses rules Ifunctioning.
This context gave words and actsaWhich had been stigmatiz d as "meOttly
ill" a legitimacy and asocial ufility. It tended to help make the young people\
who voiced ,them catalysts to social change rather than social outcasts. Tom's
insistence on his preference forced counselors to see that in making young
people' work or go to school they had been enforcing a social convention at
the expense of the y g °pie's particular desires and needs. Tom's tirades

it became an impor nt,ftctor in pushing the counselors to make decisions
about attendance at scho141 or work 'the responsibility of each young person.

This integration was cemented by mutual agre ents which were delib-
,rately nonjudgmental and,-nonclinical: It was fight, Tom's housemates
agreed, f -him to scream out the anger that plag d him,Jaut he could not
sta House if he became physically. abusim Karen could spend nights

yfriend, but ,s_tould have t ilea a phone number and let
everyone kn w in advance wilt-ill she would e gone. Counselors would take
Clyde's side in his dealings with the case rker who was threatening him

-t with institutionalization if he didn't go to s ool, but they wouldn't lie for
him. House members.. would try to be -m sensitive to Lisa's -.needs if she
were clearer and more consistent in expressi them..

Time of Experimentation.

Each of the young people began to regard the counsel- 15;1-s as helpers and
critics, friends and guides, people to turn to rather than authorities to avoid.
After several weeks of boredom,' Clyde sought out his counselor, Fred, to
"plan' my future." With his help Clyde convinced the case worker and the
judge whp had previOusli °insisted that he be in school to let him enter an
apprenticeship program in electronics. Allciwed to pursue her interest in
"the older man" to its conclusion, Karen was able to return unashamed to
discuss her feelings of desire and dependency with her counselors. Feeling
"understood or at !st tolej-afed" by his hOusemates, Tom I74kgan to confide
in Ann. For the first time he spoke freely of the isolation..he'feared and of
his sexual feelings for her.

Having tested the +-louse And found it dependable and respectful, the
young people 'began-to feel free, as Karen put it, "to experiment with all
different areas, with all kinds Ordifferent ideas about myself." Previously
they had seen themselves as reacting to and defiant of their parents' values
as truants,. and failures-, "crazies" and se'Rual adventurers. Now they began to
try out more positis7e identities as workers, students, and political activists.

In doing so the young people made use of virtues that had been latent in
their previous, stigmatized, behavior. Jorn began to study the hypocrisy,
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.isolation, and emotional rigidity which had plagued him; the perennial
truant' readand understOodworks by Lair, Goffman, Reich, and
Nietzsche. Clyde became as sakiborn and` single-minded in his work as an
electronics technician as he had been in his refusal to go to school. Karen's
identification with older counselors prongriStpd her to do volunteer work at
the runaway house. Lisa made her attraction .to the counterculture (and its
philosophy of &kope?ation) the basis fdr her first job, in a loCal collectively'
run business.

Regresiolkpefore Leaving

As the time for their departures from Frye House grew near, all of the
young people began to feel the same kinds of anxieties and exhibit the same
kinds of behavior that t&I brought them to the House. Tom quit the job he
had found and grew suspicious and short tempered. he continued to
work, Clyde could "never find the time to look for an apartment" of his
o'vn; Karen "forgot" to tell the counselors when stwwould be out overnight;.
Lisa, who had begun to settle into the House, once again began to stay away
for days at a time.

At this .point consultation was particularly crucial. It .was necessary to
restrainAthe counselors from trying to hold on to young people who would
soon enough be moving. It no longer made sense to have discussions with
Lisa about how she could "become more a part of the House." Instead their
efforts with heras with the othershad to be directed toward helping her
separate from the -House. The task now was to show them the same respect
in leaving as they had in integrating them into the House; to allow them, as
their parents had not, a dignity in separation.

FOLLOWUP
Since they have been out on their own all of these young peoples-with

little or no financial or emotional support from their parents, without col-
lege education or the prospect of ithave managed to sustain themseles.
In the 2 or more years that they have bedn out of the House, none of them
has beep hospitalized and none of them has been dependen on either illegal
or prescription drugs. All of them have worked regularly; so of them have
studied; and all four have grown in directions that were h rrruo at and
sanctioned in Frye House.

Tom, has combined his sensitivity to other people's psychology and his
concern with "the ipfluences of other worlds" into a growing interest in
astrology; he studies with a well-known astrologer who regards him as a
gifted pupil. Meanwhile, he lives on his own and supports himself with a
full-time job. Clyde's interest in electronics has led him to an extremely
successful career in that field. Karen has married a medical stettlent and settled
down with him. Lisa continues to work in local cooperative businesses and
lives in a commune.
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* Though one mtist. credit the young people with their self4ufficiency, it is
important to note the role that Frye 'House, 'its counselors, former residents,
and cqnseltants continue.to.plaY- in their lives. In times'of crisisthe loss of
.a lover, a job,. or a place to live; thie.cleath of a parent ---dye !Abuse residents
have continued to look to their counselors,-,to each other, and to me for
support. At first the young people returned to the.House itself to eat a meal
or stay for days, or everi::we s when there was no other"-plar&to go or
money to find one. .Frye Ho was extilrcitly their "home," all of us a part
of their family.. Even :now, 2 years after we havd all' left the House, this
family. and its supports con ue. Tom thinks of me explicitly as "an- older
brother and a mentor." To Lisa, her coung6lor, Jeanine, is "like a sister."
When Karen's mother recentlX killed herself, she immediately called Clyde
and Cynthia, another Frye -House counselor.

co

ADDITIONAL ADVANT GES AND CONSTRAINTS cy

The fOrm of this paper has led me to focus on overall patterns rather than
individual interactions, on movement rather than feelings. Still, it is important
to note .that counselors (and consultants) were deeply 'affected by theft
involvement with' Frye House. Sometimes they despaired, as one of them
put it, off' "ever haiing what it takes to really be with the young people."
Sornetimes,they felt "high" about good things that were happening to one or
another young person, about new understandings that they had reached with
each other. But they never seemed to regard their tipfe at Frye'as a job or
their role as simply therapeutic. Frye was %a family to them too, a swiftly
changing family of younger and older brothers and sisters.

Others who want to attempt, this kind of project, who want to live as
openly with troubled and trOubling young people, should be prepared for the
same- kind of investment. It demands honesty, commitment, self criticism and
tremendoLA' energy. It exacts, as the price of self-delusion or insincerity,
despairing self-doubt, shame, and ridicule. But the rewards are also great:
There is the satisfaction of creating and being part of a unique living situation,
the feeling of hope w h the yOung people's growth, when it comes, brings
wit it. As Cynthia r ently remarked, "No one ever puts more into Frye
House than she gets back."

it is also importaq to emphasize that Frye House and settings like it are
far more economical 'than the residential treatment _centers and mental
hospitals whose former and potential inmates they are housing. Even If
coupselors are paid a wage that is commensurate with the work they do, even
if Oldie are three rather than two of them, the cost per young person will still

ff be only $650-$700 a month. This is one-half to one-third the cost of the
average, residential treatment center, one-fifth to one-eighth that ofyrivate
hospitalization.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
My experience at Frye HoUse suggests that it is possible in the setting of a

.opoltectively *urn group foster home for nonprofess counselors to wo
Successfun with young people who have been diagnosed psychotic or porder-
line psychotic, who. have been or who would otherwise be institutionalized.
The counselors' abilitrto work-with these young people depends on a funda-
-mental. respect for their right to det,Frmine how they willanve their lives;-on
the counselors' commitment to continua/ inter ?ersonal engagement and
struggle with them; on the presence of a consultant' Who shai-es this philo-

hy and is capable of helping them to live with and understand a fairly high
de re? of ididyncracy and dkruption; and on the existence of a supportive
sys rrl whitp-can grow to meet the needs-of the young people even after they
leave the Hduse.

In this determinedly noninstittational context, young people treated as
members of a .household rather than patients- -have the opportunity to live
through and learn from experiences which more conventional kinds of treat-
ment (drugs, institutionalization, behavior rrqaclification) world seek,,to
curtail or eradicate.
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needsAlternative, services also, and not V.incidentally, have served the

of their own staffs. Thiy have offered the -pepple Whd work in them the
opportunitysometimes the first they have ever hadto be humanly
Useful to others,' for softie professionals they bave provided a new kind of

iSieorking ekperience, one relatively free from the posturing and strictures of
itadltional authoritarian, roles. To all staff they have been a place to be and

,. something to'be. part of.
1, "Youth We/Xing Youth" I have traced the evolution of the suburban

h .
.

hotlkie that I first described In "Corning Together." in particular, I have
focused 'on the interrelationihip between the growth and development
(over 6 years) of the core group of yhful phone aides and that of,the
organization as a whole; on the staff's ability to meet one-another's changing
needs; and thel reativity in transforming an organizatioA. and developing
and propagati ay of working and an ideal.. It seems to me that the
strength of this organization (and of other alternative services) and its success
in responding to the changing needs of those it serves are intimately con-
.nected and dependent on the way members of the staff treat one another.

This-article originally appeared In an islue of Social Policy delvoted to
, self-help groups (Social Policy, September/October 19767117nd is printed

here with permission.
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IN THE BEGINNING
I

Hotline was created in .1970 beciiise a group. of sym athetic professionals
was dissatis.fied With the services its suburban count rovided its young
people. The interagency committee they served on saw aq4-hour phone serv-
ice as a source IC) f information and referral, for medical'', social, and legal
problems; an opportunity for anonymous crisis counseling, and perhaps a
catalyst for developing other, more direct services. It would be staffed pri-
-marily by young people, volunteers who could sympathetically answer their
peers' questionsabout drugs, birth control, abortion, etc.arid direct them
to appropriate services.

Dorothy, the social wo dr wh chaired the commit e, became hotline's
chief advocate, the one w o pro toted its sponsorship b the mental health

ker who went into th' junior anc/senior
le, was selected as the hotline's coordinator

ally,a, way of making services accessible to
urning point in her lifer For a long time she
neighborhood," the one to whom the kids

association. Alice, the social wo
high schools to recruit young peo
and only paid staff member.

For 'Dorothy, hotline was init
y.pung people. For Alice it was a
had been the "crisis lady in m
came when they were in trouble. As she talked with tht young people she
recruited for hotline, she realized that in spite of their problems"youth.have
so much insight ... people just don't take the time to respect what young
peopl know." Unfulfilled at a health department which restricted her
attemp o work directly with people,in their own communities and homes,
unhappy i her marriage, she embraced hotline. A part-time job became a
full-time job nd More.

Alice sepa atcl rom her husband nd created a new home at. hotline. She
covered f t eigh our shifts pn he phones and supervised and trained
the teen- s who worked!' the oth r hours. She wrote budgets, visited
schools, and politicked with the tal health asSociatiOn'and the cdinty.
When any of her young phone' ales had trouble with a calldt or with them.-
selves, they got in touch with "Fler.at any time, night or day. They called her
Ms. Hotline and looked to her as a secontrmother.

r
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.GET-TING .INVOLVED:
..!... 4-

f -
Tfie staffilgarl& to hotline by vacious rputes.'Sot were recruited by_Atice; N

others called-for help and-wound up volunteeding. §t'ill others "jtisi.lieard
..

about. it" from friends mho -14-ad read about hotline at libraries or on school
bulletin boards. Those lone aides who dameto hotline). s_ first- year or/
-two were at once idearg,tic and needy. Many saw thtrns ves (and were
known by family oririends). as good listeners or hblpersNor the.one to come
to when you he a problem. They wanted to make the world, a better .place
w asorto help people.

a.

More immediately; however, they were feeling disappointed with lives that
seemed bereft of meaning and puriAse., disillusioned with conservative or
"redneck families which disapproved of their politi or lifestyles. "Bored
all the time," "sick of school," they were, as one 9 them summed it up,
"kind of in a lousy place." Someat age 15, 18, or were in the throes
of leaving their parents' home; others Were dropping out of schools "where
nobody seemed to teach you anything"; one had been "partying for four
months" after returning from Vietnam; another, after having been deserted
by a girlfriend, had just recovered from what he described as-several 'Months
of "psychosis." Several of them had been involved in violent, pointless.
delinquent acts.

A NEW FAMILY
Once at hotline these phdhe aides discovered an acceptance they had

r rely, if ever, encountered. Many of them had considered themselves "weird"
o "strange," "sensitive" or "actually nljts." At hotline no orie seemed to
n tice. In fact, as the phone aides got to-know each other and Alice,, they.
discovered other people wbo were like them: "When .1 came to hotline," one
phone aide told me, "I first realized that there were other people in the
world that were sensitive, and had the blues and stuff."

Their work with callers, the purpose that. bound them together, was a
source of gratification and education. A referral fo an abortion clinic or-a
sympathetic lawyer was so obviously helpful; a' "thank you" at the end ora
long talk with.a lonely and suicid4I teen-ager was incredibly satisfying. As
they spoke with young people who had problems like their own, they learned
about themselv-es. They drew on their own experiencehassles with schi;)cil
or parents, bummers on drugs; fears of sek or abandopmentto relate to the
callers, and came to value it more.: In urgirigahpizymous young people to face
siftations and confront parents and seek out resources, they were reminding
themselves to do the same.

In the tiri-rb when they were not working the phones, the staff shared with
one another their encounters-withob-scene and suicidal callers, with people
who were freaked out on drugs or had been beaten by parents. The tense
and threatening situations that they facedand the ethical necessity of
talking about 'Them only to fellow phone aidesbound them closer together.
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After a long week in school and on the telephones, they partied. Some-
times they got high and played complicated fantasy games or recalled and re-
enacted the cartoons- of their shildhood; they nicknamed each other, sang
songs, and generally let loose.

In contrasts to families 4nd schools which insisted on .ambition, conven-
tionality, and a show of invulnerability, hotline permitted altruism and
relaxation, sanctioned discomfort, embarrassment, and anxiety. "it was the
one place in my life," a college student commented, "whei-e: there were
people that were sensitive and that would take you for what you _are . . .

friends that you could really. get to know..." "It was," said Alice, "i'Place
where I found people I could really love, that could love me back for what
was and - not for what I was supposed to .be." Even quarrels seemed enriching.
Young peopLe who were prone to violent acting-out learned how to put
feelings into words: '"I could say what I meant and someone would listen, so
I didn't,have to beat up on anyone." "Hotline People," another phone aide re-
marked with satisfaction and awe, "really call you on it when you're wrong."

TAKING ON RESPONSIBILITY r
Though committed to respectii-ig young people and t eir abilities, Alice

continued for more than a year to .oversee thi" det411S of virtually every
.aspect of hotline's operation. Even after a dozen phone aides had begun to
be paid (a minimal hourly wage) for supervising each ift, she was still
working late most evenings. She attended all committee meetings, "recruited
professional consultants and new phone aides, and made all of hotline's
policy decisions_

In the fall of 1 971 Alice askld me to consult with hotline: She wondered
if L was-interested in talking to phone aides about the serious mental health.::
problems of their callers. When I asked about hotline and her role in it, she
toldr-The that she was overextended, that she wanted, but was not sure how
to get, more active participation in decision making from the,rest of the staff.

'suggested that she begin by letting the phone aidec not her or mefigure
out how I could be most helpful.

Eventually, 15 phone aides decided they wanted me to lead a group in
5"lenich they could talk about personal as well as phone related problems. They

felt that they needed a time to share some of the pain that dealing with
tr.%4Ied people brought them, an opportunity to explore in greater depth
some of their relationships with each other. Soon word of the group got
around. Phone aide?-yvho were in crisis 'dropped in. Group discussions about
staff conf+its and organi7ntinnal problernc were brought hark to Alic4 and
the rest of the phone aides.

Aftetfive months some members of this group decided they wanted more
responsibility, a more a five role in setting the policy which would govern
their work. They cataly d the creation of a monthly meeting in which
they, the rest ofVe paid st ff, and Alice could discuss these issues.
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lb the context of this group Alice and the paid staff were able to talk
more frankly with one another. She acknowledged her anxiety and posses-
siveness and began,. step by step, to relinquish some of her control over
hotline. As she did this her personal relationships with the young phone
aides became more reciprocal; when Alice and her own children were at odds
She now felt comfortable asking the phone aides for their help. The "Second

Ns.mother" becameca friend'and comrade..
Slowly the paid staff evolved a new philosophy of participation. All

decisions about hotline policy and organization were to be made by the
paierstaff group. They' in turn assumed.the responsibility for stimulating the
participation of the 50 volunteers.. Hotline was, as one phone aide put it,
"about'bommunication and sharing": their fellow workers deserved no less
respect than they gave their callers.

The participatidn in decision making, the sharing of organizational re-
sponsibilixy, and the growing. intimacy among phone 'aides' and their co-
ordinator transformed the organization. High school students and college
dropouts took over committees which had previously -been chaired by pro-
fessional consultants. They_ shaped selection and training to suit the needs
and fears that they haq had as new phone aides, emphasiz,ing the building
of trusting relationships, empathy skills, and role playing over accumulation
of technical knowledge of community resource information. They traveled
first Atith Alice and then by themselves to give talks at churches, high schools,
and civic organizations.

To train and educate others they had to learn for themselves. Teenagers
who rarely lead poured ,over books on suicide, attended workshops on non-
directive gperapy, community organization, and grant writing. They began,
with Alic6, to write grants and negotiate with health department officials;
they testified before legislative hearings and served with professionals on
countywide commMees_

MOVING OUT ON TIk OWN
There had always been tension between the hotline's free form, hang-

loose young people abd the older, more staid, and conservative mental
health association. In earlier days phone aides had partied in the office and
played practical jokes on the association's executive direc r. As they as-
suOned more power, they began instead to express their ritation more
directly. They resented the mental health association's pot ntial (though
rarely used) veto power over hotline policy and were impatient with its
fussy bureaucratic ways. By 1973 they were involved in a concrete struggle
with the association.

The phone aides, Alice, and several of hotline's professional consultants
'had evaluated the county's needs, hotline's, and their own: Everything .
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pointed to the importance of creating an extension of hotline, a4,crisis inter-
vention service. This outreach program could put phone aides in immediate
personal contact with people who were too frightened or alienated to seek
out the services they needed; bum trippers, rape victims, potential suicides,
battered wives and children. The phone aides found consultants to help
them learn face-to-face counseling and enrolled in courses in emergency
medicine. After months of training, they petitioned the mental health
association to allow them to proceed . with the program on -a trial basis.

By-the beginning of 1974 hotline was ready.to move. The expertise of the
phone aides, their confidence in their ability to manage an organization
collectiely, and their impatience with the mental health association's
"studies" of outreach all spurred them, on. In planning and executing their
departure, setting up a new office and its procedures, the staff drew closer
together: it was now really their hotline.

During .the year after hotline incorporatill, a process of organizational ex-
pansion and differentiation topic place. An administrative assistant was hired,
a board of directors elected. When, in the spring of 1975, money from the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) became available,
three of the core group of phone aides were hired as full-time coordinators.
One was in charge of .volunteers, another of training; the third, Derek, was to
develop the outreach program.

THE OUTSIDE WORLD
Most of the rest of the core group continued to volunteer their time for

outreach (which began in January of 1975) and/or the board of directors, but
some resigned their active work on the phones. The declining economic situa-
tion and their growing confidence in their abilities combined to encourage
many of them to seek full-time work,in counseling or related fields. Some be-
came directors of or workers in other alternative service projects. Some tools,
jobs in hospitals. Still others returned to school to take courses in education,
,social work, and psychology. Individual needs and aptitudes were becoming
careers.

Some phone aides were shocked and .troubled by the impersonal and
competitive world outside of hotline. Employers were unresponsive, if not
downright hostile, to the openness and candor. which they had come to value.
Their fellow students seemed so "apathetic," their teachers so uninterested in
suggestions for making curriculum relevant to the problems the students and

"-their community faced. "You have to remember," one phone aide, a pre-med,
reminded them "that school Ls like urinataig....you don't talk to the guy in
the next utirta ou do what you Wave to a:rici. trove on."

Though they sometimes wondered ir4tOtlintik wasn't "unreal," "too
touchy-feely," they were sure that their time there had been gocid for them,
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that it had provided them with a home and "a family to grow up in." "It was
like hotline was 4.ApAperapeutic Community for us," one of them told
me. "It was a supeAlWing and protective environment. We needed it and It
nurtured 'us."

After the. initial shock of confrontation, they began to feel more confident
in dealing with, and sometimes inflUencing, situations in ei outside world.
Five years before-similar people would have made them feel weird and with-
drawn. Now they could "accept them for what they are.: hotline teaches you
that people are very much alike and it gives you communicatiokills to deal
with the barriers and the hassles." When they remembered not to push too
hard or -too fast, Qy could be remarkably effective. One phone aide single-
handedly organized and obtained community support for a runaway house in
a particularly conservative area of the county; another succeeded in obtaining
sizable government funding for the project.

In moving back out into their communities the-phone aides have begun to
get 'in touch, with their "redneck" roots. One works on an ambulance with a
fire. company that he could "never have handled a few years' ago.... Hey
man, these people are racists, sure, but at least y6u know where they stand."
Another waits on tables in a couptry music bar: "Those are iny people," she
said the other day, "tobacco farms, Saturday night partying, beer drinking,
pickup trucksthat's where I come from." Still another former phone aide,.
long-haired and bearded, found himself confronting his landladr about her
prejudice against hippies, and managing to get her to see that he was really
"okay ... just like other Wlks, except maybe a better person to rent to."
When they rut into obstacles that seem too great to overcome, these former
phone aides are still able to turn to one another for support.,

Over the last year hotline has become increasingly visible as an advocate
for young people's rights and as an exemplar of an alternative philosophy of
human services. Its workers spearheaded the development of a countywide
coalition of alternative services and it has lent its now considerable weight, to
community groups which are under pressure from county or state bureauc-
raoies. Alice and the phone aides have taught classes in focal priblrc schools
and colleges and even in professional schools of social work. Their outreach
program is respectert-by the county government and its police and fire depart-
ments as well as by alternative services. T hey have trained nursing students in
community resources and police officers in crisis counseling. By the summer
of 1975 hotline phone aides had gained places on hoards of local hospitals,
rThr.ntal health SerViCes, mental health and social service advisory committees.

During this time Alice, Dorothy (who became an activist hoard president
when hotline went on its own), and the coordinators spread the good news
about hotline's way of working. It was, they said, "an experience of living
and learning. _ a relationship," an organisation haled on "participatory
decision making. But they were beginning at the same time to wonder if
hotline was indeed living up to the values that it was moragAting throughout

0 the county.
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MORE CHANGES

.Alice no longer felt so excited about hotline. The services, the training,
and the administration seemed so "together," but something was missing;
maybe it was the old phone aides leaving: No orib seemed to challenge her
anymore. The present phone aides did t it jobs and did .them well, but so
many decisions seemed to be left up to her nd the coordinators: "Sometimes
I think we could do anything and nobody would say 'boo.'"

Meanwhile many of the young. 1:3"eople who had grown up with hotlin
were also wondering _what it was all about. The four paid coordinators and
the administrative assistant, the bookkeeper and the public relations release
sometimes made them feel like they were just another hpalth department o
mental health association: The coordinators seemed to have so much knowl-
edge and -power. Since they were at hotline all the time and knew so much,
how could anyone else really participate as an equal in making decisions?
Things were efficient, sure, but it was no longer their hotline. Dorothy,
Alice, and the other coordinators, old and close friends of theirs: seemed to
them to be forming "some kind of elite."

There was dissension among coordinators too. The training ancl,voluntee
coordinators, feeling that Alice and Derek were making all the decisio
about policy, tended to retreat from overall responsibility. Meanwhile, Alice
and Derek were feeli4 beleaguered.. Sensing the discontent, not knowing
what to So, theV alternated between angry withdrawal and frantic efforts to
get all the phone aides involved in decision making.

New phone aides had, on the other hand, assumed they were just there to
work the phones. Thby were puzzled and resentful at efforts to get them to
take responsibility for hotline's organizational policy. People had told them
that hotline was a family, a cause, and-a movement, but they didn't really feel
it. For them it was simply a place to do useful work andto meet their friends.

. I realized as I listened first to Alice and Dorothy and then to the others
that 1.,,too had lost the feeling of hotline as a cause and a community. I en-
joyed the avuncular role of board member but no longer the hard work of
paid staff meetings. I wasn't pushing the staff to understand what was hap-
pening, to live up to the ideals which we had set ourselves. Onre 1 realized
this, I. began to work again, to pay attention to the mood as well ac the
words, t- urge coordinators and phone aids to qtPerktion one another.

-

First Dorothy confronted /lire and Derek about their arrogation of
aut rity. They in turn confessed th-sir dilemn.a attar APed for hr.lp.
ler e Alice plenrfrrf at rici staff etteetirtgc
all got to own it.-

"If you really want participation, then you've got to find out what the
people want,- one phone aide said in response. llle made heitline What it
was. We can't just take the philosophy and say to them, This is our nhilos
ophy and it's law_ We're the people who started it and created it avid if you
don't like, it, get lost.' We can't ; us, invite themt, Iem thc circle We have

I t '7 V "lir tr141 Wes'VQ,
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to open Wu. p,. We made hottintjhat it was and now these, neW people. will
.

have to do it too. It'll be different maybe, but it'll be theirs."
In the last ,two months, the drift toward.bureaucratization and alienation

has been halted. Old phone aides have begun to share their history and
hotline's with new ones, many of whom turn out to be just as interested in
being part of hotline in ,making it part of themas they once were. Meet-
ings ofill staff, paid and volunteer, are being held to discuss and re-evaluat
every aspect of hotline's philosophy, service, and 'policies; in th6mr.the
coordinators have begun' to ask questions instead of delivering speeches.

- Instead of retreating under the cover of administrative responsibility,
coordinators are once again taking phone shifts. Phone aides who had left
are being invited back to-act as consultanq. Alice and Ciorothy are filled with
energy and the office is alive with talk. Once again, it's exciting to be arAnd
hotline. .

CONCLUSION
Six years ago answering phones at hotline offered troubled yoettg people

and dissatisfied professionals meaningful work, intimacy, and a sense ofic,
commitment; working together to help others, they resolved rises in their
owp, lives. Gradually the phoneTaides created a comi-nunit,', which could sup-
port Them emotionally and financially. In a service based on respect for its
clients' right to self-determination, they evolved an organizational philosophy
of mutual respect and consensual decision making; is determinedly non-
professional and antibureaucratic setting, they devePop'd therapeutic and
administrative skills, personal confidence, and a heightened capacity for
criticism and self-criticism.

In recent years phone aides have put what they learned to good use. The
needs they, brought with them and the talents they discovered here become
the basis for careers in counseling and community organizing- The organiza-
tional philosophy thaft evolved out of their relationship to one another has
become the underpinning of their work in the larger community which hot-
line serves. Finally, and perhaps most importarttly, they have been trying to
resist the temptatioi-is of complacency and privilege which come in the wake
of organizational longevity and success and t) Veep hor.line
thg, leeein



'Alternatives in Triinsition" may be read as a followup to ',Corning To-
gether," a longer and wider perspective on the growth and development of
alternative services. When I wrote "Corning Together" J had spent 2 years
working intensively with several projects in the Washington; .D.C. area..
"Alternatives In Transition" reflects 3 more years of experience with these
projects as well as study and consultation with a number of programs in all
sections of the country. -

Where "Coming Together" was a history, an Introduction, and an enco-
mium, "Alternatives in Transition" is a rfiedpItulation, critique, and ex-*
hortation. Published in a slightly 'different form -In C/O: The Journal of
Alternative Human Services (Vol. 2, No. 3), it was addressed specifically, and
at-times urgently, to the workers in alternative services who read that Journal.
It is reproduced here with permission.
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alternativ-es
Cramisitittomi

As alternative services have won widespread support and. provoked 'mita--
tion,as they have grown in size,. riumbers7land organizational stability, those
of us whO work in or with them have become vulnerable to the dangers of
'cooptation and bureaucripzation, to the bad habits and compromises of
those to 0 171 -were supposed to.be an alternative.

Over the last uple of years I've become increasingly aware of these
dangers, habits..a d CoMpromises. I see them in the projects 1 regularly con

-suit with and learn fro-m, catch glimpses of them on my visits to groups
around the country, and feetlhem in 'rnSeself. It is very tempting to disregaid
criticisms that seem clamoround disruptive; to continue to do things a cer-,
tain way because it's "efficient" or we found that it works best"; or to
accept money on the conditions under which it is offered. It is a continual
struggle to remain ,responsive to the needs of those one js serving; to resist
entrenched power, or ideasincluding, and perhaps especially, one's own; to
treat one's new and often,farless experienbed.coworkers with respect; and to
act with integrity and strength in dealing with the "outside world."

HISTORY
Alternative services began in the late 1960's with .char dissatisfactions,

concrete services and vague longings. Most were created by non-professionals
in direct, response to the need's of disaffected and homeless young people.
Welfare departments, emergency rooms, and mental health clinics ignored
these young people and their problems, gave service to them at the cost of
condescension, labelling and coercion. In alternative services we tried to offer
them what they neededmedical care, information about drugs, counseling,
a place to crash-,-in a respectful and loving way.

There were few distinctions in the first alternative services between helper
and helped or amspg those who offered their services. A teenager who was on
a bum trip one rirght might talk someone else down the next; middle-aged
physicians took orders from twenty-year-old street freaks. Alternative services
were places to serve with dignity and be served without stigma. To young
people whose lives were in constant flux, they were an anchor; to those of us
who volunteered our time, they seemed an affectionate and chaotic family, a
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place where, foronce, we could determine how we were going to work with
people. . .

C.-Workers in . the first alternative.. services were outraged by the destruati0e-
ness and hypocrisy of United States foreign policy and the indifference of the
American .government to the needs' of its own people. My friends and I had
the sense that our nights of suturing and trip-sitting at the Haight-Ashbury
Free Clinic were a--complement to-:obr -Participation in the civil rights and
antiwar movements, a protest on behalf of young people.

The Vietnam War came slowly to a close and, with it, a period of un-
precedented national wealth. The counter-cultureno longer able.to live off
the spciety's surplusbegan to fade. Alternative services . survivedand
tip-wed, Without a major national movement for economic and social justice
or against 'imperialism, many people turned their energies to local human
service projects. In a time of growing privatism we triedas full-time staffs,
volunteers, or consultantsto get ourselves together at the same time that we
worked collectively to help other people get themselves together.

As time went on, alternative services won wide support and emulation.
Their Success in relating to young people whip were otherwise "unreachable ";
the obvious dedication of their workers; andperhaps above alltheir low.,cost made them attractive to funding sources. Legislators were prodded into.
appropriating "drug abuse" and "mental health," "law enforcement" and
"runaway" money for youth. An increasing portion of it went each year to
alternative services.

in som0.10rojects debates raged about Which government agency it wasYe

"correct" or at least permissible to take money from. The Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration's "counter-insurgency" programs had made it.off-.
limits to many groups; "drug abuse" money was tainted with forms which
identified clients. But many newer projects tended to ignore or gloss over
hese distinctions: Jobs were scarce, money was money, and "Our- job is

help people, right?'t ! .

In recent years a further rapproalement has taken place. Few alternative .

services were able to survive without goVernment subsidies; and Federaland
sometimes locak.-governments have become more benign in their policies.
Bureaucrats and mental health and social service professionals, who once
worried out their development, are eager to work with these new "service
delivery s stems."

In the space of half a dozen years a few projects in university towns and
hip neighborhoods of large cities became thousands serving millions of yqung
and not-so-young people in their communities. These projects began to form
local, state-wide, regional and national networks and coalitions. Conferences
were organized and newsletters and journals, including this one, published. In
Washington the National Youth Alternatives -Project spoke on behalf of
alternative services. If they were not always welcomed, alternative services
were, nevertheless, becoming a recognized part of their' local communities
and the national human service scene.
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Staff members who once workect, a hundred or more hours for roomjn
board and a few dollars ay week, could now afford to live in their own apart-
ments; some of them made a living wage for a livable week's work. They be-
came skilled in techniques that were once the property of professionals
individual, family and group counseling; emergency medical procedures;
organizational development and administration. They opened new projects to
help meet the changing needs of their clients." founders and on-the-line
workers becagne directors and supervisors, coordinators and trainers, national
Organizers and networkers. New workers, fl ten years younger, more
likely to be college educated than street smart, to take their places. -

This transitionfrom opposition to the gbvernment to'government fund-
ing, from movement -to stability, from the anarchy of. the counter-culture to
the structure of 'quarterly reports and evaluation forms, from'non-professionals
and volunteers to new kinds of professionalshas been very fast and at times
bewildering.

OBSERVATIONS
Higher levels. of funding have made it possible.tor some project workers to

devote themselves to training, administration Aid liaison work with other
agencies and community groups. This has helped to increase the skill'of new
workers and strengthen the position of alternative services in local communi-
ties. But, it has also tended to remove the. most experienced, workers from the
day-to-days running of the project and from the' people ti nom it serves; to
create hierarchies and "middle managements"; and at times, to comprOmise
work with people.

Some administrators have become impatient with "collective prOc
Eager to keep things efficient and orderly, they tend to present finished pl
and formulated policies. Rather than commit themselveslo experiencing con-
crete and difficult situations with line workers and clients, they tend to re-
main aloof and controlling.. Uniform procedurbs are substituted for innova-
tion; solutions which once worked in similar situations are invoked.

New workersto whom "participatory democracy" may have an archaic
ringhave no way of knowing that the nature of their weYrk would be dif-
ferent if they had more control Over the policies that governed it and the
purposes for which it was undertaken. Therefore, they are often content to
allow others to "assume the r7.-sppnsibility" for overall management and
planning; then they can be "free to work with neople."

Even when the split between direct service and administration is "accept-
able" to all, it has untoward consequences: Line workers who grow ac-
customed to followingguidelines laid down by those above them in a hierarchy
are more likely to demand the same acquiescence from those with whom
they are Working. Workers who don't feel the desire or need to be in control
of the conditions of their own work are less likely to want to make clients
part af the organization's decision making process, or indeed, to encourage
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them to demand. .conteol in their own working, iiying and educational
situations.

More often the -spljt becomes frankly divisive. Line workers may respect
the knowledge of their supervisors -but, like other workers in this country,
they resent-the. higher salaries, better.conditions and greater power of those
above them. Meanwhile, administrators and coordinators feel beleaguered_
They withdraw to each other's company and to work that is ever more re-
moved from the day to day 'functioning of the project, its line workers
and clients.

in a number of projects there is a growing tendericy for both line workers
and administrators to regard their work as simplyfhat, a job. Formal systems

- of accountability are embraced as a replaceme. for, rather than a catalyst to,
Shared commitment and personal trust. Withou this shared commitment to
the .needs and rights. of the people we serve, and to one another, we are all
easy prey. to a self-satisfied and authoritarian professionalism.

Even while we insist- that clients give "I-messages," we may be beginning,
as mental health and social welfare professionals often have, to ignore those
I-messages which don't fit into convenient' categOries. Line workers in many
projects are becoming increasingly reluctant to deal with troublesome clients.
They and their supervisors justify their decisions with categorical statements
that are often self-fulfilling prophecies: "We just can't deal with .. _ violent
kids ... or obscene callers ... or chronic schizophrenics .. :" The echoes of
the mental health clinic are painful. !!

Ch'rohic financial problems made most alternative services defensive and
reticent in dealing with the agencies which do or might fund them. There has
always been a great temptation to developoften quite hastilypolicies and
programs to meet the needs of a funding source; to accept without challenge
constraints on services in return for support. Everyone would have to deal
with changes and compromises, later on, somehow_ Disunity and distance be-. tween staff members compound this reactiveness_ Proposal writers who are
not intimately familiar with line work will be less sensitive to the effects of
their negotiations on that work; people who have become "professionalized"
may not appreciate the anguish that detailed reporting requirements and
restrictions may bring to line workers and clients.

Workers in alternative servicesand many of us consultants and "technical
assistants"have not only submitted to strictures that seemed necessary, but
have sometimes unwittingly reinforced and unnecessarily anticipated them.
To comply with demands that have not yet been made some projects have
excluded workers from their boards of directors. To demonstrate increasingly
favorable "cost-benefit ratios," others are enforcing rigid rules about length
of stay: "We_ have to have a deadline," the staffs of several runaway houses
have told me. "We can't see fewer kids than we did last year.",

The process of "mirroring" and anxious anticipation is apparent in the
language that some alternative service workers are beginning to use to
describe themselves and their work. If "heavy" and "far out" now seem
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hackneyed and imprecise, if "power to the peopl is, in 1976, a bit stale and
rhetorical; they at least were graphic and collo ial. "impact," "needs assess-
ment" a gcl "cost effectiveness"; "acting out" and "repeater": This -is the
language of bureaucracies and institutions, words whose habitual use can foil
communication, and obscure and liemean 'the concrete reality of. people and
their projects.*

It is reasonable to expect that what happens within p \ojects and between
them and their funding sources is going to be reflected in the operation of the
'coalitions and networks that they form. Certainly this seemed to be the case
at .the most recent convention of the National Network of Runaway Youth
Services.

When the Commissioner of the Office' of Youth. Development. spoke of a
"marriage" .between the Government and alternative services he was loudly
applauded; but no one really seemed to know what he meant. In an apparent
reaction to his words the convention agenda was changed so'that a major part
of it could be devoted to disclosing relationships with the Government. Many

-of those who were irivited felt puzzled and disappointed by this change but
powerless to do anything about it. They wanted time to get to know one
another, to share ideas and irations, but they were told-by those in charge
that decisions had to be madeLnd resolutions passed.

By the end of the conference a talented and dedicated group of people had
wearied themselves with endless caucusing and had grown cynical over
factionalikation. Though they tried hard iloo do what was asked of them, many
youth workers and many of the young people they invited to participate be-
came sujpicious of one another,. fearful of a "national pplitics" which seemed
alien, dangerous, out of control. The convention elected officers and passed
resolutions (some of which the steering committee has since rescinded). But,
sadly, it did not bring people together ar give them much chance to find out
and discuss what was important to them.

ALTERNATIVES
Though the present. moment is frought with possibilities of stagnation and

bureaucratization, it is also A time of opportunity. Alternative services are fast
becoming an important resource, not only to th people -who use them but
to the government agencies and charities which-fund them. By and large they 45
can provide better service at lower cost to (fore people than More traditional
institutions. The push for "deinstitutionalization," the increasing public Can- *
cern about "teenage alcoholism," the growing emphasis on "foster care" and
"delinquency prevention," and the inevitable need for job programs for
young people-: All augur well for the future of alternative services.

*Nor are they necessarily impressive to all bureaucrats. A half dozen wka 01 1 know
are all but baffled by the proposals and reports that they are beginning t elye from
alternative services: "We read stuff like this all day," one told me. "I thoug t alternative
services were differer44 Why," he complained,, "can't those people just tell usL4
What they're doing?"
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Within individual projecti-; greater skills-, stable administration, and rela-
tively secure funding have created a space in which people can look at their.
organizations' and make them more responsive to their clients' needs; a time_.
in which secure leaders c'In' use their authority to help bring about neCessary
changes; anApportunity for expanding and. solidifying a community base-

The firs( workers in alternative 'services needed no "consciousness raising".
to relate to the problems of the young people who came to them. aut'time,
Size and success tend to tta.le responsivenest. Hemmed in with habits. of
thought, feeling. and organization, we must sometimes struggle to be open
ts:$ the people we are trying to serve. .

We can pay attention first to the ways we keep ourselves from fully ex-
periencing. them.: the way we may categorize and objectify a person who is
experiencing the "kind of" problem we have seen rnany times; the anxiety we
feel when dealing with someone- very different or threatening; the way we
rush to fill up the silence of our helplessness or someone else's despair. ..

We Can do simple things to help Ourselves to know their livesmore directly,
to spring us loose from our routines and our fixed perspectives: schedule
some family counseling sessions in people's. homes; take a walk with a
troubled young person whOm we would .ordinarily speak to in a "counseling
room"; spend time in a local high school or nursing home; doon the line
work .or house coverage in a project in which we are usually administrators
or consultants.

We. need also to pa'.y attention to ourselves, as a group to create a time
when everyone who works togetherand the people we:work with--can get
together: a safe' place to talk about whatever needs to be discussedfeelings
and thoughts, dissatisfactions as well as hopes. In this context it is possible
for pepple to get to know each other. across 'administrative lines and outside
of ordinary .work .relationships, to understand the connection's between per-
sonal problems and organizational distress; and. to look together at where
they are with one another and the project as a whole.

A few days ago :a young runaway sat down in one such meeting. She
watched for awhile as administrators wrote_ on newsprint "Leadership,"
"Accountability "; listened as her counselors questioned the meaning of
"Collectivity" anchfinally exploded: "You all ain't for real, talking about all
this bull when you ain't-been doing what you should with us kids." And then
she laid it out--one counselor's big promises, another's loud rriristh, a' third's
bewildering jargon, and a fourth who was "doing a good job."

After a moment of anxious silence, her counselors began to respond,
more haltingly than before. Yes, they confessed, she was right They began
to wonder aloud why they were caricaturing themselves. Why so many of
them were letting down someone they care about. Maybe they too were dis-
satisfied. They turned then, to the administrators and the coordinators, to
challenge restrictions on their- work which theyhad.rese.nted and never felt
they had the right or power to change. For the first time in many weeks they
began to experience, not just talk about, "accountability" and "collectivity."
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' As an isolated happeninga yearly retreat or one-shot workshop7such a

meetingais merely interesting. As part of everyone's ongoing commitment to
the work they are doing together and to one another, it can,be a rncicjel for
learning from those whom we serve, and from one another,' vgoad;
profoundand continuingchange.

In the ongoing process. of self-examination, leaders-jolder workers.;admin:
,

istrators and trainers, coordinators and consultants- -have a key role to play.
We can set*iexample of respectful caring, of self-criticism and criticism. We
can hold oursaves responsible for raising and helping others to raise issues
that all of us would in some ways prefer to ignore. We have to remember
against the odds of our egotism and the corripetitive urgings of societythat
we are there to help people realize their own power, not to hoard it for our-
selves; to share our skills and knowledge, not intimidate with it; to under-
stand, and to help others underiiand what is:going on, not to Manipulate thf:
process. ,

These discuisions and the work that we do each day also need to be in- '

formed by wider perspectives and deeper experience, a sehse of continuity
with the past and of commitment to our present situation.

Formal briefings on the ongoing traumas of. relationshigs with other
agencies or on the development of particular policiesire use.Win helping
new workers to understand why things are as they are But sometimes it is
also -necessary to have oral history sessions, to set aside a time, away from
work, when older workers and clientsincluding people who are no longer
in the projectcan i,share "war stories," the freakouts and the pleasures of
earlier years. These sessions remind people of where theyhave been and-are
a kind of initiation rite for new workers. They're also fun, . 7

Though on-the-line workers rarely seem to have much time to read, they
can and will if the books, or articles seem immediately relevant to the work
they are 'doing. As more and more black young people 'same folkupaway
house I work with, all of us, including the most harassed counselorloh aged
to read a lengthy collection of essays on "The Black Family," anc meet
with the young people td talk about them.*,

Personal and organizational flexibility, criticism and selNriticism are
essential to assure our responsiveness to people we are trying tb Nip. History
and literature can provide perspective. Birt a secure base in a particular
geographic and social situation is nerpssary (or Ir"Cl """ dirprtion, strPngth
and stability

*It occurs to me as I write this that it might be "relevant" to read (or re-read) Frantz
Fanon (particulafly The Wretched of the Earth and Block Skin, White Masks) and Joshua
Horn's Away With All Pests. Fanon describes with anger and grace the process of coop-
tationi the colonization of mind and spirit to which we are all vulnerable; in his discus-
sion of medical care in China, Horn points out some of the pitfalls of bureaucratization
and professionalizatIon and details some of the ways that the Chinese have struggled
with and sometimes -moved beyond them:
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One of the most exciting and hopeful developments in alternative services
is the way projects are reaching out, many for the first time, to commit
thernelves to the people. who live and work near them: the recreation and
training programs, the peer counseling and networking effor often .in
third world and white working class neighborhoodsthat are u erway; the
attempts to work with the old as well as the young, with "strfght" people
as well as "freaks."

The politics of people ,who are creating a community will be more
grounded and secure, more reasoned and less reactive than it has been. A
project which is clear about its origins and purposes, in which clients, staff,
and neighbors work together responsively is no longer a special interest
group. Instead of tentatively soliciting the support and approval of elected
officials, it will feel confident in educating them to people's needs. Instead of 1

trying to "live with" or "get around" the rules and regulations of funding
bureaucracies, alternative services can beginas some have--to hold these
bureaucracies accountable to them. If all of us--in each projectcan con-
tinually remind ourselves of what we are doing and for whom, it will be far
easier and less threatening for us to learn from and organize with our brothers
and sisters in other alternative services.
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First published In the "Outlook ".section of The Washington Post (Febru-
ary 13, 7977), 'Wew Roads to Mental Health" Is addressed to a lay audience.
It proceeds from a critique of mental health practice through a brief portrait
of present alternatives to it, to a proposal for a new and, one would hope,
more responsive and flexible.community mental health facility. For me the
article is at once a summing up and a prospectus.
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new roads tohealth
Recent surveys reveal that 2 out of 10 Americans are in "serious need" of

mental health services. Each year almost 1 percent of our .population is ad-
mitted to mental.hospitals. We consume several billion doses of ValiuM and
Librium annually. Millions of people are addictedto barbiturates, heroin,.
methadone and alcohol. Psychosomatic disease is endemic.

In searching for answers to the problems of mental health, we tend. to
forget that they often have roots in the particular conditions of our society.
Of course, we know' that poverty predisposes people to psychosis and hos-
pitalization; that fragmenting community structures and confused family
relations promote depression, alcoholism and even "schizophrenia"; that
pressured and alienating working conditions precipitate psychosomatic .ill-
ness and drug use.; that. lack of employment opportunities and a narrdw 4ociat
vision make young people disturbed and disturbing; that isolation and in-
stitutionalization depress older people.

.

Yet we ignore all this and focus our therapeutic attentions and our "eco-
nomic resources on individual sufferers. We call them "mentally ill" and all
too oftenas if their problems were simply analogous to a. physical illness
treat them with drugs and .electroshock treatment. When they do not get
"better," we lock them up in mental hospitals.

During the last several decades the mental health establishment has adopted
two major approaches to (he American people's problems in living: bioMed-
ical research and the establishment of local mental health facilities. Neither
has lived up to expectations. Both have been flawed by the, pervasive and
narrowing influence of the "medical model of Mental illness."

Biomedical researchers, ignoring whole people in families and commun-
ities, work places and cities, have searched for the specific physiological and
biochenjical causes of schizophrenia, manic depressive psychosis, depression
and anxiety. They have experimented with medical and surgical curesthe
right drug or the right operation, the right 'place in the brain to stimulate or
depressjust as they might with treatments for diabetes or cancer of the lung.

When the phenothiazihe group of tranquilizersThorazine is onewere in-
troduced in 1954, they were 'heralded as the "cure" for schizophrenia. An
immediate exodus from state and county hostals was followed over the
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, years by a leveling-off process. Twenty -two years later, the percentage of the
overall population in mental hospitals has decreased somewhat, as has the'
average length of stay, but the overall numbers of patients have remained the
same. .

Some of those "maintained" on phenothiazi es,- or more potent drugs
developed later, seemed to function well outside the hospital. But many
have come to feel as constricted, as robbed of their full potential, by the
stupefying and numbing effects of the chemicals as they had been by the
hospital walls. And many who felt satisfied with die emotio level main-
tained by their medication have found themselves eNperienci severe physi-
cal "side effects"impotence, disabling -tremors, extreme sensitivity to sun-
light, chronic skin rashes, easy tiring, obesity_

The passage of the Community Mental Health Centers Act in 1963 was
hailed as a "bold new approach" by John F. Kennedy. it signaled a modifi-
cation of the medical model, a growing sensitivity to the effeCts of poverty
and social stress on the creation of "mental illness," an increasing awareness
of the possibilities of helping people by working with them, their families
and their communities to change their social situation.

The facilities which the act has helped create have indeed brought mental
health services to millions of people. They have not, however, resolved the
contradiction between a social and a medical definition of "mental illness."
Too many community mental health centers simply perpetuate the medical
model and, in so doing, provide inappropriate services.

In outpatient clinics that are little more than an aggregation of private
therapists' offices, the center staffs insist that people fit into one or another
diagnostic category and predetermined therapeutic experience. Instead of
providing the serviceseconomic and educational, residential, vocational and
counselingnecessary to help seriously disturbed people live successfully at.
home and in their community, they tend to hospitalize them or to obliterate
anxiety about these problems with maintenance doses of drugs. The con-
sultation and education they provide is often directed at strengthening the
skills of other professionals teachers, guidance counselors, etc.rather than,
say,, changing the classroom conditions which frustrate students, teachers and
guidance counselors alike. Rarely do they provide services to people who,
though needy, are unwilling to define and stigmatize themselves as mentally
ill. Still more rarely do staff members spend a substantial amount of time out-
side their clinic doors, in the community they are supposed. to serve.

THE PERSONAL TOUCH
I received my own psychiatric training in such a facility. Working as a

psychotherapist with poor people., I began to realize the wrongheadedness of
a systaii that largely ignored the day-to-day realities confronting people
when,after an hour, they left my office. I discovered how much faster some
of the most troubled people would lose their "psychotic symptoms" if I de-
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voted more of my energy to understanding the concrete, depressing realities
of their livesand then helped them deal with 41aose realities.

Driving one man to a welfare office; waiting with him; helping him prod
its sluggish and indifferent bureaucracy into giving him emergency payments
let him know more graphically than any words that I really did "care" about
him. Afterwards he spoke much more easily of his "personal" problems.

Visiting a "paranoid" teenager in her home, I discovered that her parents
were constantly invading and intrudingon her room, ermail, her bureau
drawers, her phone calls, even the pockets of her blue j6ans. I obviously had
to .take her seriously when she told me that "they're as crazy as I am." She
couldn't possibly become less "paranoid" until they changed.

When I worked with a "Crisis Intervention Team" in the psychiatric
emergency room of a municipal hospital, I learned that 80 percent of those
who would have otherwise been admitted could be helped to stay at home.
With the intensive involvement of the crisis team (a psychologist, a nurse and
three paraprofessionals), a family could pull together to help one of its mem-
bers during a psychotic episode or suicidal depression.. While they assisted
family members in dealing with external problems (welfare, job, housing,
food), the team used the crisis as a lever toward understanding the particular
dynamics which had precipitated it: Often, in a few weeks, without hos-
pitalizing anyone, the team was able to help a family resolve a situation
which had seemed intolerable.

As a chief resident in charge of a mental hospital ward, .1 tried to reverse
the process of institutional labeling and degradation, to treat patients with
the same kind of respect that I would wish. I found that a group of patients,
when allowed to take- part in making rules and in working out cooperative
living arrangements, simply stopped being so disturbed.

The patients, given the possibility of trust by the staff, free-tc.) come and
go, tended to stay and try to work out their problems. Allowed to regulate
their own medication, they tended to use it occasionally, when necessary, and
to avoid becoming dependent on drugs. "Everyw4gLe else," one "chronic
schizophrenic" young man told me, "I'm crazy; here ./.1 sane,"

Still, I concluded that the reforms that could be made within the (...ontext
of traditional mental health settings were severely limited by structure and
by ideology.

ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
When, five years ago, I entered the U.S. Public Health Servit;e, I decided to

look for places in which troubled people could be helpedand could help
themselveswithout so many constraints.

I began to workas consultant, researcher and colleaguewith "alternative
human services." I wanted to see if the ideology of professionalism really did
make it more difficult to meet the needs of troubled people; if changing the
.setting in which help was given and the attitudes of those who were giving it
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made a substantial difference in the people who received, it; and if the skills I
had devpoped in my psychiatric training could be effectively shared with and
enlarge&by groups of 'dedicated nonprofessionals. After five years, I do not
think these services have '"the answer" to people's problems in living; but

-P they are certainly dealing with those problems in ways that are respectful,
open-minded and effective.

Alternative 'services are approximately 10 years old. Most of them were
founded in direct rekponse to the needs of disaffected peoplerunaway teen-
agers, battered wives, suicidal city dwellersas nonprofession'al alternatives
to mental health facilities (and social service agencies) which these people had
found threatening, demeaning and inadequate. To isolated. and troubled
people whose lives were in constant flux, they were an anchor; to those who
volunteered time, they seemed an affectionate if sometimes chaotic family, a
place where for once they could determine how they, were going to work with
people.

Ten years ago a handful of switchboards, drop-in centers, free clinics-and
runaway houses served young. people in the "hip" neighborhoods of a few
large cities. Today thousands of these services exist, aiding people of all ages
and classes in small towns, suburbs and rural areas as well as in the cities.

Some are explicitly "self- help " communities of ex-addicts, associations of
parents of mentally retarded children and consciousness-raising groups for
women and old people. Othersrunaway houses, group foster homes, hot-
lineswere launched by people viewing themselves as older, more xper nced
brothers and sisters reaching out to younger ones. Still others were tea by
established community groupschurches, synagogues, Ys and 'social welfare.
departments:

Though there are many differences among alternative services, they share
certain assumptions, attitudes and practices which make them particularly
useful and responsive to the people they serve. Among the most significant,
I have . found iwlny five years of work with alternative services, are these:

They respond to people's problems as those problems are
experienced.

A woman whose husband is beating her is regarded as a vigtim, not scru-
tinized as a masochist; a child who leaves his home-is seen, housed and fed as
a runaway, not described as an ''.acting out disorder" or judged as a "status
offender."

A:

They provide services that are immediately accessible', with a
minimumvaitmg anti bureaucratic restriction.

Hotlines, shelters for battered women, runaway houses and many drop-in
centers 1,re open 24 hours a d4 to anyone who calls or comes in off the
street. # they-,cannot provide help, they regard it as their responsibility to
find someone or some agency that can.
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They emphasize the strengths of those who seek help and their
capacity for self-help.

A 13-year-old girl, instead of being labeled a patient and dragged to a
psychiatrist, is encouraged to bring her whole family to counseling sessions.

They reicli'out to help the individual change.the social situation
job, family, school, workplacein which he or she is feeling
distressed.

This may mean helping a young person to talk to her parents, providing
legal services to a tenant who wishes to challenge a landlord, guiding a welfare
mqther through a_ bureaucratic maze.

They are willing to change, to expand their services as the com-
munity's needs dictate and their increasing skills permit.

As phone aides became aware that young people would n6't go to tradi-
tional mental health facilities, one suburban hotline expanded its services
from information and referral to phone- coynseling and crisis intervention.
Workers at an utban runaway house. opened a job cooperative to assist young
people looking for employment and a .free high school for 'those who -could
not fit into their assigned schools.

They are actively involved in educating the larger community
about individual needs and in helping that community to partici-
pate in mlieting these needs.

.<

Staff members give frequent talks at local schools, churches and civic
groupsabout drugs, sexuality, venereal disease and problems between
parents and children.

They 'actively encourage those they have helped to become helpers
and reduckfeelings of loneliness and uselessness by doing useful
work with O'tfiei-s.

i4;,F44)

The degree on non-professional workers.
ternative services more than half the paid staff are non-

ii6;f6Q-t7iiars . ental health professionals who work with them do so on a
cooperative or consultative basis, and ofterl as volunteers rather than full-.
time paid staff. The professionals are there to share their skills with non-
professionals, not to run the program.

Va.

They are committed to using volunteers from their own
community.

ti
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Sothe programs use non-professional volunteers as an important adjunct
to paid stiff. Others are staffed and run almost entirely by volunteers
students, housewives, old people, businessmen and women.

They generally operate under some forM of partiCipatory der oc-
racy or consensus decision-making.

In this context it is possible to change policies to meet the rapidly
changing needs of clients, to provide staff with a sense of pride in and control
over what they do. Ate.

They function as mini-communities or extended families.
This provides staff with a sense of warmth and security; they grow and

change to meet personal as well as work related needs.

They are far more economical than traditional mental health.
facilities.

An hour of counseling'at a drop-in center costs a sixth to a. third as much
as an hour of therapy at a community mental health center. The price per
day of staying at a runaway house is about one-eighth to one-fifth the cost of
that of a general hospital psychiatric ward.

BUILDING ON EXPERIENCE
In the early years; alternative service workers believed they would always

remain responsive to those who needed. their help, Time, enlarging programs,
increased funding. needs and the attendant compromises, -and above all the
recession have all taken. a toll. At a recent conference, runaway house coun-
selors and administrators cspoke sadly of their impending bureaucratization;
of difficulties in meeting long-term needs for jobs, housing and specialized
schooling, and of certain peoplethe violent, the seriously suicidal and the
retarded. who they simpry did not have the time or skills to deal with.

Still, alternative services are successfully reaching several million people
and .shaping their lives. Any attempt to make mental health services more
responsive to people's needs logically should take account of the kinds of
innovations alternative services have made and the spirit pervading them.

To begin with, the facilities should direct their services primarily to the
residents of .specific communities and neighborhoods, rather than to the
amorphous 'and Sometimes sfrawling catchment areas and counties which
now define their borders. The buildings themselves should be smallordinary
houses have served alternative services.welland as inviting as preSent facilities
are forbidding. These, places should be open-24 hours a day and provide
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phone and walk-in contact and crisis intervention with a minimum of
formality andode I ay.

The people working in these centers should be encouraged to develop
more skills and take on more responsibility. Staff roles would be flexible and
those expert in a given areapsychiatry or administrationwould be ex-
pected to teach others. To keep all workers more sensitive to the problems
of their fellows and their community, clerical, administrative and supervisory
personnel would be expected to do on-the-line work with clients. To ma'e
sure that all participate in governing the center, these programs would be
staffed largely by non-professionals who live in the community; policies and
operations would be formulated and overseen jointly by center workers and
'community representatives. The professionals involved .would neither auto-
matically control policy nor receive disproportionately high wages.

As a reflection of change in approach, such places might best be called
"human service centers" or "community centers"_or simply "centers." The
names, designed to i dicate a responsiveness to people's needs, would avoid
creating the feeling of deprecation inevitably associated -with defining
oneself as "mentally ill."

A center staff, instead of defining problems in mental health terminology,
would help people to define their problems in their own terms. if a woman
with eve children it suicidally depressed because of the inadequacy of her
'welfr payments; the dreariness of her home and the rats that threaten
her family, the center's crisis team would work first of all on those realities,
help her deal with the welfare department, assist 'her with child care and
bring in an exterminator. Instead of involving her in long-term ps);chotherapy
or drug treatment, they might help her betome part of a group of parents in
similar situations; here, she could begin to find alternatives to her situation.
In the context of this supportive group she might, at some point, feel free to
talk about the "personal problems" which so many mental health
professionals would insist on "attacking" first.

For people who need them, places to stay would be available. Thus, a
person experiencing the personality disintegration and overwhelming anxiety
that often signal an acute psychotic episode would be able to go to a "crisis
house," where he could be guided protected, by especially patient and
skillful staff. There symptoms would not be suppressed by drugs; instead, the
psychotic episode could become t kind of a natural healing process that
exists in some traditional societies an ch modern experimental com-
munities as London's Kingsley Hall and California's Soteria.

Similarly, young runaways, battered wives or those suffering the traumas
of divorce, death or separation could shelter in residences and there rest, gan
perspective, share problems. Though a dangerous and uncontrollable few
would continue to require institutionalization, the vast majority of those
who need longer-term care could be kept in their own communitiesin
ordinary houses, easily accessible to their friends and relatives. Many of these
people couldif staff workers provided organization and leadershiplearn
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to take care of one another. Old people who are healthy but homeless could
supervise the care of young people who are chronically ill. Students at
colleges could live with runaways lacking homes to return to.

PROBLEM SOLVING
t. The majority of people with problems do not, of course, need crisis inter-
vention or residential services. The centers would offer them the resources
profissional expertise, advocacy and educationto help them deal with their
own problems. People would'be helped to understand themselves as partici-
pants in and, often enough, sufferer from the concrete situations of their
life; as part of a family, an office, a work group or schoolroom. Techniques
of family counseling, group therapy and community organizing could be
used to help make a family, a schoolroom or workplace more responsive to
all of its participants, to give them the tools to continue to work things out
together long after .the center workers withdraw.

Groups of people with special concerns or problemswomen wanting to
share with each other questions about their roles as women,; people trying to
cope with the effects of their aging; parents of retarded or autistic children
would be helped to fcerm groups, with or withou a leader, in which they
could discuss and deal with their common conce.rn .

Individual therapy would be available, but'there would be a shift in I

emphasis toward helping people to develop a capacity to analxi&their social
situations and needs and thus be better able to use a network of helpers both
within the centers and outside.

'FO.i the commuhlty as a whble, the center would be another kind of
resource, a plac4...fbr.the kind of "primary prevention" that the mental
health -establishmeinsCritten talks of but rarely spends time and money to
bring about. Center"staff could help other agencies develop recreation and
community action programs and campaign for more responsive policies in
institutions affecting people's lives, from welfare offices to factories.

The point of all this is not simply to produce another kind of treatment
&lit to relate to troubled people rb their terms, to insist thatattheir needsnot
the preconceptions or self-interest of any professional groupshape the kind
of help they receive. None of the ?eforms I have proposed is Utopianand
all of them together will not, of course, create a UtOpia. But they are a
start, a step toward relieving at least .SOMEy of the human misery that we
have too complacently and too long regarded as the symptoms of mental
illness.
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